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2 Safety and operating instructions for drive converters 
in conformity with the low-voltage directive 73/23/EEC 

1. General 
In operation, drive converters, depending on their degree of protection, may have live, uninsulated, and possibly also 
moving or rotating parts, as well as hot surfaces. In case of inadmissible removal of the required covers, of improper use, 
wrong installation or maloperation, there is the danger of serious personal injury and damage to property.  
For further information, see documentation. 
All operations serving transport, installation and commissioning as well as maintenance are to be carried out by skilled 
technical personnel (Observe IEC 364 or CENELEC HD 384 or DIN VDE 0100 and IEC 664 or DIN/VDE 0110 and 
national accident prevention rules!).  
For the purposes of these basic safety instructions, "skilled technical personnel" means persons who are familiar with the 
installation, mounting, commissioning and operation of the product and have the qualifications needed for the performance 
of their functions.  
 

2. Intended use 
Drive converters are components designed for inclusion in electrical installations or machinery.  
In case of installation in machinery, commissioning of the drive converter (i.e. the starting of normal operation) is 
prohibited until the machinery has been proved to conform to the provisions of the directive 89/392/EEC (Machinery Safety 
Directive - MSD). Account is to be taken of EN 60204. 
Commissioning (i.e. the starting of normal operation) is admissible only where conformity with the EMC directive 
(89/336/EEC) has been established.  
The drive converters meet the requirements of the low-voltage directive 73/23/EEC. They are subject to the harmonized 
standards of the series prEN 50178/DIN VDE 0160 in conjunction with EN 60439-1/DIN VDE 0660, part 500, and EN 
60146/DIN VDE 0558. 
The technical data as well as information concerning the supply conditions shall be taken from the rating plate and from 
the documentation and shall be strictly observed.  
 

3. Transport, storage 
The instructions for transport, storage and proper use shall be complied with. The climatic conditions shall be in conformity 
with prEN 50178. 
 
4. Installation 
The installation and cooling of the appliances shall be in accordance with the specifications in the pertinent 
documentation.  
The drive converters shall be protected against excessive strains. In particular, no components must be bent or isolating 
distances altered in the course of transportation or handling. No contact shall be made with electronic components and 
contacts.  
Drive converters contain electrostatic sensitive components which are liable to damage through improper use. Electric 
components must not be mechanically damaged or destroyed (potential health risks). 

 

5. Electrical connection 
When working on live drive converters, the applicable national accident prevention rules (e.g. VBG 4) must be complied 
with. 
The electrical installation shall be carried out in accordance with the relevant requirements (e.g. cross-sectional areas of 
conductors, fusing and PE connection). For further information, see documentation. 
Instructions for the installation in accordance with EMC requirements, like screening, earthing, location of filters and wiring, 
are contained in the drive converter documentation. They must always be complied with, also for drive converters bearing 
a CE marking. Observance of the limit values required by EMC law is the responsibility of the manufacturer of the 
installation or machine.  

 

6. Operation 
Installations which include drive converters shall be equipped with additional control and protective devices in accordance 
with the relevant applicable safety requirements, e.g. Act respecting technical equipment, accident prevention rules etc. 
Changes to the drive converters by means of the operating software are admissible. 
After disconnection of the drive converter from the voltage supply, live appliance parts and terminals must not be touched 
immediately because of possibly energized capacitors. In this respect, the corresponding signs and markings on the drive 
converter must be respected. 
During operation, all covers and doors shall be kept closed. 
 

7. Maintenance and servicing 
The manufacturer's documentation shall be followed. 
 
KEEP SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS IN A SAFE PLACE!   
Safety instructions 
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Caution: Any work on the control equipment, e.g. installation, connection, maintenance, may only be performed, if 
     

     
 

 
 
 
- the system is de-energized, 

 - protected against restarting, and 
 - all drives are at standstill! 
 Before starting to work test the isolation using a suitable tool. 
 
Danger: 
 

     

In activated condition electrical equipments and machines contain energized bare conductors or rotating 
parts. When covers and prescribed protective devices are removed, this might lead to injury of persons or 
property damage in case of incorrect handling and maintenance or in case of any use not in accordance 
with the regulations. 

  
A further risk with power electronic equipment, which not every expert is acquainted with, is that there is still 
electric energy in the equipment even after disconnection of the supply voltage (capacitor charging!).  
 
When the required discharging time has elapsed the equipment must be checked for residual voltage prior 
to starting any work. 

 
Attention: Electrical systems and machines may only be installed, 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     

 
- connected, 
- commissioned, 
- serviced and 
- operated by experts who are trained applying the applicable safety and installation regulations. 
 

 Opening of the devices and/or removing of parts should be cared out only by instructed experts. 
Have any work checked by trained experts. The experts must be authorized for the required work by the 
person in charge of system safety. 
 
Experts are persons who have the necessary training and experience are acquainted with the respective 
applicable standards, regulations and accident prevention regulations, are familiar with function and 
operating conditions of electrical drive systems, are able to recognize and avoid any danger. 

 

     

 
Control, locking functions, monitoring and protective functions (thermal motor protection, speed monitor, 
overcurrent, earth fault, etc.) must not be deactivated, not even in trial operation. 
 
The system may only be installed and operated in accordance with the documented layout. Use in 
compliance with the regulations. Any other use is prohibited! 

 
 
Storage regulations: The regulations for storing electrical systems must be observed. Please request these 

regulations if required, or take them out of the technical data! 
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Please help preclude any faults and thus avoid injury of persons and property damage. 
 
The person responsible for the system must guarantee that 
 

- safety notes and operating instructions are available and observed; 
- operating conditions and technical data are observed in accordance with the order; 
- protective devices are used; 
- prescribed maintenance is performed; 
- service staff is immediately called or the system is immediately shut down, if there are higher 
- temperatures, noise, vibrations, etc. as compared to nominal operation; 

 
 
The operating instructions contain all the information an expert needs for using the electrical system in industrial plants. 
Additional information and hints for unqualified persons, for application of the system in a non-industrial field, and for 
possible drive variants are not contained in this manual. 
 

     
The manufacturer's guarantee is only valid, if the respective applicable operating instructions have 
been observed and adhered to. 

 
 
Device specific General remarks referring security 
 

The output side of DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 inverters is stable at no load, short-circuit-proof, and earth-fault – 
proof. 

 
The earthing cable of the electronic section is electrically connected to PE. 

 
All the operation and signal inputs (terminal strip) are isolated from the electronic section earth by means of 
opto-couplers. Therefore best prerequisites are set to guarantee electromagnetic compatibility. 
 
 

 

     All the conductive connections are still energized after the mains voltage has been switched off, until the link 
capacitor has discharged (approx. 5 min.). 

 
Before starting to work check the residual voltage after the discharging time period. 

 
Connections at the terminal strip may only be performed, if the inverter is de-energized. 

 
Withdraw plug connections and electronic boards only, if the inverter is de-energized. 

 
  
 

     
As a matter of principle only PCB-free and beryllium-oxide-free components are used. When the 
DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 is put out of service it must be appropriately disposed of. 
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3 Instruction manual 
3.1 General remarks 

 
The frequency inverters of series DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 are voltage controlled converters with transistor-inverter and 
sinusoidal pulse-width modulation. The devices can be used as 4-quadrant drives for permanent-field synchronous 
motors and for asynchronous motors as well. 
 
The DYNAVERT® L 05 is optimally prepared for the application in lift installations of all types (passenger and goods 
lifts). The hardware and the software for these models is designed particularly for the operation of gearless or geared 
lift drives.  
 
Those modules which usually are arranged inside or outside the lift control cabinet are integrated in the 
DYNAVERT® L05 - devices with a device current of 20 to 65A . The frequency inverter has tobe is mounted separately 
from the lift control cabinet. 
 
At a device current of 90 to 130A there are two variants available: 

- In model DYNAVERT® L06 (compact device) these components are not integrated (travel contactors, short 
circuit contactors, brake resistors, etc…). 

- In model DYNAVERT® L96 (compact plus device) these components are integrated at concurrently higher 
dimensions. Only the brake resistor has to be mounted externally. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

              Internal modules: 
  

• Mains fuses 
• Control fuses 
• Line reactor acc. to EN 61800-3  

(Input reactor in the intermediate circuit) 
• EMC-filter acc. to EN 61800-3 
• Motor filter 
• Motor contactor (only L05) 
• Brake resistor (only L05) 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 1: DYNAVERT® L05  
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3.2 Type-number key 
 
The type designations of all frequency inverters DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 are coded following a type-number key.  
The technical data of the range of models DYNAVERT® L05 / L20 ... L75 and DYNAVERT® L06 / L90 - 130  
Are listed in the annex to this operating instruction. 
 
 
    Type-number key (example 2L2W-06400-040 BADEOO): 
 
 

    2L 2 W  –  0 6 400 – 040    (Type-number key) 
 
  

040 A: maximum output current [A      

400 V:  mains voltage [V] 
   6:    status of modification 
 

             mechanical design: 
         0:  compact device 
         8:  cabinet mount device 
         9:  compact plus device 
 

         A:   input and output 3 AC with braking equipment (braking resist.) 

         W:   input and output 3 AC without braking equipment (braking resist.) 
         2:   protection class IP 20 
 

         2L:    DYNAVERT®  L 
 
 
 
 
        B    A    O    E    O    O    (further version designations for devices as from L06/96) 
 

 
Control cable set: 
0:    without control cable set 
L: customer-specific version 1 
I: customer-specific version 2 
U: universal control cable set 
 
Contactor coil voltage: 
O: without contactor 
1: 230V 50Hz/ 240V 60Hz AC 
2: 110V 50Hz/ 120V 60Hz AC 
6: 110V DC 
7: 60V DC 
9: voltage combination 
 
Display: 
O: without inverter display 
I: with internal inverter display 
E: with external inverter display 
B:  with internal and external inverter display 
 
Contactor combinations: 
O:  without contactor 
1:  with 1 travel contactor 
2:  with 2 travel contactors 
3:  with 1 travel contactor + 1 short-circuit contactor 
4:  with 2 travel contactors + 1 short-circuit contactor 
 
Radio interference suppression class: 
O: without filter 
A:  with radio interference suppression filter A 
B:  with radio interference suppression filter B 
 
Braking equipment: 
B: inverter with brake transistor but without brake resistor 
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3.3 Installation and connection 
 

3.3.1 Installation 
 

The standard protection class for the DYNAVERT® L05/06/96-devices is IP 20 (acc. to DIN 40050). The installation 
of equipment with IP20-protection is allowed only in locked electrical locations. 
 
The site of installation must be chosen so, that clean and dry air is available for cooling the DYNAVERT® 
L05/06/96. The DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 and the brake resistor are provided for indoor installation. 
Considerable generation of dust, high concentration of chemically active pollutants, danger of moulding  
or invasion of insect pest are threatening the safe operation of the inverter. 
 
For thermic reasons, the DYNAVERT® L05-devices are mounted in vertical position (terminal X1 at bottom). Owing 
to the integrated brake resistor high dissipated energy is generated, so that the devices are not suitable for 
installation inside a control cabinet.  
 
DYNAVERT® L06 models are suitable for cabinet-mounting. 
 
Provision is to be made for sufficient cooling air (see technical data) and the max. ambient temperature should be 
well observed. The cooling air temperature shall not exceed 45°C. If certain restrictions are met (see the technical 
data, item 7.2) an ambient temperature of 50oC would be possible. 

 
 
 

3.3.2 Installation notes 
 

Concerning the complete assembly the local safety regulations (e.g. EN 81) are to be strictly observed. 
 
Here, the mains voltage and the building-side fusing shall be checked for correspondence with 

 
- the technical data, and 
- the actual adjustment of the devices. 

 
The rating of back-up fuse and cable sections shall be determined in accordance with the characteristics of the 
equipment; for the back-up fusing normal line protection fuses (classifikation gL or gG acc. to DIN VDE 0636) will 
suffice. 

 
Rating of PE conductors acc. to DIN VDE 0160 (EN 50178). 
 
 
The devices may cause leakage current (>3,5 mA). Therefore they are intended for permanent connection acc. to 
VDE 0160 (EN 50178); they are not compatible with usual current-operated earth-leakage circuit breakers. 
 

 This property to be taken into account especially with option "radio-interference filter B",  

     since such filters may cause  a high discharge current  

 
 

 
These properties shall be oberved especially  in case of option "radio-interference filter B", as filters of this type may 
cause a high leakage current. 
 

 
Mains prerequisites: 
 
 400 V : - Grounded supply system:  Configuration TN resp. TT with grounded neutral 
 500 V : - Grounded supply system:  Configuration TN resp. TT with grounded neutral or 
   - Ungrounded supply system: Configuration IT 

  
  The inverters are suitable for four-core operation, they don't need a neutral conductor. 
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 Radio-interference filter: 
 

In case of inverters for 400V a class A radio-interference filter is installed as standard.  
Optionally, a class B filter can also be used. 
 
In case of inverters for 500V the necessary arrangements for filter installation are made, however   
no defined radio-interference filter (class A or B) is fitted.  
 
 

 In case of unearthed systems (ungrounded supply system / configuration  IT) the decentral  

     arrangement of filters is extremely problematic, and is to be agreed with the electricity suppliers  
     and the filter manufacturers. 

 
 
 

Overvoltage: 
 
 The devices are rated for overvoltage category III as per EN 50178. 

  Higher values may destroy the device! 
 
 
 

Auxiliary voltage for contactors: 
 

In case of DYNAVERT® L05 inverters, models with various auxiliary-voltage ratings (e.g. 110 V / 50Hz;  
120V / 60Hz, 110 V DC, 60 V DC) for integrated contactors may be used optionally. These inverters are 
accordingly labelled at the front side.  
The required auxiliary-voltage supply must be made available externally (see Fig. 29).  
 
This is not intended for inverters of the series DYNAVERT® L06. 
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3.3.3 Devices 
 
3.3.3.1 Series DYNAVERT® 2L2W-05_ _ _-_ _ _ 
 
3.3.3.1.1 Devices2L2W-05_ _ _-020 …. 2L2W-05_ _ _-040 
 
 

 

F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10

X1 X10

- K2

- M2

- K1

- M1

-X2

-X3

-X4

-X1:47

-A12-A2

-A10-A1

 
 
 
Fig. 2: Interior view 2L2W-05_ _ _-020 …. 2L2W-05_ _ _-040 

Modules of interior views: 
 
− A1 PCB electronic board 
− A2 Power supply board 
− A10 Power section board 
− A12 Driver board 
− F5, F6, F7 Line-side fuse 
− F8, F9, F10 Fuse for external control 
− K1 Output contactor 
− K2 Output contactor 2 (option) 
− K21 Short circuit contactor (option) 
− M1, M2 Cooler-ventilator 
- X1:R,Ud+2 Terminal at customer´s end:      

external brake resistor (option; 
standard: internal resistor) 

− X2 Terminals contactor 1 
− X3 Terminals contactor 2 
− X4 PE-terminal motor 
− X1 Terminal at customer’s end: mains 
− X10 Terminal at customer’s end: control 

 voltage  

 

Connection: 
 
− X1 Terminal at customer’s end: for 

 connection of mains and PE 
  
 Motor connection directly 
 at contactor K1 resp. K2 ! 
 

 

 

-X1:R,Ud+2 
(option) 

/-K21 
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3.3.3.1.2 Devices 2L2W-05_ _ _-060 …. 2L2W-05_ _ _-075 
 
  
 

 

-L4

-A1

-A2 -A12

-X1:47

-X
2-A5

-K2

-X
3

-X
4

-M1 -M2-M1

-F
10-F
8

-F
9

-F6
-F7

-F5

-A10

 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: Interior view 2L2W-05_ _ _-060 …. 2L2W-05_ _ _-075 

Modules of interior views: 
 
− A1 PCB electronic board 
− A2 Power supply board 
− A5 Interference-suppression board 
− A10 Power section board 
− A12 Driver board 
− F5, F6, F7 Line-side fuse 
− F8, F9, F10 Fuse for external control 
− K1 Output contactor 
− K2 Output contactor 2 (option) 
− K21 Short circuit contactor (option) 
− L4 Intermediate circuit reactor 
− M1, M2 Cooler-ventilator 
− X1 Terminal at customer’s end: mains 
- X1:R,Ud+2 Terminal at customer´s end:      

external brake resistor (option; 
standard: internal resistor) 

− X2 Terminals contactor 1 
− X3 Terminals contactor 2 
− X4 PE-terminal motor 

 -X
1 

-K1 

 -X1 

 

Connection: 
 
− X1 Terminal at customer’s end: for 

 connection of mains and PE 
  
 Motor connection directly 
 at contactor K1 resp. K2 ! 
 

 

/-K21 

-X1:R,Ud+2 
(option) 
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3.3.3.1.3 Switch mode power supply for units 2L2W-05_ _ _-020 …. 2L2W-05_ _ _-075 
 
 
 

X49X4

T2

T1

X
5

X
23

X
21

X
1

X
7

X
200

E
X

TE
R

N

X
100

IN
TE

R
N

 
 
 
 

Fig. 4:  Power supply board – A2 for units 2L2W-05400-... with evacuation (option)  
 
 
 

Cable connection: 
 

X8 – X100:  Power supply unit fed from intermediate circuit (standard). 
 
X8 – X200:  External feeding of power supply unit (X2:9, X2:10). 

Required for evacuation with battery voltage less than 400 V DC. 
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3.3.3.2 Series DYNAVERT® 2L2A- _6_ _ _-_ _ _ 
 
3.3.3.2.1 Devices 2L2A-06_ _ _-025 

 
 
 

   
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5: Internal view 2L2A-06_ _ _-025 
 

 
- A1 Control PCB 
 
- X1 Connector terminals  

Control 
 
- U1 Customer-side terminals Mains  
- V1 
- W1 
- PE 
 
- U2 Customer-side terminals Motor 
- V2 
- W2 
- PE 
 
- R       Customer-side terminals Conn. 
- Ud+2    of brake resistor 
- Ud-2     Voltage Intermed. circuit 

(negative connect. point, 
do not connect!) 

 
- X101 ext. Control voltage 230V (L1) 
- X102   dto.           (N) 
- PE    dto.   
 

Rem.:    For evacuation with battery voltages     
< 400V DC or with USV- power supply   
< 230 V AC to reconvert of external supply! 

(see annex 7.13) 
 

-A1

-X1 

R 101 102

R  Ud+2  Ud-2  PE
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3.3.3.2.2 Device 2L2A-06_ _ _-050 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6: Internal view 2L2A-06_ _ _-050 
 
 

 
- A1 Control PCB 
 
- X1 Connector terminals  

Control 
 
- U1 Customer-side terminals Mains 
- V1 
- W1 
- PE 
 
- U2 Customer-side terminals Motor 
- V2 
- W2 
- PE 
 
- R       Customer-side terminals Conn. 
- Ud+2    of brake resistor 
- Ud-2     Voltage Intermed. circuit 

(negative connect. point, 
do not connect!) 

 
 
- X101 ext. Control voltage 230V (L1) 
- X102   dto.           (N) 
- PE    dto.   
 

-A1

-X1 

R 101 102

R  Ud+2  Ud-2-  PE

Rem.:    For evacuation with battery voltages     
< 400V DC or with USV- power supply   
< 230 V AC to reconvert of external supply! 

(see annex 7.13) 
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3.3.3.2.3 Devices 2L2A-06_ _ _-090 … 130 
 
 

 
 

Rem.:   - Both plug connectors X100 resp. X200 of the PCB Ventilator supply (A26)   
   are feeding the switching power supply lying underneath (SNT) with the necessary 
    supply voltage (in delivery condition is SNT/X8 connected to X100). 

 
X8 – X100:  Switching power supply is fed from the intermediate circuit 

(Standard). 
X8 – X200:  Switching power supply is fed externally. To X101 (L) 

and X102 (N) an alternating voltage (230V+15%-20%,  
47…63Hz, max. cross section 2,5mm², fusing 2…6A gL) 
is connected. Required for evacuation with battery voltages 
lower than  400 V DC. 

Fig. 7: Internal view 2L2A-06_ _ _-90 …  130    

 
 

- A136,…PCB Intermediate circuit 
 

- A26 PCB Ventilator supply  
 

- A1 Control PCB 
 

- X1 Connector terminals Control 
 

- U1 Customer-side terminals Mains 
- V1 
- W1 
- PE 

 
- U2 Customer-side terminals Motor 
- V2 
- W2 
- PE 

 
- R Customer-side terminals Conn.  
- Ud+2  of brake resistor 

 
- Ud-2 Voltage Intermed. circuit 

(negative connect. point, 
 do not connect!) 

 
- X101 ext. Control voltage 230V (L1) 
- X102   dto.         (N) 
- PE   dto.    

-A136, … 

-A26 

-X101 
-X102 
-PE

-A1

-X1
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3.3.3.2.4 Devices 2L2A-96400-090 … 130 
 
 

 
Rem.:  - Both plug connectors X100 resp. X200 of the PCB Ventilator supply (A26)   

  are feeding the switching power supply lying underneath (SNT) with the necessary 
  supply voltage (in delivery condition is SNT/X8 connected to X100). 
 
 

 
X8 – X100:  Switching power supply is fed from the intermediate circuit 

(standard). 
X8 – X200:  Switching power supply is fed externally. To X101 (L) 

and X102 (N) an alternating voltage (230V+15%-20%,  
47…63Hz, max. cross section 2,5mm², fusing 2…6A gL) 
is connected. Required for evacuation with battery voltages 
lower than  400 V DC. 
 

Fig. 8:   Internal view 2L2A-96400-090 … 130 

- A136,… PCB Intermediate circuit 
 

- A26 CB Ventilator supply 
 

- A1 Control PCB 
 
-F8,9,10 Fuses external control PCB 
 
- K1 Travel contactor 1 
 
-K2 Travel contactor 2 (option) 
 
- K21 Short circuit contactor (option) 

 
- X1 Connector terminals control 

 
- U1 Customer-side terminals Mains 
- V1 
- W1 
- PE 

 
- U2 Customer-side terminals Motor 
- V2 
- W2 
- PE 

 
- R Customer-side terminals Conn.  
- Ud+2  of brake resistor 

 
- Ud-2 Voltage Intermed. circuit 

(negative connect. point, 
 do not connect!) 
 

-X2 Terminal at customer´s end –K1 
-X3 Terminal at customer´s end –K2  

(option) 
-X10  Terminal at customer´s end – 

control voltage 
 
- X101 external control voltage 230V (L1) 
- X102   dto.              (N) 
- PE   dto.    

-A136, … 

-A1

-X1
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3.3.3.2.5 Devices 2L2A-96500-090 … 130 
 
 

 
Rem.:  - Both plug connectors X100 resp. X200 of the PCB Ventilator supply (A26)   

  are feeding the switching power supply lying underneath (SNT) with the necessary 
  supply voltage (in delivery condition is SNT/X8 connected to X100). 

 
 

X8 – X100:  Switching power supply is fed from the intermediate circuit 
(standard). 

X8 – X200:  Switching power supply is fed externally. To X101 (L) 
and X102 (N) an alternating voltage (230V+15%-20%,  
47…63Hz, max. cross section 2,5mm², fusing 2…6A gL) 
is connected. Required for evacuation with battery voltages 
lower than  400 V DC. 
 

Fig. 9:  Internal view 2L2A-96500-090 … 130 

- A136,…PCB Intermediate circuit 
 

- A26  PCB Ventilator supply 
 

- A1  Control PCB 
 
 - K1  Travel contactor 1 
 
-K2 Travel contactor  2 (Option) 
 
- K21  Short circuit contactor (Option) 
 
-T20 Earth fault current transformer  

 
- X1  Connector terminals control 

 
- U1 Customer-side terminals Mains 
- V1 
- W1 
- PE 

 
- U2 Customer-side terminals Mains 
- V2 
- W2 
- PE 

 
- R Customer-side terminals Conn. 
- Ud+2  of brake resistor 

 
- Ud-2 Voltage Intermed. circuit 

(negative connect. point, 
 do not connect!)  

 
-X2 Terminal at customer´s end –K1 
-X3 Terminal at customer´s end –K2 

(option) 
-X10 Terminal at customer´s end – 
   control voltage (-F8 … F10) 
- X101 external control voltage 230V (L1) 
- X102   dto.       (N) 
- PE   dto.    

-A136, … 

-A1

-X1
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3.3.3.2.6 Devices 2L2A06_ _ _ -170 - … 250 

 

 
 
Rem.:  - For external supply of the control unit please remove control unit assembly. 

   PCB Ventilator supply A26 is located below the Control PCB A1. 
- Both plug connectors X100 resp. X200 of the PCB Ventilator supply (A26)   
   are feeding the switching power supply lying underneath (SNT) with the necessary 
   supply voltage (in delivery condition is SNT/X8 connected to X100). 

 
X8 – X100:  Switching power supply is fed from the intermediate circuit 

(Standard). 
X8 – X200:  Switching power supply is fed externally. To X101 (L) 

and X192 (N) an alternating voltage (230V+15%-20%,  
47…63Hz, max. cross section 2,5mm², fusing 2…6A gL) 
is connected. Required for evacuation with battery voltages 
lower than  400 V DC. 

      - Reinstall control unit assembly. 
 

Fig. 10: Internal view 2L2A-06_ _ _-170 - 250 

 U1    V1    W1 

 

- A136,…PCB Intermediate circuit 
 

- A26 PCB Ventilator supply  
 

- A1 Control PCB 
 

- X1 Connector terminals  
 Control 
 

- U1 Customer-side terminals Mains 
- V1 
- W1 
- PE 

 
- U2 Customer-side terminals Motor 
- V2 
- W2 
- PE 

 
- R Customer-side terminals Conn.  
- Ud+2  of brake resistor 

 
- Ud-2 Voltage Intermed. circuit 

(negative connect. point, 
 do not connect!) 

 
- X101 ext. Control voltage 230V (L1) 
- X102   dto.         (N) 
- PE   dto.    

-A26

 U2    V2    W2 

-A136, … 

-X1

-A1

Ud+2  R 

Ud-2 

-X101 
-X102 
-PE

-X100

-X200
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3.3.3.3 Control section 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 Note:    1)  Option Tacho-output driver board 
    (retrofitting acc. to item 3.4) 
      2)  Connection for PC with “Win-IMS“-software 
      3)  Connection for DCP interface or  

or external operating panel 
     4)  Note: Dip-switch S1.1 and S1.3 are re-adjusted 

during any language download  
(„Win-IMS“-software) 

 
 
Fig. 11: Control board 

           Attention! 
 

            When parameterizing is finished, Parameterizing  
enable at switch S1.1 on board control has to be  
switched off (S1.1=“OFF“), to avoid an unautho- 
rized and unmeant changing of the parameters! 

 

 
Modules: 
 
-      G1    Battery  
-      H5    LED Warning 
-      H6  Ready 
-      H8  Failure 
        (  LED ) 
- K1    Relay Ready, pre-warning  H1 
- K2     Levelling rpm   H2 
- K3  Mechanical brake   H3 
- K4  Travel contactor   H4 
- K5  Common fault 
 
- S1    Dip-switch  
- S4    Reset-key (for processors) 
- S6    Controller release-key (for "Auto-tuning“) 
- S7    Contact bridge (for signal Options-PCB) 
 
-      X1      Control terminals 
-      X13    Connection power section 
-      X15    Connection operating panel 
-      X17    Power supply  
 
-      X25    SUBD  sincos-encoder + 
-      X50       RS 232 
-      X51   RS 485 
-      X101   HTL-Tacho 

 

Users’ scope: 
 
 
-      X1      Terminals Control connections 
 
-      X25    SUBD  sincos-encoder/TTL-encoder 
-      X50       RS 232 2) 
-      X51   RS 485 3) 
-      X101   HTL-Tacho 
 
 
                  S1              ON 
- S1    Dip-switch (factory  settings) 

 
 

        1  2  3  4 
 

        ON     OFF   
 

  S1.1: parametrization 4)
       possible   locked  

  S1.2: Common fault         maker   breaker 
 
- S4    Reset-key (for processors) 
 

X26 

1)

S7 
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3.3.4 Connection diagramm 
 

                  - X1 
 
            PE 
        Mains 1)   PE          PE      
        (TT/TN)   L1          U1 
    L2          V1 
    L3          W1 
    gL         N 
 

                     - X10 
 
        Output control voltage e.g. for lift control      U3        F  8 
            V3        F  9 
            W3        F 10 

          N   (3x 10 A) 
        PE 

 

                     - X1 
     Lift motor 
             U2 
   M                 V2 

           3~          W2 
                   K1         K2 3) 
      2)    5)               - X4   
              2)   
         Note: 1)  Connected load acc. to technical data     PE 
  2)  Connect screen on motor and inverter  to PE               K21 4) 
  3)  Contactor K2 optional (travel contactor) 

4)  Contactor K21 optional (short circuit contactor) 
5)  max. length 10 m with synchronous drive  
     (dep. on encoder)          

 
  
 

Fig. 12:  Power connections DYNAVERT® 2L2W-05_ _ _-_ _ _ 
 
 

 
                  - X1 

 
            PE 
        Mains 1)   PE          PE      
       (TT/TN)   L1          U1 
    L2          V1 
    L3          W1 
              gL         N 
 

                     - X10 
 
        Output control voltage e.g. for lift control       U3        F  8 
            V3        F  9 
            W3        F 10 

          N   (3x 10 A) 
        PE 

 

                     - X1 
 
      external            R 
      brake      6)             Ud+ 
      resistor               PE 
 
     Lift motor 
             U2 
   M                 V2 

           3~          W2 
                         K1   K2 3) 
      2)    5)               - X4   
              2)     
         Note: 1)  Connected load acc. to technical data     PE 
  2)  Connect screen on motor and inverter  to PE        K21 4) 
  3)  Contactor K2 optional (travel contactor) 

4)  Contactor K21 optional (short circuit contactor) 
5)  max. length 10 m with synchronous drive  
     (dep. on encoder)  
6)  Brake resistor depending on the data of the  
      installation (Rating see item 4.9 and annex 7.5)   
   

Fig. 13: Power connections DYNAVERT®  2L2A-96_ _ _-_ _ _ 

 DYNAVERT® L05

DYNAVERT®  L96 
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                  - X1 
 
            PE 
        Mains 1)   PE          PE      
       (TT/TN)   L1          U1 
    L2          V1 
    L3          W1 
              gL         N 
 

           
 
      external            R 
      brake       4)             Ud+ 
      resistor            PE 
 

           
     Lift motor 
             U2 
   M                 V2 

           3~          W2 
           K1  
      2)    3)        
              2)   
 

         Note: 1)  Connected load acc. to technical data n     PE 
  2)  Connect screen on motor and inverter  to PE      

3)  max. length 10 m with synchronous drive  
     (dep. on encoder) 
4)  Brake resistor depending on the data of the  
      installation (Rating see item 4.9 and annex 7.5)         

              DYNAVERT®  L06 
 
 
 

Fig. 14:  Power connections DYNAVERT® 2L2A-06_ _ _-_ _ _  
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DYNAVERT®  L05/L96 

- X2

- X2 

  - X1

 

 Standard parameterizing for application: 
 

”asyn.HTL“, ”asyn.SVC“, “syn. SG“, “syn. SVC“  
 
 Programmable  ready    (relay 1)   1 
 relay outputs:          2 
     levelling speed  (relay 2)   3 
             4 
     mechanical brake      5              250 V~ 
             6              1 A acc. AC15 
 Relay outputs  travelling contactor **)     7 
             8 
     common fault       9 
             10 
 

            11 
            12 
             0 V   14 
            14 
        +10 V reference  15 
         -10 V reference  16 
            17 
            18 
             0 V   19 
             19 
     motor thermistor     19 
            20 

        +15 V   23 
 

         +24 V   28    
         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
             0 V   29 

Programmable          0 V   29 
 digital inputs            0 V   29 
   correction point stop switch         SA     30 
   intermediate speed v1       S1     31 
   intermediate speed v2       S2     32 
   nominal speedt v3             S3     33       
   revision speed vR             SR     34            input current 
   relevelling speed vN             SN     35            per input 
   travelling direction UP *)       SO     36            approx. 12 mA 
   travelling direction DOWN       SU     37 
   contactor feedback        SFS    38 
   deceleration monit.        SD     39 

   battery operation        SB     41 
   controller release       42  
 
                Note:   *) Operation only with input “DOWN” X1:37 
       (s.a. “P-SYSTEM DATA/Dir-Sign“) 
              **) Signal related, the travelling contactor    K2       K1   
         available in the inverter must be integrated  
        into the safety circuit of the lift. 
        Additionally, input controller release  
        X2:3 has to be deactivated when the      K2       K1   
       safety circuit is opened!                        (optional) 
  
  
       
                     K1 **)   
             1 
             2 
  **)     controller release      SF      3 
             4 
         Travelling             Auxiliary contacts      5 
         cont. K1    freely        6       auxiliary 
     to        7       contacts K1 
     dispose.       8      
        Option:   External supply      L1     9      optional travelling 
        Evacuation  switch mode (optional)    N    10          contactor K2 
     power supply         
              
               (optional)  
              
        Option:   Eva-direction   (relay 5)  43 
        Periphery DA         44        
        (programmable         45       
        relay outputs)  inactive   (relay 6)  46            250 V~ 
            47            1 A to AC15 
     inactive   (relay 7)  48 
            49 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 15:  Control connections for DYNAVERT®  2L2W-05_ _ _-_ _ _ / 2L2A-96_ _ _-_ _ _  
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DYNAVERT®  L05/L96 

- X2

- X2 

  - X1

 Standard parameterizing for application: 
 

”asyn.HTL DCP“, ”asyn.SVC DCP“,  
”syn. SG DCP“, ”syn. SVC DCP“  

 
 Programmable  ready    (relay 1)   1 
 relay outputs:          2 
     levelliong speed  (relay 2)   3 
             4 
     mechanical brake      5              250 V~ 
             6              1 A acc. AC15 
 Relay outputs:  travelling contactor **)     7 
             8 
     common fault       9 
            10 
 

            11 
            12 
             0 V   14 
            14 
        +10 V Referenz  15 
         -10 V Referenz  16 
            17 
            18 
             0 V   19 
             19 
     motor thermistor     19 
            20 

        +15 V   23 
 

         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
             0 V   29 
 Programmable          0 V   29 
 digital inputs           0 V   29 
   correction point stop switch 1)      SA     30 
   intermediate speed v1 1)           S1     31 
   intermediate speed v2              S2     32 
   nominal speed v3 1)           S3     33       
   revision speed vR 1)           SR     34            input current 
   relevelliong speed vN 1)           SN     35            per input 
   Reset         36            approx. 12 mA 
   travelling direction DOWN 1)        SU     37 
   contactor feedback        SFS    38 
   deceleration monit.         SD     39 

   battery operation        SB     41 
   controller release       42  
 
                Note:   *) Operation only with input “DOWN” X1:37 
       (s.a. “ P-SYSTEM DATA/Dir-Sign“) 
              **) Signal related, the travelling contactor    K2       K1   
         available in the inverter must be integrated 
        into the safety circuit of the lift. 
        Aditionally, input controller release  
        X2:3 has to be deactivated when the       K2       K1   
        safety circuit is opened!              (optional) 
     1) Operation with DCP: inputs are not  
         evaluated 
 
                     K1 **)   
             1 
             2 
  **)     controller release      SF      3 
             4 
         Travelling  Auxiliary contacts      5 
         contactor  K1  freely         6       auxiliary 
     to        7       contacts K1 
     dispose.       8      
        Option:   External supply    L1     9      optional travelling 
        Evacuation  switch mode (optional)   N    10      contactor K2 
     power supply         
              
               (optional)  
              
        Option:   Eva-direction   (relay 5)  43 
        Periphery DA         44        
        (programmable         45       
        relay outputs)  inactive   (relay 6)  46            250 V~ 
            47            1 A  to AC15 
     inactive   (relay 7)  48 
            49 
 
 
 

Fig. 16:  Control connections für DYNAVERT®  2L2W-05_ _ _-_ _ _ / 2L2A-96_ _ _-_ _ _ 
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DYNAVERT®  L05/L96 

- X2

- X2 

  - X1

Standard parameterizing for application: 
“asyn.HTL PCM“, ”asyn.SVC PCM“,  
“syn. SG PCM“, “syn. SVC PCM“  
 
 Programmable  IP    (relay 1)   1 
 relay outputs:          2 
     levelling speed  (relay 2)   3 
             4 
     mechanical brake      5              250 V~ 
             6              1 A  acc. AC15 
 Relay outputs:  travelling contactor **)     7 
             8 
     common fault       9 
            10 
 

            11 
            12 
             0 V   14 
            14 
        +10 V reference  15 
         -10 V reference  16 
            17 
            18 
             0 V   19 
             19 
     motor thermistor     19 
            20 

        +15 V   23 
 

         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
             0 V   29 
 Programmable          0 V   29 
 digital inputs           0 V   29 
   stop switches        SA_U, SA_U_D    30 
   stop switch DOWN  SA_D     31 
   correction switch “top“ SP_U     32 
   correction switch “bottom“ SP_D     33       
   input    SV1     34            input current 
   input    SV2     35            per input 
   input    SV3     36            approx. 12 mA 
   input    SV4     37 
   contactor feedback  SFS     38 
   deceleration monit.  SD     39 

   battery operation  SB     41 
   controller release       42  
 
                Note:    *) Operation only with input “DOWN” X1:37 
       (s.a. „P-SYSTEM DATA/Dir-Sign“) 
              **) Signal related, the travelling contactor    K2       K1   
         available in the inverter must be integrated 
        into the safety circuit of the lift. 
        Additionally, input controler release  
        X2:3 has to be deactivated when the       K2       K1   
        safety circuit is opened!               (optional) 
   
   
      
                     K1 **)   
             1 
             2 
  **)     controller release      SF      3 
             4 
         Travelling  Auxiliary contacts      5 
         contactor K1  freely        6       auxiliary 
     to        7       contacts K1 
     dispose.       8      
        Option:   External supply      L1     9      optional travelling 
        Evakuierung  Switch mode (optional)   N    10      contactor K2 
     power supply         
              
                
              
        required   DS1    (relay 5)  43 
        Option:          44        
        Periphery DA         45       
        (programmable  DS2    (relay 6)  46            250 V~ 
        relay outputs)         47            1 A to AC15 
     DS3    (relay 7)  48 
            49 
 
 
 

Fig. 17:   Control connections for DYNAVERT®  2L2W-05_ _ _-_ _ _ / 2L2A-96_ _ _-_ _ _ 
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   DYNAVERT®  L06 

- X2 

  - X1

 

 Standard parameterizing for application: 
 

“asyn.HTL“, “asyn.SVC“, “syn. SG“, “syn. SVC“  
 
 Programmable  ready    (relay 1)   1 
 relay outputs:          2 
     levelling speed  (relay 2)   3 
             4 
     mechanical brake      5              250 V~ 
             6              1 A acc. AC15 
 Relay outputs  travelling contactor **)     7 
             8 
     common fault       9 
             10 
 

            11 
            12 
            14 
            14 
            15 
             16 
            17 
            18 
            19 
             19 
            19 
            20 

        +15 V   23 
 

         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
             0 V   29 
 Programmable          0 V   29 
 digital inputs             0 V   29 
   correction point stop switch       SA     30 
   intermediate speed v1       S1     31 
   intermediate speed v2       S2     32 
   nominal speed v3        S3     33       
   revision speed vR           SR     34            input current 
   relevelling speed vN        SN     35            per input 
   travelling direction UP *)       SO     36            approx. 12 mA 
   travelling direction DOWN       SU     37 
   contactor feedback        SFS    38 
   deceleration monit.        SD     39 

   battery operation        SB     41 
   controller release       42  
 
                Note:    *) Operation only with input “DOWN” X1:37 
       (s.a. ”P-SYSTEM DATA/Dir-Sign“) 
              **) Signal related, the travelling contactor     
         available in the inverter must be integrated 
        into the safety circuit of the lift. 
        Additionally, input controller release  
        X2:3 has to be deactivated when the       
        safety circuit is opened!   
  
              
              
               (optional)  
              
        Option:   Eva-direction   (relay 5)  43 
        Periphery DA         44        
        (programmable         45       
        relay outputs)  inactive   (relay 6)  46            250 V~ 
            47            1 A acc. AC15 
     inactive   (relay 7)  48 
            49 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Fig. 18:  Control connections fo r DYNAVERT®  2L2W-06_ _ _-_ _ _ 
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   DYNAVERT®  L06 

- X2 

  - X1

 

 Standard parameterizing for application: 
 

“asyn.HTL DCP“, “asyn.SVC DCP“,  
“syn. SG DCP“, “syn. SVC DCP“ 

 
 Programmable  ready    (relay 1)   1 
 relay outputs:          2 
     levelling speed  (relay 2)   3 
             4 
     mechanical brake      5              250 V~ 
             6              1 A acc. AC15 
 Relay outputs  travelling contactor **)     7 
             8 
     common fault       9 
             10 
 

            11 
            12 
            14 
            14 
            15 
            16 
            17 
            18 
            19 
             19 
            19 
            20 

        +15 V   23 
 

         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
             0 V   29 
 Programmable          0 V   29 
 digital inputs           0 V   29 
   correction point stop switch       SA     30 
   intermediate speed v1       S1     31 
   intermediate speed v2       S2     32 
   nominal speed v3        S3     33       
   revision speed vR        SR     34            input current 
   relevelling speed vN        SN     35            per input 
   travelling direction UP *)       SO     36            appr. 12 mA 
   travelling direction DOWN       SU     37 
   contactor feedback        SFS    38 
   deceleration monit.        SD     39 

   battery operation        SB     41 
   controlleer release       42  
 
                Note:    *) Operation only with input “DOWN” X1:37 
       (s.a. ”P-SYSTEM DATA/Dir-Sign“) 
              **) Signal related, the travelling contactor     
         available in the inverter must be integrated 
        into the safety circuit of the lift. 
        Additionally, input controller release  
        X2:3 has to be deactivated when the       
        safety circuit is opened!   
  
           
           
               (optional)  
            
        Option:   Eva-direction   (relay 5)  43 
        Periphery DA         44        
        (programmable         45       
        relay outputs)  inactive   (relay 6)  46            250 V~ 
            47            1 A acc. AC15 
     inactive   (relay 7)  48 
            49 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Fig. 19:  Control connections for DYNAVERT®  2L2W-06_ _ _-_ _ _  
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   DYNAVERT®  L06 

- X2 

  - X1

 
 

 Standard parameterizing for application: 
 

“asyn.HTL PCM“, “asyn.SVC PCM“,  
“syn. SG PCM“, “syn. SVC PCM“  

 
 Programmable  ready    (relay 1)   1 
 relay outputs:          2 
     levelling speed  (relay 2)   3 
             4 
     mechanical brake      5              250 V~ 
             6              1 A acc. AC15 
 Relay outputs  travelling contactor **)     7 
             8 
     common fault       9 
             10 
 

            11 
            12 
            14 
            14 
            15 
            16 
            17 
            18 
            19 
             19 
            19 
            20 

        +15 V   23 
 

         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
         +24 V   28 
             0 V   29 
 Programmable          0 V   29 
 digital inputs           0 V   29 
   stop switch         SA_U, SA_U_D    30 
   stop switch DOWN  SA_D     31 
   correction switch ”top“ SP_U     32 
   correction switch “bottom“ SP_D     33       
   input    SV1     34            input current 
   input    SV2     35            per input 
   input    SV3     36            approx. 12 mA 
   input    SV4     37 
   contactor feedback  SFS     38 
   deceleration monit.  SD     39 

   battery operation  SB     41 
   controller release       42  
 
                       Note:  *) Operation only with input “DOWN” X1:37 
            (s.a. ”P-SYSTEM DATA/Dir-Sign“) 
                 **) Signal related, the travelling contactor     
         available in the inverter must be integrated 
        into the safety circuit of the lift. 
        Additionally, input controller release  
        X2:3 has to be deactivated when the       
        safety circuit is opened!  
  
           
           
               (optional)  
           
        required   DS1    (relay 5)  43 
        Option:          44        
        Periphery DA         45       
        (programmable  DS2    (relay 6)  46            250 V~ 
        relay outputs)         47            1 A acc. AC15 
     DS3    (relay 7)  48 
            49 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Fig. 20:  Control connections for DYNAVERT®  2L2W-06_ _ _-_ _ _  
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                 Sincos-encoder  - X25  
         Pot.        Connection            (SUBD 15-pole)  

5)
 

    

        0 V    Mass (Ground)         M      1 
       Up +   Supply voltage            5V      2 
        D +   Absolute track D (pos.)      SigD     3 
        D -    Absolute track D (neg.)      REFD     4 
        B +   Incremental encoder signal B (pos.)     SigB     5 
        C +   Absolute track C (pos.)      SigC     6 
        A -            1) 2) 3) Incremental encoder signal A (neg.)     REFA     7 
        A +   Incremental encoder signal A (pos.)      SigA     8 
        B -    Incremental encoder signal B (neg.)     REFB     9 
        C -    Absolute track C (neg.)      REFC    10 
                11 
                12 
                13 
                  M     14 
                15 
 

         Motor 4)             DYNAVERT®  L05/06/96 
 
 
 
 
   Note:   1) For the same encoder tracks ( e.g. A + / A - ) use  twisted  conductors 

2) Connect cable screen to both sides, i.e. generally to encoder and inverter connectors  
3) Voltage level of all encoder signals ~ 1V SS 
4) Encoder connection at the motor side is a socket. For this configuration (e.g. for  
    synchronous motors type SG and SVM)  Loher supplies cpl. encoder cables in  
     various lengths (10m  ->  serial no. 0278599, 20m -> serial no. 0296157 -> 20m,  
     other encoder cables are available upon request) and adapter cable serial no. 0278581. 

 5) Connection at encoder side is a socket (high density)  
  
 

Fig. 21:  Connections sincos-encoder   
 
 
 
 
 

                         Encoder              - X25  
         Pot.        Connection  (SUBD 15-pole)  

6)
 

    

        0 V    Mass (Ground)         M      1 
       Up +   Supply voltage        5V      2 
                  3 
                 4 
        B +   encoder signal B       SigB+     5 
                 6 
        A -            1) 2) 3) 4) encoder signal A (invertiert)       SigA-     7 
        A +   encoder signal A        SigA+     8 
        B -    encoder signal B (invertiert)      SigB-     9 
                 10 
                11 
                12 
                13 
                 M     14 
                15 
 

         Motor 5)             DYNAVERT®  L05/06/96 
 
 
 
 
   Note:   1) For the same encoder tracks ( e.g. A + / A - , B +, B - ) use  twisted  conductors 

2) Connect cable screen to both sides, i.e. generally to encoder and inverter connectors  
3) Voltage level of all encoder signals with RS422. 

 4) Encoder connection at the motor side is a socket. In case of system supply (inverter and motor), 
    the complete encoder cables are supplied by Loher (other encoder cables possible upon request). 
 

- Encoder cable TTL for “anti-clockwise encoder-plugs“:     - 10 m     Serial no. 0225559 
- Encoder cable TTL for encoder with unsealed cable ends:  - 10 m     0225556 

 

 5) Encoder connection at the motor side is a socket. 
 6) Connection at encoder side is a socket (high density). 

 
 

Fig. 22: Connections TTL-encode 
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              - X50  
              Connection  (SUBD 9-pole., plug)     

                 1 
      signal (receive)       RXD     2 
      signal (transmit)       TXD      3 
                 4 
      Mass (Ground)       M      5 
                 6 
                 7 
                 8 
                 9 
 
 

DYNAVERT®  L05/06/96 
 
 

Remark:  - „Null-Modem“-cable, connect the cable screening at both ends (SUB-D9-housing)  
- Loher supplies also, for connection of a PC (RS232/SUB D9), a cable 5 m -> Serial-no. 0278599) 
- further information (Windows-program, connection, USB/RS232-converter) see also item 7.11  

 
   Fig. 23:  RS232-Interface (IMS) 

 
 
 

              - X51  
             Connection  (SUBD 9-pole, socket)     

                 1 
                 2 
      external short          3 
                 4 
      Mass (Ground)       M      5 
      signal         RS485 B     6 
               (+ 12V/50 mA)    7 
      signal inverted         RS485 A     8 
      Mass (screen)        M      9 
         
 

DYNAVERT®  L05/06/96 
 
 

 
   Fig. 24:  RS485-Interface (DCP)   
 
 
 

                   HTL-encoder            - X101  
             Connection            (SUBD 9-pole, socket)     

      HTL-track A       HTL-A     1 
      HTL-track B         HTL-B     2 
                  3 
      Supply voltage          +15 V/150 mA     4 
      Mass (Ground)       M      5 
                  6 
                 7 
                 8 
      Mass (screen)        M      9 
 
 

                DYNAVERT®  L05/06/96 
 
 

 
Note:  - If the encoder cables are made by customer, cable shield to be connected only at the inverter-side 
  - In case of system supply (inverter and motor), the complete encoder cables are supplied by Loher  
    (other encoder cables possible upon request).  

  - Encoder cable HTL for “clockwise encoder-plugs“:  - 10 m    Serial no. 0213630 
           - 20 m     0213631 
  - Encoder cable HTL for “anti-clockwise encoder-plugs“:   - 10 m     0213632 
           - 20 m     0213633 
  - Encoder cable HTL for encoder with unsealed cable ends: - 10 m    0225557 
  - If DYNAVERT® L03 is replaced by DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 the existent encoder cable  

can be connected very easy to socket –X101 by means of a DSUB9-adapter  
(terminal correspondence: DYNAVERT® L03->L05/06/96: 21->9, 22->5, 23->4, 24->1, 25->2).  

  The adapter is available from Loher (Serial no.: 0297157) or directly from PHOENIX CONTACT  
  (Designation: VS-09-ST-DSUB/9-MPT-0,5, Art.-No: 1688379).  
 

       Fig. 25:  Connections HTL- encoder 
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3.4 Options 
 

In case of DYNAVERT® L05/96 inverters, various optional features may be applied, like 2nd  travel contactor, 
short-circuiting contactor (for synchronous drives) or diverse auxiliary voltages for the integrated travel 
contactor(s).  
 
Moreover, customer-specific control cable sets (see item 7.14) can be supplied on demand. 

 
 
 Option Travel contactor K2 (only L05/L96): 
 
                     travel contactor K1  

           (Fig. 15) 
 

 
 
 
 

                   - X3 
 
               1          K2 
              2 
              3 
              4 
              5 
      Travel contactor K2 Auxiliary contacts       6        Auxiliary 
      (optional)   freely         7        contacts K2 
     disposable        8 
              9 
            10 
 

               DYNAVERT®  L05/L96 
 
 
 
 
  Fig. 26:  Option Travel contactor K2 (2-contactor-operation) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Option Short circuit contactor K21 (only L05/L96): 
 
 
 

                   - X3 
                    Auxiliary contact K1 
  L1             1              K2 
  N             2 
        (USV 220/230V)        gL (max. 6A)       3 
              4 
              5 
     Short circuit cont. K2 Auxiliary contacts       6        Auxiliary 
           (optional)  freely         7        contacts K2 
     disposable        8 
              9 
            10 
 

               DYNAVERT®  L05/L96 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 27:  Option Short circuit contactor K21 (with synchronous drives)        
 

With 1-contactor-operation acc.to EN 81-1/2 the short-circuit contactor can be installed as an option. 
Thus, in case of evacuation operation, a limitation of the speed is possible with synchronous motors 
(see also annex, item 7.9/10). 
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Option Anti-condensation heater (only L05/L96): 
 
 

 
 
 

                     - X3     heater resistors  R1 
                 
  L1               9            R2 
  N             10     
         230V/50Hz, 240V/60Hz)  gL (max. 6A)   
      
         Anti-condensation heater  
          (min. temperature - 5oC) 

               DYNAVERT®  L05/L96 
  
 
 
 

Fig. 28:  Option Anti-condensation heater 
 
 

In addition to options travel contactor K21 (Fig. 26) or short-circuiting contactor K2 (Fig. 27), anti-condensation 
heater can always be applied. 

 
 
 
 

Option "separate auxiliary-voltage supply" (only L05/L96): 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                    - X1 
                          travel contactor relay 
               7       
               8 
   optional   gL (max. 6A)    
   auxiliary-voltage 
   supply    (e.g. 110/120V  50/60Hz, 110 V DC, 60 V  DC)       *)       *)  

                     - X2  
               

                        K1  K2 **) 
                2     
 Notes:   *) internal diode with d.c. supply only      
   **) supplementary travel contactor K2 possible as an option 
 

               DYNAVERT®  L05/L96 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 29:  Option "separate auxiliary-voltage supply"  
 
 

In addition to options travel contactor K2 (Fig. 26) or short-circuiting contactor K21 (Fig. 27), various auxiliary 
voltage ratings (z.B. 110 V / 50Hz; 120V/ 60Hz, 110 V DC, 60 V DC) for the integrated contactors can always be 
applied. These inverters are labelled accordingly at the front side. The required auxiliary-voltage supply is to be 
made available externally. 
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Tacho-output driver board: 
 
With the inverters of model DYNAVERT ® L05/06/96 an optional driver board for the signal output of the particular  
encoder (HTL, TTL, sincos) can be installed. Here, the signals of the "sincos“ encoder are converted into square-
pulses. According to the purchase order, the pc-board will either be fitted in the factory (see item. 3.3.3.3, fig. 11)  
or can be ordered subsequently (Serial no.: 0279010), if necessary. 
 
It is particularly used for the “digital shaft information” and copies the encoder signals to the lift control for  
processing. The signals are put out with 5 V-level, inverted (RS422), and isolated. All signals are copied 1:1,  
i.e. the number of pulses of the particular encoder type (pulses per revolution) is to be observed accordingly.  
 
 

Connections: 
 
      - X26  

           (SUBD 9-pole, plug)     

      Track A+     1 
       A-     2 
             3 
            4 
      Mass       5 
               (Ground)     6 
            7 
      Track   B+     8 
       B-     9 

 
DYNAVERT®  L05/06/L96 

 
 
 

Rem.:  - all  tacho-signals (HTL-, TTL-, and Sincos- signals are put out with  
  5 V-level, potential-free, and with inverted voltage ratings (RS422). 
- We recommend the installation of a terminating resistor of 120 Ohm  
  at customers end (at inverter side already integrated) 

 
 

Fig. 30:  Tacho-output driver board (option) 
 

 
 
 
 

For the subsequent installation of the driver board the following steps are required: 
 
  

1.   Untighten the fastening bolts of the plastic cover of the operating panel, take out the  
  cover carefully and pull off the plugs for the pc-board. 

 
  2. Plug the optional board “tacho-output driver“ carefully onto the control part  

(acc. to item. 3.3.3.3, fig. 11) and check it for reliable fit (observe the EGB-regulations). 
 

3. Break out the prepared portion in the plastic cover for the SUBD-9 -plug (X26). 
 

  4. Remount the plastic cover and tighten the bolts, refix the plugs of the board.  
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3.5 Remarks on the design process  
 

3.5.1 General  
 
DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 inverters are intended for traction lifts up to a speed of  typically 2,5 m/s. They can be run with 
normal asynchronous motors or lift motors (with/without actual value feedback), with various types of gears (planetary 
gear/ 
worm gear etc.) and also with synchronous "gearless“ motors. The DCP interface is also supported. 
 
 
For the desired operation selection between the following travel curve shapes is possible: 
 

- Travel curve with positioning run (standard setting) 
- simple and fast commissioning (see also point 4.3) 
- Travel curve can be performed with or without actual value-feedback (with asynchronous motors)  

 
   

- Travel curve without positioning run - direct approach 
- higher effort for commissioning needed 
- time-optimized travelling course  
- travel curve only possible  with actual value-feedback (encoder)  

 

 
  

Rem.:  - This travel curve shape is reasonable only if there occure no installation-related position 
  faults or only  negligible ones. 
- position faults may arise if: 

- there are different signal periods (e.g. SPS-cycle time)  
- the transmission ratio of the lift is changing (e.g. wear-out of the traction sheave) 
- the positioning vanes in the shaft cannot be adjusted exactly to the mm 
- the rope-slip, e.g. with v-belt drive, is high 

 
 
 
Generally, when lifts with inverter DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 are planned, distinction is to be made between two different-
controlling modesl: 
 

- control mode = Travel: - mapping of the lift shaft by appropriately set braking and stopping vanes   
 - braking point fixed by braking vane or by calculation performed by an 
   incremental or absolute encoder 

-    control mode = PCM:  - learning of the number of floors and the absolute position of each floor (max.  
       32 floors) by means of a learning run upon commissioning  

- establishing of braking points by automatic measuring of the stopping vanes, 
  where the level position however can be readjusted manually for each floor  

 In the documentation the “control- mode dependent“ steps of commissioning  
and/or parameterizing are marked with the supplementary note “applications without PCM“ or  
“applications with PCM“. 
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3.5.2 Typical ranges of application: 
 

1. Lift drives with asynchronous motors 
 

Controlled by Terminal, DCP interface 
Application asyn.SVC 

asyn.SVC  DCP 
asyn. HTL 

asyn. HTL  DCP 
HTL/TTL encoder without >= 1024 pulses 
Motor standard 1) old motor 2) standard 1) 
Gear normal worm  
Rated speed up to 1,6 m/s 1,2 m/s 2,5 m/s 
Stopping accuracy <= 4mm <= 6mm +/- 1mm 
Restrictions no direct approach 

no short distance travel 
no relevelling 

none 

 
  Remark: 1) motor in standard design resp. "LUGA“ motor 
    2) old motor type with high slip, e.g. 4/16-pole 
 

2. Lift drives with synchronous motors 
 

Controlled by Terminal, DCP interface 
Application syn. SG, syn. SG DCP, 

syn. SVM, syn. SVM DCP  
Tacho/encoder “sincos“ encoder 
Motor type SG,  SVM 
Gear without  
Rated speed up to 2,5 m/s 
Stopping accuracy +/- 1mm 
Restrictions none 
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3.5.3 Activation via terminal block 

 
3.5.3.1 Inputs and travel commands (control-mode independent) 
 
3.5.3.1.1 Emergency stop 
 
The function emergency stop (active with deactivated input) can be used for the quick braking to zero speed. Braking 
is performed with a specificly programmable jerk and deceleration (P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA: Decel ES, P-TRAVEL 
CURVE DATA:Jerk ES). The deceleration is initiated immediately after activation. The emergency stop can be used for 
all traveling modes except the revision mode.  
If during a revision command the emergency stop is activated, the revision mode will be finished at once (corresponds to 
the cancellation of the revision command). An activation of the emergency stop causes always braking down to zero 
speed. If standstill is achieved, the mechanical brake is activated and the motor contactor shut down. As long as the 
emergency stop command is active , no other travel command will be carried out and the ready-signal is deactivated. 
 
 
 
3.5.3.1.2 Battery operation SB 
 
The function for battery operation SB is described in detail in section 4.8. 
 
 
3.5.3.1.3 Controller release SF 
 
The inverter will be locked in the case of deactivation of the controller release SF.  
 
SF is to be deactivated after each travel when operation with one travelling contactor only is intended. If two travelling 
contactors are used SF can remain active all the time. 
 
 
3.5.3.1.4 Deceleration monitoring SD 
 
Parameter P-SYSTEM DATA : SD allows to select the signal level to monitor the speed at input SD  („Open c.“  24 V, 
„cls.c.“  0V). 
 
Upon activation of input SD an interrogation of the momentary speed is carried out. If this momentary value 
is above the value P-MONITORING : v decel. the system is shut down on faults. In case of lifts with speed higher than 
2.5 m/s the speed has to be monitored in the terminal landings => a check whether deceleration is really active. 

 
 
 
3.5.3.2 Inputs and travel commands (control mode = Travel) 
 
3.5.3.2.1 Normal travel  
 
Normal travels can be carried out over one or more levels. If necessary, an ogival run is carried out automatically. The 
approach is possible either directly(P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA:Position. = 0) or by a positioning trip. The travel is started 
by activation of the relevant speed signal (S1, S2, S3) and of the stop switch (SA). If the braking vane is reached the 
respective speed signal must be deactivated. This can be done any time during the travel (even during the acceleration 
phase or during Jerk 1 or Jerk 2).  
If the travel command is deactivated, the inverter will remain running just for the parameterised braking distance. If the 
stop switch has been reached SA must be deactivated. If SA is deactivated the inverter will remain running just for the 
parameterised stopping distance. 
 
Change of travelling speed between v1, v2 and v3 is possible during the travel. At the same time, changing from lower 
speed to a higher one is always possible, even if the braking vane has already been reached; of course, there must be 
mounted another braking vane for the new speed. 
 
The change from higher to lower speed must be initiated in time before reaching the braking vane, provided the braking 
vane for the low speed has been calculated. Upon arriving at the braking vane the new speed should have been reached 
if ever possible.  
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3.5.3.2.2 Revision 
 
Revision trips are characterized by the fact that upon deactivation of the travel command the inverter causes immediately 
the brake to apply and the motor to shutdown. A change of speed during revision is possible any time. It is possible to 
change to a higher speed or to a lower one as well. In total, 5 different modes of revision speed can be carried out. 
Activation is made e.g. by just activating the revision input SR ( => speed vR) or by simultaneous activation of revision 
input SR and of the respective speed signal S1, S2, S3, SA, according to the parameterised speed for v1, v2, v3, 
vPosi. 
 

Note:  
Upon simultaneous activation of SR and SA a revision trip with vPosi is carried out.  
With model L04, in this case a revision trip was carried out with Vrev. 

 
 
3.5.3.2.3 Readjustment 
 
The readjustment process is started by activation of SN. Select by parameter P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA: Readjust 
whether upon deactivation of SN the inverter stops immediately ("Stop“) or runs to zero with Jerk3, Jerk 4 ("TrvlCrv“). 
 

Note: 
With model L04 it was possible, to implement Readjustby just activating SA  
to implement the function. This is no longer possible with model L05/06/96. 
For function Readjust always input SN must used. 
 

3.5.3.2.4 Adjustment run 
 
The adjustment run can be used to approach a level with low speed vPosi if the control has lost the car position (e.g. 
after a power failure). The adjustment run is started by activation of SA. With parameter P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA: 
Adjust.run it is possible to determine whether in case of deactivation of SA the parameterised stopping distance shall 
still be completed (StopDist or if the  deceleration process shall be initiated immediately (TrvlCrv). 
 
 
Coding of the travel commands 
 
 

 S1 S2 S3 SN SR SA 
       

from standstill 0 0 0 0 0 0 
v1-travel 1 # # 0 0 # 
v2-travel 0 1 # 0 0 # 
v3-travel 0 0 1 0 0 # 
Readjustment run # # # 1 # # 
Revision trip with vR 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Revision trip with v1 1 # # 0 1 0 
Revision trip with v2 0 1 # 0 1 0 
Revision trip with v3 0 0 1 0 1 0 
Revision trip with vposi # # # 0 1 1 
Adjustment run 0 0 0 0 0 1 

       
from v1-travel       

Terminate  v1-travel  0 0 0 0 0 0 
Change to v2- travel  0 1 # # # # 
Change to v3- travel  0 0 1 # # # 

       
from v2- travel       

Change to v1- travel  1 # # # # # 
Terminate v2- travel  0 0 0 0 0 0 
Change to v3- travel  0 0 1 # # # 
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from v3- travel       
Change to v1- travel  1 # # # # # 
Change to v2- travel  0 1 # # # # 
Terminate v3- travel  0 0 0 0 0 0 

       
from readjustment trip       

Terminate readjustment run 0 0 0 0 0 0 
       

from revision trip       
Terminate revision trip 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Revision trip with v1 1 # # # 1 0 
Revision trip with v2 0 1 # # 1 0 
Revision trip with v3 0 0 1 # 1 0 
Revision trip with vposi # # # # 1 1 

       
from revision trip with v1       

Revision trip with vR 0 0 0 # 1 0 
Terminate revision trip  0 0 0 0 0 0 
Revision trip with v2 0 1 # # 1 0 
Revision trip with v3 0 0 1 # 1 0 
Revision trip with vposi # # # # 1 1 

from Revision trip with v2       
Revision trip with vR 0 0 0 # 1 0 
Revision trip with v1 1 # # # 1 0 
Terminate Revision trip  0 0 0 0 0 0 
Revision trip with v3 0 0 1 # 1 0 
Revision trip with vposi # # # # 1 1 

from revision trip with v3       
Revision trip with vR 0 0 0 # 1 0 
Revision trip with v1 1 # # # 1 0 
Revision trip with v2 0 1 # # 1 0 
Terminate Revision trip  0 0 0 0 0 0 
Revision trip with vposi # # # # 1 1 

       
from revision trip vposi       

Revision trip with vR 0 0 0 # 1 0 
Revision trip with v1 1 # # # 1 0 
Revision trip with v2 0 1 # # 1 0 
Revision trip with v3 0 0 1 # 1 0 
Terminate revision trip  0 0 0 0 0 0 

       
adjustment trip       

Terminate adjustment run  0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
 

Legend: 
1   Input activated  
0   Input deactivated  
#   Input not relevant  

 
Timing on activation 
 
 
Start from standstill 
 
As long as the controller is not yet released, travelling commands and travelling direction still can be changed. Setting of 
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a new travel command causes - for the moment - only the activation of the travel contactor. 
 
After release of controller, travel commands and travel direction still can be changed for a period of 100ms. 
 
Change to a higher speed 
 
The command for the higher speed has to apply for minimum 200 ms. 
 
Change to a lower speed 
 
The command for the low speed has to apply for minimum 100 ms. 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 31:  Travel curve 
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3.5.3.3 Functioning of the individual travel commands (control mode = PCM) 
 
3.5.3.3.1 Inputs 
 
Normal travel 
 

In this mode the inverter knows the number of floors and the absolute position of each landing. It is “learing“ the 
relevant information during a so called ”learning trip“ (see item 4.3.1, item10. Set the switch off points of the  
control …). 
 
Travel commands: 
 
During a trip the inverter is receiving only two signals from the lift control (normal travel). 
 

- travelling direction 
- travel command 
  - short-floor run:  travel over one floor distance only 

 - high-speed run:  travel over several floors  
  

Except these signals the inverter needs also the following vane-signals directly from the lift shaft: 
 

- stop switch for the upward direction (SA_U) (optional 
- stop switch for the downward direction (SA_D)  one vane) 
- correction switch on top (SP_U) 
- correction switch on bottom (SP_D) 

 
 
Basically, there are two travelling options: 
 

- Travel to the next landing (“shor-floor run“): 
 

A travel is started with the travel command ”short-floor run“. The inverter performs a trip to the next  
floor in the desired direction (if needed, an ogival run is carried out automatically).  
 

- Travel over several landings (“high-speed run“): 
 
A travel is started with the travel command “high-speed run“. The inverter performs a trip in the desired 
direction and increases the speed until the nominal speed is reached (corresponding to parameterized jerk 
and acceleration). After passing the stop switch the inverter is sending IPs (corresponding to floor 
mapping) to the lift control and is checking the response of the lift control (i.e. availability of the signal 
”high-speed run“).  
If “high-speed run“ is deactivated the inverter stops the lift in the next possible landing  
If “high-speed run" remains active and if the stop switches of the next floor have already been passed the 
inverter continues sending the IPs (corresponding to floor mapping) to the lift contro,l and so on. 

 
Revision 
 
The function of “Revision SR“ is the same as in the normal mode. If SR is activated the inverter performs a trip in the 
desired direction with revision speed „v R“. If SR is deactivated the inverter stops at once. When the lift is reaching the 
SA_D-vane of the bottom landing (or the SA_U-vane of the top landing) the speed will be reduced to ”v Posi“.  
If there are two landings in the “SP-zone“ the speed will be reduced to “v Posi“ in both landings when the lift is in the last 
landing or the landing next to the last one ! If the “SA-zone“ has been left the speed is increased up to ”v R“.  
During “revision“ no IPs are generated. 
 
Relevelling 
 
“Relevelling SN“ has the same function as the normal mode. If SN is activated is starting a trip in the desired direction 
with relevelling speed ”v N“. The inverter is also checking whether both vane signals (SA_D, SA_U) are activated. If they 
are not activated it will stop “repeated relevelling“ (only if two vane signals are installed in each landing). During 
“relevelling“ no IPs are generated. 
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Stop switch “SA_U (upward) and SA_D (downward) 
 
In each landing a vane signal for either direction must be installed. The stop-switch signal is activating a switch on the lift 
(switch for either direction “closed-circuit arrangement“). The switching point should be positioned at the same distance to 
the landing level in either direction, the distance however may be different on each landing.  
The minimum lengths of the stopping vanes are (among other things) dependent from the nominal lift speed. For the  
detailed calculation of the minimum length see documentation ”4Bs0584-...“ (Fa. Loher, Website).  
 
 
Correction switch  SP_U (upward) and SP_D (downward) 
 
At top and bottom landing a correction switch must be installed. these switches are needed to recognize the last landing 
for either direction. At least, a correction vane must be as long as the minimum braking distances  
(see I-MIN.BRAKE.DIST.: BrkDis 1). When the inverter is recognizing the correction switch always a deceleration is 
releasedIf the difference from the last landing to the landing next to the last one is smaller than the braking distance, the 
correction switch is active also in the in the landing next to the last one (to be obsetrved upon ”shaft-learning“,  
see also see item 4.3.1, item10. Set the switch off points of the control … ). 
 
 
 
Coding of travel commands and travelling direction is carried out via inputs SV1 – SV4: 
 

  
SV4 SV3 SV2 SV1 Function 
0 0 0 0 “waiting“ (for the next trip) 
1 1 1 1 “stop“ (command after status stop) 
0 0 1 0 not used (fault) 
0 0 1 1 not used (fault) 
0 1 0 0 “revision upward“ 
0 1 0 1 “revision downward“ 
0 1 1 0 “high-speed run upward“ 
0 1 1 1 “high-speed run downward“ 
1 0 0 0 “revision upward“ 
1 0 0 1 “revision downward“ 
1 0 1 0 “relevelling upward“ 
1 0 1 1 “ relevelling downward“ 
1 1 0 0 “short-floor distance upward“ 
1 1 0 1 “short-floor distance downward“ 
1 1 1 0 “braking“ (stop at the next possible landing level) 
0 0 0 1 not used (fault) 
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3.5.3.3.2 Outputs 
 

IP 
 

This output supplies pulses to the lift control as in which landing the next stop will be possible.  
This information is generated always when the lift is leaving a landing (only during ”short floor run" or ”high-speed 
run"). For the information three states are possible. 

 
• no pulses generated 
• one pulse is generated 
• two pulses are generated 

 
DS1-DS3 

 
These coded outputs are used to inform the status to the lift control (status to be communicated by the inverter). 

 

Output Criteria Remarks 
DS3 DS2 DS1 Ready Operat. Levellg. 

speed 
Shaft 
learning 

 „active“ 

Stationary 
torque 
(loading) 

Stop 
active 

 

0 0 0 0 x x x x x not ready 
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 > ”v-levell.“ 1) 

> ” T-stat.max “ 2) 
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 > ” v-levell.“ 1) 

< ” T-stat.max “ 2) 
(normal travel) 

0 1 1 1 0 x 0 x  not used 
1 0 0 1 x x 1 x 0 Shaft learng. active
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 < ”v-levell.“ 1) 

> “ T-stat.max“ 2) 
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 < “v-levell.“ 1) 

< “T-stat.max“ 2) 
1 1 1 1 x x x x 1 Stop (ready) 

 
 
Note:   1) Levelling speed  in menu P-MONITORING 
  2) Maximale Zuladung für Kabine  im Menü P-MONITORING 
 
 
 
Criteria Remarks 
Ready Inverter ready for running: no inverter fault, no warning, shaft info in 

P-SHAFT DATA: Shaft info  = o.k. (i.e. learning run was o.k.) 
Operation Travel contactor is active  
Levelling speed Speed is lower than  P-MONITORING: v-levell. 
shaft learning  “active“ P-SHAFT DATA: Shaft info is active. 
Stationary torque (load) The measured load as per I-DRIVE DATA: M-stat is higher than the parameterized 

value in P-MONITORING: T-stat.max. The FI cannot measure the load during a 
stop (mechanical brake active). Load measuring is carried out latest on elapse of 
pick-up time parameterized for the brake (P-SYSTEM DATA:  Engag t br.). The 
output is valid for the rest of the trip after that point. The accuracy of the load 
measuring is 10 % of the nominal motor torque. It is not possible to measure the 
load with asynchronous motor and ”without encoder reset“. 

Input Stop is active Inverter command is “Stop“ 
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3.5.4 Activation via DCP interface 

 
The activation via the DCP interface (control mode = Travel) is described in detail in documentation "4Bs0449-...“ and 
can be ordered or downloaded from Loher GmbH website (www.loher.de). 
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3.6 Operation 
 

General instructions for the handling: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Select menu: press key  (information) or  (parameter) (get in with “Enter”). 
• Select submenu or parameter: press key  or  (get in with “Enter”). 
• Accept submenu or parameter for input: press key  (Enter). 
• Release parameter for the modification: press key   

(-> the display shows a black bar). 
• Change the parameter value: press key  (up) or  (down). 
• Accept the new parameter value: press key . 

 
 
 

Example: Sequence of key operation for the change of the rated speed v 3 
 

- press key   
- press key  until menu P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA appears 
- press key   
- press key  until v 3 appears 
- press key   
- press key  or  until the desired value appears on the display 
- press key  to accept the value 

 
 
After change of parameters: 
 

- press key  to return to the parameter menu  
- press key  to get into the status menu (exit from parameterizing level) 
- press key  to get into the information menu (exit from parameterizing level) 

 
 
 
Note-  Fault accknowledgement: 
 
 

• Reset fault signal memory: press keys  and   (RESET) simultaneously. 

v-travel   = 2,5 m/s 
BrDis(S) = 400,0cm 

Information menu 
 

    Status menu   => autom. change of language after pressing key >3 sec 
     (savings with parameter P-OPERATION : Language) 
Parameter menu  
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3.7 Menues 
 
All parameters are arranged in a menu structure. In order to reduce the number of parameters shown on the LCD-
display, they are classified into the categories “Commissioning” (“Commis.”), “Standard” (“Stand.”) and “Expert” 
(“Expert”), and they appear only when the appropriate setting was made in submenu “Operation” / parameter   
“Menü”.  
 

 Commissioning: Shows all parameters required for standard commissioning and diagnostic  

         indications. The parameters are preset accordingly  in the factory! 
 
   Standard:     Shows further operational values in addition to the commissioning parameters, 
 

         e.g. for trouble shooting or remote diagnosis.  
 

Expert: Indicates all parameters of the frequency inverter. Do not change  the 
parameters! 

 
 
Below we show the menu-tree for all commissioning parameters. A complete list of all parameters is shown in the annex 
of this commissioning instruction. 
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3.7.1 Information menu 

 
 

I-DRIVE DATA 
 

  Display-text Menu Description Unit 
v-travel Commis. Aktual travelling speed  (m/s) 
Accel. Commis. Aktual acceleration (m/s2) 
BrkDis(S) Commis. Act. braking distance  stop-switch  (cm) 
Speed(A) Commis. Act. braking speed stop-switch  (m/s) 
n-motor Commis. Motor speed  rpm) 
I-motor Commis. Motor current (A) 
Setp/actv.dev Commis. Deviation between setpoint and act. value (%) 
Driv.ord. Commis. Aktual drive order ( ... ) 1) 
Travel Commis. Aktual travel  ( ... ) 1) 
 
 

I-MIN.BRAKE.DIST. 
 

 Display-text Menu Description Unit 
BrkDis 3 Commis. Braking distance out of v3  (cm) 
 

 
I-SHAFT DATA 5) 

 

 
Position Commis. Act. position of car in the shaft  (m) 
Floor Commis. Act. floor where the car is positioned ( … ) 
No. of floors Commis. No. of floors  ( … ) 
ds-floor Commis. Min. admissible distance between 2 floors (m) 
Par.fault floor Commis. Floor  where the learning fault occurs ( … ) 
IPE01 up/down Commis. No. of interrogation pulses for floor 1 ( … ) 
... Commis. … 
IPE32 up/down Commis. No. of interrogation pulses for floor 32 („ … „) 
 

 
I-MEMORY 2) 

 

 
01: Commis. Event memory 1  (fault message) 
02: Commis. Event memory 2   dto. 
... Commis. Event memory n dto. 
64: Commis. Event memory 64 dto. 
 
  

I-INVERTER DATA 
 

   
Op.-source Commis. Operation source (“Termin” / “RS485”) 
Comm. fault Commis. Relay contact common fault (“Open c.” / ”cls. c.”) 
X1:30-37 Commis. Digital signals at terminals X1:30-37 (“ … “) 3) 
X1:38;39;41;42 Commis. Digital signas at terminals X1:38;39;41;42 (“ … “) 4) 
 

 
Remark: 1)  Poss. travel commands: “none”, “v1” – “v8”, “v Posi”, “floor”, “variablel”,  

 

“Rev. v1” – “Rev. v3”, “adjust”, “revision”, “Rev. v Posi”, “readjust”. 
2)  Complete representation of the event memory is shown under 5.5. 
3)  If a terminal input has been triggered  indications are: for X1:30 = A, for X1:31 = 1, for X1:32 = 2 

and so on. If an input is not triggered an 0 is indicated in its place. If, for example,  the inputs X1:30, 
:31, :32, and :35 are triggered, the indication is =A1200500..  

4)  Representation see also 3).  If inputs X1:38, X1:41 and :42 are triggered the indication will be = 8012. 
5)  Displayed only if in P-OPERATION : A a ”PCM“-application is parameterized 
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3.7.2 Parameter menu 

 
 
 

 P-OPERATION 
 Display text Menu Description Value 1)  Range 

Language Commis. Actual language ........    (“German” / ”English”) 
A Commis. Application ........ (“ ... ”) 2) 
Menu Commis. Visuble parameter level  ........ (“ ... ”) 3) 

 
P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA  

    
 

v 3 Commis. Rated speed v3 ........ (0,02 ... 5,00 (m/s) 
v Posi Commis. Positioning speed  ........ (0,02 ... 0,20 m/s) 
BrkDis 3 Commis. Braking distance out of v3  ........ (0,5 ... 3000 cm) 
StopDist Commis. Stopping dist ance ........ (0,5 ... 3000 cm) 
Position  Commis. Positioning distance ........ (0,0 ... 30,0 cm) 
Accel. Commis.  Acceleration   ........ (0,25 ... 2,00 m/s2) 
Decel. Commis. Deceleration  ....... (0,25 ... 2,00 m/s2) 
Decel. ES Commis. Deceleration with “emergency stop“ ........ (0,25 ... 2,00 m/s2) 
 

P-MONITORING 
 

 v max Commis. Maximum speed ........ (0,03 .... 5,50 m/s) 
 

P-SYSTEM DATA 
  

v/n Commis. Ratio vN / nN ........ (0,5-5,00 m/s,10-6000 rpm) 
Engag t br. Commis. Pull-in time of brake magnet (brake lift. time)....... (0,00 ... 2,00 s) 
t-rel mec.br. Commis. Release time of brake magnet ........ (0,00 ... 2,00 s) 
Dir-Sign Commis. Direction default ........    (“down”/”up/down”/”up”) 
Motor cw Commis. Travel direction of lift at clockwise ........ (“down”/”upf”) 
  Rotary field at motor 
SD Commis. Deceleration monitoring SD ........    (“Open c.”/”cls. c.”) 
 

P-TERMINAL ASSIGNMT. 
 

P-Inputs 
  

SA Commis. Stop switch SA   ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 5) 
S1 Commis. Intermediate speed “v1“    ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 5) 

S2 Commis. Intermediate speed “v2“    ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 5) 
S3 Commis. Nominal speed “v3” ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 5) 
SR Commis. Revision SR  ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 5) 

SN Commis. Relevelling SN ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 5) 

Schnellstop Commis. Emerg. stop SS ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 
auf Commis. Travelling direction “upward“ ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 5) 
ab Commis. Travelling direction “downward“ ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 5) 
Verz.Kontr. Commis. Deceleration monitoring SD ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 
Batt. Betr. Commis. Battery operation ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 
Reset Commis. Reset ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 
Kaltl. Commis. Thermistor ........ (“ ... ”) 
SV1 Commis. Terminal for input SV1 ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 6) 
SV2 Commis. Terminal for input SV2 ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 6) 

SV3 Commis. Terminal for input SV3 ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 6) 
SV4 Commis. Terminal for input SV4 ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 6) 
SA_U/SA_U_D Commis. Stop switch SA up/down ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 6) 

SA_D Commis. Stop switch SA down ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 6) 

SP_U Commis. Correction switch SP up ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 6) 

SP_D Commis. Correction switch SP down ........ (“ ... ”) 4) 6) 

 
 
 

Note:    1)  Noted value of the actually set values 
2)  Parameterisable applications are, for example “asyn. HTL”, “asyn.SVC”  (see item 4.3.1). 

Attention: In case of a change all values are set on standard values! 
3)  Possible menu-entries “Commissioning”, “Standard”, “Expert” 
4)  To all functions “SA … SP_D“  freely disposable input terminals X1:1 … X1 41, and “active“ or  
     “inactive“ can be allocated, according to the function. 
5)  Parameter visible  if in P-OPERATION : A  no  ”PCM“- application is parameterized 
6)  Parameter visible, if in P-OPERATION : A  a  ”PCM“- application is  parameterized 
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P-Outputs 

   
Relay 1 Commis. programmable relay 1 ........ (“ ... ”) 7) 
Relay 2 Commis. programmable relay 2 ........ (“ ... ”) 7) 
Relay 5 Commis. programmable relay 5 ........ (“ ... ”) 7) 8) 
Relay 6 Commis. programmable relay 6 ........ (“ ... ”) 7) 8) 

Relay 7 Commis. programmable relay 7 ........ (“ ... ”) 7) 8) 
 

 
P-MOTOR DATA 

  
P-motor Commis. Rated motor power Motor  ........ 9) 
n-motor Commis. Rated motor speed ........ 9) 
I-motor Commis  Rated motor current ........ 9) 
f-motor Commis. Rated motor frequency ........ 9) 
V-motor Commis. Rated motor voltage ........ 9) 
cos phi Commis. cos phi of motor ........ 9) 

Slipcomp 13) Commis. Compensation of the slip ........  

Fan external Commis. Fan external ........ (“yes”/”no ”) 
Auto-Tuning  Commis. Automatic R1 measurement ........ (“yes”/”no”) 
 
 

P-INVERTER DATA 
   

V mains nom. Commis. Setting of line voltage ........ (230 ... 460 V) 
Brake Commis. Set-up of the brake ….... (“on“, “R-Supply“) 
P-BrakeRes. Commis. Braking power  (0,1 … 999,9 kW) 
R-BrakeRes. Commis. Brake resistor   ( … 99,9 Ohm) 
 
 

P-INTERFACE 
   

Op.-source Commis. Actual operation source ........ (“Termin.”, ”RS485”) 
RS485-Prot Commis. Actual protocol ........ (“DCP”) 
 
 

P-TRAVEL BEHAVIOR 
 

P  sp.ctr. 11) Commis. P-part of the speed controller ........ (0,00 ... 320,00) 10) 
Tr sp.ctr. 11) Commis. Readjustment time of  speed controller ........ 0 ... 9999 ms) 10) 
P  sp.ct.pos 11) Commis. P-part of n-controller/ position control ........ (0,00 ... 320,00) 10) 
Tr sp.ct.pos 11) Commis. readjustment time n-controller/ position control.... 0 ... 9999 ms) 10) 
P  PosContr. 11) Commis. P- part of position controller ........ 0,00 ... 320,00) 10) 
Gear losses 12) Commis. Gear losses ........   (0 ... 100 %) 10) 
T-Start Up 13) Commis. additional starting torque, direction "up“  ........ ( ... %) 10) 
T-Start Down 13) Commis. additional starting torque, direction "down“ ........ ( ... %) 10) 
 

 
 

Note:      7)  To all programmable relays „1 … 7“ freely selectable signalling functions 
“Ready … SS (emerg. stop) and ”active“ or ”inactive“ can be allocated. 

  8)  Parameter visible only with Options-PCB ”Periphery DA“  
  9)  Performance-related values are not indicated (acc.to the motor type plate) 
10) Standard setting values specific to application (see item 4.6).  
11) Viewable only in “HTL”- and “SG/SVM”-applications! 
12) Viewable only in “SVC”- and “HTL”-applications!  
13) Viewable only in applications "without encoder" (“SVC”-applications)!  
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4 Commissioning instruction  
 

4.1 Steps of the commissioning procedure 
 

All steps required for the commissioning of a lift are listed below in detail: 
 
1. Check of shipping papers 

 

- Compare the delivery note with the purchase order 
 

2. Check of the consignment 
 

- Check the type plate of the device 
- Compare the supplied unit with the purchase order and the shipping papers 

 
3. Fixing of the device (wall mounting) 
 

- Mount the device with connection terminals showing vertically to the bottom (do not distort, 
   use appropriate fastening means) 
- Cable inlets must be freely accessible  
- Care for sufficient ventilation and minimum distances  
  (see annex:  General technical data / observe fixing position  
 

4. Removal of the cover 
 

- By means of a cross tip screwdriver (5 mm): open the 4 screws at the front side of the device  
   by a 90o-  turn to the left and remove the front plate 

 
5. Connection of the mains  
 

- Check whether the mains feed is sufficiently fused (see annex: Technical data) 
- Observe the regulations of the local power supply companies (FI. FU, earth, neutral, PE-conductor 
   system)  

 Residual-current-operated circuit-breakers which may be already available in the 
building  must be “a.c.-d.c. sensitive” and must have a sufficiently high discharge 
current (500 mA)! 

 
6. Connection of the motor 
 

- Use screened motor cables only  
- With synchronous motors max. 20 m length of cable (owing to the sensor!) 
- Connect the motor in correct phase sequence (motor/UVW  inverter/U2V2W2) 
- Connect the thermistors by cables separated from the motor cables  
- Connect the speed sensor as per Item 3.3.4, fig. 21, 22 

 
7. Connection of the control  
 

- Install the control cables and the power cables in separate runs 
 
8. Switching-on of the device 
 

- Engage the main power supply and observe the operating display. After initialisation of the status 
  indications, “v-travel“ und “Accel.“ will appear and the LED-signal “Ready“ will glow green. 

 
9. Parameterising 

 

- commissioning procedure as per item 4.3 resp. 4.4 
 

10. Implementation of test-runs 
 

-  Examination acc. to the parameterisation 

 Preferably, the first test runs should be carried out with the recall feature of the lift control  
from the machine room. The first functional test is made via the information menu of the 
inverter, namely the check of travelling direction, travelling command and speed for this 
operation mode (recall). 
In case of  abnormal motor noise: stop the travel and check again the parameter 
settings and especially the settings indicated on the motor type plate! 

4.2 General remarks 
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These commissioning instructions deal only with the subject of lift-related parameters and terminal connections.  
So, the perfect functioning of the lift drive is guaranteed in any case.  
The other parameters are preset in the factory and they may be changed only after consultation with Loher, or  
when the required knowledge and experience is available. 
 
In order to carry out the commissioning of the lift in a professional way and to avoid problems and confusions,  
the necessary parameterising of the inverter should be done in the sequence of instructions mentioned below.  
 
The settings to be parameterised are, for better identification, adequately set off. 
 

Example:  - Submenu   P-OPERATION : Menu  
 

- Parameter    vPosi 
 

  - Prerequisit for the commissioning: carrying out of steps 1-8 (as per item 4.1). 

- The following steps of commissioning are aligned with the sequence of the required  
   parameters in the  Information menu and in the  parameter menu. 

 

- For the commissioning the inverter has already been set to Menu: Commissioning in the 
  factory! 

 

- Setting of the complete lift related parameters shall be made bevor the first trip of the lift! 
 
 
  The commissioning steps can be identified always by                          .....     
. 

Possibly required steps for the correction of e.g. the stopping accuracy, are shown in a  
 
similar way, however with broken lines                         .......     

 
 
 
 

Note: Persons with experience in commissioning of DYNAVERT®L devices, can work also with the  
Brief Commissioning Instruction (for all applications “without PCM“, see annex, item 7.7). 
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4.3 Commissioning with positioning travel  
(Activation via terminals or DCP-interface) 

 
4.3.1 Parameterising 

 
 

1. Menu: P-OPERATION 
 
 
 

Setting of the actual LCD-display language: Language 
 
 

Generally, the frequency inverter is supplied bilingual, i.e. at present in German and English 
(factory setting is German ). 
 
Besides of parameter Language change-over to the other language (e.g. the national language) 
can also be carried out by means of the “status”- key (no saving).  
 

For that, the  - key must be pressed for about 3 seconds;  change-over to the other language is 
made automatically. 

 
 

Setting of the required application:  A 
  

 
By this application all the other parameters are preset to the standard, so that as few as possible 
further parameters must be changed. Furthermore, only those parameters are viewable which are 
needed upon commissioning of the respective application. 

 
 

Following applications can be parameterised: 
 
- Lift with asynchronous drive and HTL-encoder        ->  asyn.HTL 
 

- Lift with asynchronous drive, without encoder        ->  asyn.SVC 1)
 

- Lift with synchronous drive (motor type SG)          ->  syn.  SG 
 

- Lift with synchronous drive (motor type SVM)        ->  syn. SVM 
 

- Lift with asynchronous drive, HTL-encoder and DCP interface     ->  asyn.HTL  DCP  
 

- Lift with asynchronous drive, without encoder and DCP interface     ->  asyn.SVC  DCP 1) 
 

- Lift with synchronous drive (type SG) and DCP interface      ->  syn. SG  DCP 
 

- Lift with synchronous drive (type SG) and DCP interface      ->  syn. SVM DCP 
 

- Lift with asynchronous drive, HTL-Geber   control mode = PCM   -> asyn.HTL  PCM.2) 
 

- Lift with asynchronous drive, ohne Geber   control mode = PCM   -> syn.SVC  PCM 1) 2) 
 

- Lift with synchronous drive (type SG)   control mode = PCM   ->  syn. SG  PCM 2) 
 

- Lift with synchronous drive (type SVM)   control mode = PCM   ->  syn. SVM PCM 2) 
 
 

-- Factory-parameterising (parameter as per delivery status!)      ->  Werksparameter  
 
 

Remark:     1)  Without encoder feedback the inverter will work with "SVC control"  
  (Space Vector Control). 

2)  Here, the control mode in P-SYSTEM DATA: ContrMode is automatically set to PCM  
    (with all the other applications it is set to control mode  Travel). 

 

 - Always that application must be set, which meets exactly the actually 
  existing configuration! 
- If this is not possible as, for example, an encoder with another resolution  (mind.  
  1024 pulses/rev!) is used, application A must be adjusted so, that it comes closest   
  to the actually existin configuration. 
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Example:  - Application:  “ Lift with asynchronous drive and HTL-encoder 

     with 2500 pulses/revolution “  
 

     Setting of application:  A to asyn.    HTL  
 

     Setting of menu : Menu to Standard  
 

     Check of parameters: P-MOTOR DATA : encoder to HTL-encoder 
 

     Setting of parameters:  P-MOTOR DATA : Pulses/360 to 2500 
 

 Reset of menu:  Menu to Commissioning  

      - Upon setting of a required application all parameters are set to "application  
         specific standard values" (-> factory set parameters!). If customer related  
         parameters are changed, the actually set application is being extended by 
           „spec.“ (e.g. "asyn.HTL“ is changed into    "asyn.HTL  spec.“)    

- Upon setting of "factory parameterising“ the factory-setting of the parameters    
 (delivery status) is re-established.  
- In case of re-parameterisation of the application all parameters changed  
  before are reset! 

 
 

2. Menü: P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA 
 
 
For all applications “without PCM“: 
 
 

 
Setting of the commissioning parameters:  v 3,  v Posi,  BrkDis v3,  StopDist,  Position 

  
 

 
 
 
 
  

 
           v 3 
 
 
 
 
               v Posi 
 
 
 
 

                    StopDist 
 
                    Position 
 
 
                  
 
 

    BrkDis v3 
  

 
Fig. 32:   Example:    Braking distances and designation of travelling curves:   

     Process of the position control / Autom. start of deceleration  

V 
(m/s)

Positioning 
distance 

Stopping 
distance 

Automatical deceleration. 
Initiation by inverter  

Levelling 

t (s) 

Stop switch  
Default by lift control (shaft switches 
or digital shaft information) 

Braking vane  
Default by lift control (shaft switches 
or digital shaft information) 

Braking distance  
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 - Upon setting of the parameters the inverter carries out plausibility checks.  

- Faulty or incorrect settings will be commented in the display and must be corrected! 
 
 
For the setting of the travelling distances in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA the following tabular values are recommended. 

 
 

1. For “encoderless“ applications (asyn.SVC ,  asyn.SVC  DC: 
 

 

v3            
(m/s) 

v Posi       
(m/s) 

BrkDis v3 (cm) StopDist (cm) Position.       
(cm) 

bis 0,8 0,08 125 8 15 

0,8...1,2 0,1 125…315 8 25 

1,2...1,6 0,15 250…315 12 25 
 

Stoppage points in the shaft or  
digital shaft information  

 
 
 

2. For all the other applications: 
 
 

v3            
(m/s) 

v Posi       
(m/s) 

BrkDis v3 (cm) StopDist (cm) Position       
(cm) 

up to 0,8 0,05 ~ 125 8 10 

0,8...1,6 0,1 125...315 8 10 

1,6... 2,5 0,15 250...600 12 15 
 

Stoppage points in the shaft or  
digital shaft information 
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For all applications “with PCM“: 
 

 
Setting of the commissioning parameters:  v 3, v Posi, Position. 

  
 

 
  

 
           v 3 
 
 
 
 
               v Posi 
 
 
 
 
                    Position. 
 
 
                  
 
 
 
 

Fig. 33:    Example:   Braking distances and travel curve designations:  Process of PCM-control 
 

 - The inverter carries out plausibility checks while parameter values are set.  

- Faulty or unplausible inputs are commented in the display and have to be corrected  ! 
 
 

For setting the travelling distances in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA the following values are recommended. 
  
 

1. For “encoderless“ PCM-applications“ (asyn.SVC ,  asyn.SVC  DCP: 
   

 

v3            
(m/s) 

v Posi       
(m/s) 

Position.       
(cm) 

up to 0,8 0,08 15 

0,8...1,2 0,1 25 

1,2...1,6 0,15 25 

 
 

2. For all the other  PCM-applications: 
 
 

v3            
(m/s) 

v Posi       
(m/s) 

Position.       
(cm) 

up to 0,8 0,05 10 

0,8...1,6 0,1 10 

1,6... 2,5 0,15 15 

 
 

V 
(m/s)

Positioning 
distance

Automatical deceleration. 
Initiation by the inverter  

Level position 

t (s) 

Stop switch (SA-D or SA_U) 
Default by shaft switch 
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For “all” applications: 

 
 
 

Setting of commissioning parameters Accel. and Decel., following the acceleration limit values listed 
below: 
  

 
 

 

Rated speed parameter  v3  

 

Acceleration parameter   Accel.  
Deceleration  parameter  Decel.   

up to          0,5 m/s 0,5 m/s2 
more than  0,5m/s up to 1,5m/s 0,7 m/s2 
more than 1,5m/s up to 2,0m/s 0,8 m/s2 
more than 2,0m/s up to 2,5 m/s 1,0 m/s2 

 
Table:    Acceleration/Deceleration values 
 
 

Recommendations for the setting of the braking distance (for all applications “without PCM“): 
 
 

- Read out/take down information menu parameter I-MIN.BRAKE.DIST.: BrkDis3.  
- As reference value for the required braking distance multiply this factor with 1.05  
  and mount the braking vane accordingly. 
- The actual distance of the vane from the level position is now set in menu  
   P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA, parameter BrkDis3. 
 
 
 

 
Adjustment of the commissioning parameter Decel. ES. 
  
 
 

Recommendation for the setting of the emergency stop deceleration: 
 

- The set value must be lower than the “physically maximum possible braking“, i.e. there are 
   maximum load moments and moments of friction/inertia, the parameterised braking power  
    and resistance to be considered.  
- If the set value is to high, no braking is performed  the inverter is switched off  owing to  
  overvoltage! 
- An optimal resp. maximum possible value is to be established, if necessary by appropriate 
  braking attempts.  
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3. Menu:  P-MONITORING 
 

 
 

Check the setting of parameter v max (should exceed the rated speed v3 by 10% ).  
 
 

 
 
4. Menu: P-SYSTEM DATA 

 
 
 

Set parameter v/n. 
 
 

v  is the rated speed of the lift [m/s]  
n  is the motor speed [rpm] or [min-1] ) 

  
 

Calculation formula: 
 

  19,1  *  v  *  r  
      n set  =  
               d  *  i  

 
 

     mit: n set  Setting speed [min-1]  
        v  Rated speed of the lift car [m/s] 
        d  Traction sheave diameter in [m] 
        i  Gear ratio on the type plate [ ] 

(e.g. with 2/45         “2”   is put under the fraction line  
                       and  “45”  over the fraction line) 

        r  Roping (e.g. 1 in case of roping 1:1, 
resp.  2 in case of roping 2:1) 

 
 
 
 

Set parameter Engag t br..  
 

 
 
 

 Set parameter t-rel mec.br..  
 

 
 

 - For “encoderless“ applications (motor type “asynch_SVC“) the pick-up and   
  drop times are to be set accurately. If upon starting a “counter-rotation“ occurs, 
  the Engag t br. might be set too high. If upon starting an “increased jerk“  
  occurs, t-rel mec.br. might be set to low. In this case, both settings are to be  
  optimized accordingly. 
- In case of applications with encoder (motor types “asynch_FOC, „sync“) the  
 pick-up and drop times are to be set as minimum as high as the actual values are.   
 

 
 
 

Set parameter Dir-Sig. 
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Beside the input of possible travelling directions the corresponding control 
terminals are also to be activated: 
 
- Dir-Sign to  down (travelling direction downward):  

 select the resp. terminal in P-TERMINAL ASSIGNMT. : P-inputs: down  
 

- Dir-Sign to  up (travelling direction upward):  
 select the resp. terminal in P-TERMINAL ASSIGNMT. : P-inputs: up 

 

- Dir-Sign to  up/down (travelling direction downward):  
 select the resp. terminal in P-TERMINAL ASSIGNMT. : P-inputs: down 

and in  P-TERMINAL ASSIGNMT. : P-inputs: up 
  
 

 
Set parameter motor cw. 
 
 

Set the travelling direction of the lift in “clockwise motor rotation” 
 to P-SYSTEM DATA : motor cw (up resp. down)! 

 
 

 
Check parameter SD, parameterize accordingly, if required. 
 

 
The parameter defines the effect of input SD (deceleration monitoring). 
Monitoring of speed is performed 
- with input activated (+24V)     Open c. 
- with input deactivated (0V)     cls. c. 

 
   
 

5. Menu: P-TERMINAL ASSIGNMT. 
 

 

P-Inputs: 
 
For all applications without PCM: 
 

 
 Check paramete SA, S1, S2, S3, SR, SN … PTC parameterize accordingly, if required.  
 

 
For PCM-applications: 

 
 

 Check parameter Emerg. stop, Decel.moni. … SP_D parameterize accordingly, if required. 
 
 

 
 

P-Outputs: 
 
 

 
 Check parameter Relay 1 …. Relay 2 resp. Relay 7 parameterize accordingly, if required. 
. 

 - The default settings correspond with the actually set application. If other settings are 
required, these are to be parameterized anew.  
- Relays 5 – 7 are needed with PCM-applications, with all the others optional! 
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6. Menu: P-SHAFT DATA 
 

 

 - This menu is needed only for PCM-applications (visible only here) ! 
 
 

 
For the time being, parameter Shaft info remains on ”none“! 
 

 
Further information see also item 10., Set the switch off points of the control (braking vanes), 
setting of the control stopping points (braking vanes). 
 

 
 
 

 Setting of the commissioning parameter vane ! 
 
 

This parameter may show 2 values: 
 

- vane for either direction        SA_D/SA_U 
- only one vane for both directions     SA_D_U 

 
 
 

 Setting of the commissioning parameter floors SP_U! 
 
 

No. of landings within the zone of the correction switch on top (SP_U). 
 
 
 

 Setting of the commissioning parameter floors SP_D! 
 
 

No. of landings within the zone of the correction switch on bottom (SP_D). 
 
 
 

 Setting of the commissioning parameter Delay IP ctrl! 
 
 

Delay-time of lift control for the "IP"-data exchange. 
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7. Menu: P-MOTOR DATA 
 
 

 
 
 

Set motor data taken from type plate: - P-motor  (rated-power) 
- n-motor  (rated-rpm) 

   - I-motor (current) 
    - f-motor (frequency) 
    - V-motor (voltage) 
    - cos phi (cos phi)  
 

 
 

  
 

 
Set parameter Slipcomp.                          (  required only with “SVC“ applications!) 
 
 

 - At first, the inverter is calculating the actual slip in every operating point by means 
of   the nominal speed and frequency. If  parameter Slipcomp is set to 100%, the full 
slip is used for the compensation, otherwise only that portion which corresponds to 
the set percentage. 
- For applications without encoder (motor type “asynch_SVC“) parameter  
slip compensation Slipcomp must be optimized exactly (see also point 4.3.2, setting 

 of stopping accuracy). 
 
 
 

Setting of the parameter Fan external to yes if an additional forced ventilation is used for the lift motor 
 
 
 
 
 

Set parameter Auto-Tuning.                         (  required only with “SVC“ applications!) 
 
 

 

  Measurement is required to achieve an optimal controlling behaviour. 
It is made with the set motor current (parameter I-motor). The measurement  
lasts about 3 sec. By means of a measurement d.c. the total active resistance  
(motor windings and feed line) is established automatically. 
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  - During measurement the contactors arranged between inverter 
  and motor must be closed and controller release activated.  
  Controller release is performed by key S6 on PCB "control" (see also  
  point 3.3.3.3) and acc. to the notes on the LCD display! 
- Procedure:      - set Auto Tuning to "yes" 

- press-in the contactor 
- press key S6 (controller enable) 
- release key S6 acc. to instruction on the display 
- release the contactor (terminated) 

 
 

8. Menu: P-INVERTER DATA: 
 
 

 
Setting of the actual mains voltage in parameter V mains nom.. 

  
 

 
 

Setting of the actual brake unit in parameter Brake. 
  

 
 

In model DYNAVERT® L05 braking performance and brake resistance are preset.  
 
If the model DYNAVERT® L06/96 is used the two following  parameters are to be set according to the  
lift data. For that, the appropriate brake resistance can be selected acc. to annex, item 7.5.1 (table 
“Type data external braking resistors“). Other resistances (e.g. in case of a deviating voltage) can be  

calculated as per item 4.9 (max. admissible braking current to be considered , see item 7.3.2, table!). 
 
 

 - If other braking resistors are used, the “minimum admissible ohmic- 
  values“  see also item 7.3.2, table) are to be observed imperatively!  
- The inverter calculates internally die the heating-up of the brake resistor  
  via a thermic model. In order to ensure the correct calculation and the  
  “warn/fault messages“ possibly associated setting of braking performance  
  and brake resistor    is imperative! 

 
 

 
Parameter setting for required braking performance in parameter P-BrakeRes.. 

  
 
 

 
 Parameter setting for required braking performance in parameter R-BrakeRes.. 
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9. Menu: P-INTERFACE 
 
 
 
 

Set parameter Op.-source and RS485 Prot. 
 
 

For activation over terminal or DCP-Interface apply to settings: 
 
       Terminal   DCP 
   
   Op.-source   Termin.   RS485 

RS485 Prot  -    DCP 
 
 

 
10. Set the switch off points of the control (braking vanes): 
 
 
  

For all applications “without PCM“:  
 
 

Run the lift through the shaft with the Revision-command and mount the braking vanes,  
resp. prepare the control accordingly. 

 
 

Depending on the type of lift control used, these switches are either set in the shaft or, in case of a digital 
shaft information system, in the control (normally by means of the control display).  

 
Here, the distances are to be put in as previously set in menu P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA, parameters  
BrkDis v3 and StopDst.   

 
 
For all applications “with PCM“:  

 
To analyze the location of the vanes a “learning run“ over the whole shaft height is absolutely required. It is to be 
observed that this trip cannot be started within the zone of the correction switches SP! 

 
The factory setting of parameter “P-SHAFT DATA: Shaft info“ is ”none" (i.e. shaft information is not valid). In 
this case the inverter is not accepting any command for “short floor run" or ”high-speed run". To get the shaft 
information the parameter “Shaft info“ has to be set to ”learning“. After that, the inverter is starting the process 
“Shaft-learning“ (only when the following conditions are met!): 

 
- lift control allows the inverter to release travel contactor and braking contactor 
- controller release SF must be active 
 

 now, the following steps are performed automatically: 
 

The inverter runs the car to the bottom landing and starts approaching all the vane positions from below  
and to measure their accurate positions. When the top landing is reached, the lift is run to level position. The 
learning run is performed with positioning speed v-Posi. 

 

- If during the learning run any problems are occuring (noise the drive unit, joggling of car,  

vibrations etc.)  the controller settings in menu P-TRAVEL BEHAVIOR 
are to be rechecked or readjusted. after that, the learning run is to be repeated!  
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Now, the inverter has measured the absolute positions of all vanes. If all measured positions seem to be correct  
parameter “Shaft info" is set to ”o.k.". If a fault has occured, parameter “Shaft info" is set to “none".  

 
 

During learning run the following faults are possible: 
 
 

Message Explanation Remark 

!! Fault !! 
Vane SA_U too long 1) 

SA_D was inactive before SA_U is getting 
inactive 

resp. stop switches SA_U and SA_D to be 
checked 3) 

!! Fault !! 
Vane SA_D too long 1) 

SA_D reaching into the zone of SA_U of the 
next floor, i.e. SA_D is still active when SA_U 
(next floor) is getting active  

resp. stop switches SA_D and SA_D (next floor) 
to be checked 3) 

!! Fault !! 
Vane SA_U missing  1) 

SA_D of a floor was reached but no SA_U 
recognized 

resp. stop switches SA_U and SA_D to be 
checked 3) 

!! Fault !! 
Vane SA_D missing 1) 

SA_U of a floor was reached but no SA_D 
recognized 

resp. stop switches SA_D and SA_U to be 
checked 3) 

!! Fault !! 
No. of floors > 32 1) 

More than 32 floors are recognized Stop switch SA_U and SA_D to be checked for 
possible bouncing 3) 

!! Fault !! 
up/down direction 1) 

Parameterized direction not matching with 
travelling direction  

Travelling direction in P-SYSTEM DATA : Motor 
cw to be checked/corrected 

! Parameter fault ! 
Vane length SA 2) 

SA-vane too short or speed v 3 too high extend the resp. vane or reduce speed v 3  

! Parameter fault ! 
Vane length SP_U 2) 

SP_U vane too short or speed v 3 too high extend the resp. vane or reduce speed v 3  

! Parameter fault ! 
Vane length SP_D 2) 

SP_D vane too short or speed v 3 too high 
 

extend the resp. vane or reduce speed v 3  

! Parameter fault ! 
2-floor.dist..too short 2) 
 

Distance between actual floor and  
floor after next too short Reduce speed v 3  

 
 

Note:   1) Car remains stationary, as soon as the fault is recignized 
2) Fault will be displayed only after completion of the learning run.  

In parameter  I-SHAFT DATA : par. fault floor is indicated in that landing where the parameter 
fault occurs. 

3) After clearing of the fault another learning run is required.  
 

- If shaft learning has been successful all parameters of the absolute positions  

in menu  P-SHAFT DATA : Pos. 1  …  Pos. 32  are filled with the correct values. 
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11. Menu: P-TRAVEL BEHAVIOR 
 

 
 

Setting of parameter P  sp.ctr.                                                 (  not with “SVC“ applications !) 
 
 

Adjusts the P-section of the speed controller. By means of speed controller amplification the 
controller is matched to the different moments of inertia of the lift. 

Generally applies: 

    The higher the moment of inertia, the higher the necessary amplification. 
    If it is too low, the drive does not follow the travelling curve optimally  
   which results, for example, in a counterrotation on stopping.  
   If the values are too high they will cause an uneven travelling behaviour 
   combined with increased noise. 

 
 
 

Setting of parameter Tr sp.ctr.                                               (  not with “SVC“ applications !) 
 
 
 

Normally, the re-setting time of the PI-speed controller needs no modification. 
If in exceptional cases the amplification does not bring about an optimal result, this parameter  
can be changed. 

 Generally applies: 

Extension of the time periods will make the controller circuit slower and, therefore, 
    dampens the oscillations. 

 
 
 

 
Setting of parameter P  sp.ct.pos.                                          (  not with “SVC“ applications !) 

 
 
 
         Note: Set for this parameter some value as for P  sp.ctr.. 
 
 
 
 

Setting of parameter Tr sp.ct.pos..                                         (  not with “SVC“ applications !) 
 
 
 
 
         Note: Set for this parameter some value as for Tr sp.ctr.. 
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Set parameter P-PosContr.                                                     (  not with “SVC“ applications !) 

 
 
 

The amplification of the stop-position control effects the behavior for the first 200 ms after opening 
of brake. During this phase the stop-position control is active, i.e. the car is held in its actual 
position. 

 Generally applies: 

A reduction of amplification would cause an increased “stalling“ of the car upon 
starting. If the values are too high, a short generation of noise in the motor will 
occur in most cases during the starting phase. 
 
 

 
 

Setting of parameter Gear losses. 
 
 

  If problems arise upon starting (e.g. owing to friction torques in the lift system, 
static friction in the gear etc.), an appropriate evaluation can be carried out with this 
parameter: 

 

   higher value in case of higher friction torques in the lift system 
   lower value with roller guides and  high gear efficiency  

 
 
 

Set parameter T-Start Up.                                      (  required only with  “SVC“ applications!) 
 

 
This parameter defines the starting torque in "up" direction at the moment of starting. 
The value refers to the nominal torque of the motor. 
If this parameter is set to positive values, the motor develops a motive (acting in 
travelling direction) torque already before the brake opens. 

 
 

 
Set parameter T-Start Down.                                  ( required only with  “SVC“ applications!) 

 
 
This parameter defines the starting torque in "down" direction at the moment of 
starting (see also parameter T-Start Up). 
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4.3.2 Adjustment of the stopping accuracy 

 
 
 

For applications without encoder (except “PCM”): 

 For applications without encoder (motor type “asynch_SVC“) the  for parameter slip 
compensation P-MOTOR DATA : Slipcomp is to be set at first: 
(Exception PCM-applications“  performing automatically during learning run!): 
 
1. Set rated speed v 3 as high as the positioning speed v Posi. 
2. Perform a continuous trip “v 3 = v Posi“ over one  floor and optimize parameter 
   Slipcomp so, that the speed at the motor shaft  is equal in “up“ and “down“ 
   direction. 
3. Set rated speed v 3 again to the desired rated speed. 

 
 

 
For all applications “without PCM“: 

 
   
 

Approach to all floors from both directions with command V3 normal travel and move the Stop  
switches switches so, that the car stops flush. 
In case of a digital shaft information systems this correction is made within the lift control. 
 

 

 When the positioning travel is too short or a  jerking in the car is observed at the correction 

point, the measured braking distances are shorter than the parameterised  BrkDis v3. In this case 
the speed at the stop switch is still too high (correction point for the inverter). 
  
 

Remedy: First, increase the positioning distance Position. in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA. 
If improvement is achieved, check  braking distances and stop switches.  

 
 

Check of braking distances: 
 
 

The measured braking distance is indicated in the information menu  I-DRIVE DATA :  
BrkDis(S). It is established by position measuring (pulse counting) between the switch-off  
points braking vane and stop switch plus addition of the parameter StopDist (see item 4.3.1). 
Corresponding to the displayed value the switch-off points can be corrected. 
 
 

  This braking distance should correspond with the parameterised braking 

distance exactly to the cm (P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : BrkDis v3).  
 

 By no means it should be smaller!   
 

 
 

 Check the calculation of  P-SYSTEM DATA : v/n! 
 
 
 

Readjust the braking vanes in the shaft, if the values for the measured  BrkDis(S)  
and the parameterised distance  BrkDis v3 are differing! 
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- If there are only slight differences (less than 2 cm!) in case that the characteristic of 

      travelling curve with positioning run were selected, it is enough to parameterise the 
      smallest measured braking distance(S) in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : BrkDis v3 ! 

 
 

Check correction point of stop switch  
 

- Correction point stop switch should be within the reach of the constant positioning run. 

 
 
Carry out a normal travel with v3. 
 
 
 
Select in menu I-DRIVE DATA the menu level Speed(A) (speed at stop switch position)  
 
 

- The indicated value should conform with the  parameterised positioning speed 

 P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : v Posi, so that the correction cannot be decected  
 in the cabin (the positioning run is automatically shortened or extended). 

 
 - If Speed (S) is higher than the positioning speed v Posi :  

 
 

Extend the positioning distance in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : Position accordingly! 
 
 
 
 

If the positioning run takes too long, extend the BrkDis v3 in menu P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA  
in order to achieve a shorter positioning time. 

 
 

For all applications “with PCM“: 
 
 

After completion of the “learning run“ all floors will be approached upward and downward with a 
short floor run and a high-speed run, and the ”levelling“ in the respective floor will be verified ! 

  
 
If deviations of more than +/- 1 mm („SVC“applikat.: +/- 4 mm) re occuring, the learnt ”absolute“ 
positions in menu  P-SHAFT DATA : Pos. 1  …  Pos. 32 in the respective floors are to be parame- 
erized with the required values. (for this set the menu in P-OPERATION to Expert!) 
After correction the respective floors are again to be approached and rechecked! 

 
 

   
 Now, the commissioning for the rated speed v3 is completed.  
 
For all applications “without PCM“: 

 

For any intermediate speeds  v1 or v2 , the respective braking distances BrkDis 1 and  
BrkDis 2, must also be parameterised (initially, in menu  P-OPERATION parameter  
Menu is to be set to  Standard in order to get these parameters displayed). 
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4.4 Commissioning without positioning - Direct travel 

(Activation via terminals or DCP-interface) 
 

4.4.1 Parameterising 
 

Upon commissioning for an application with travel curve "direct approach“ the procedure is basically the same 
as with the commissioning for "travel curve with positioning travel“ (see item 4.3). This applies independently 
from driving system used (asynchronous/synchronous motor) and application (Exception: “SVC“ applications, 
these are not applicable for direct approach    “encoderless“ drives !). 

 
 

Acc. to item 4.3, point 1 - 9 all commissioning parameters of menus P-OPERATION to menu 
 P-TRAVEL BEHAVIOR are set as per instructions given there! 

 
 

4.4.2 Adjustment of the stopping accuracy 
 

For all applications “without PCM“: 
 

1. Drive the lift car to the top floor with Revision (Adjustmen run). 
 

2. Set travelling speed 0,03m/s in menu P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : v 3  
    and after that give travel command “v 3” one floor downwards   
     The lift travels with 3 cm/s to the reference floor. 
 
3. The car stops unflush, readjusting is switched off. The unflush position results out of  
 the pre-set value for the stop switch (see point 4.3.1, Stopping distance, table value) 

and the actual adjusted stop switch in the shaft (deviation from the set value). 
 
4. The value I-DRIVE DATA : BrDis(S) indicated the actual set (adjusted) braking vane distance  
     in the lift shaft. 

 

   - Compare the value BrDis(S) to the para meterized value out of P-TRAVEL CURVE  
DATA : BrkDis 3, for different values “Checking the braking distances” (see below). 
- Displace the stop switches in a way, that the car will stop millimeter exact flushing  
  the reference floor. In this case always travel to the reference floor from the top! 

     - Check the actual commissioning status: 
   - BrDis(S) indicated in the display is equal to P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : BrkDis 3 

      - BrDis(S) indicated in the display is higher than I-MIN.BRAKE DIST. : BrkDis 3 
      - BrDis(S) shows the actual distance of the braking vane to the flush position. 

  
- Checking the braking distances 

 

- The measured braking distance BrDis(S) is established by position 
 measuring (pulse-counting) between the two switch-off points  
 braking vane and stop switch, as well as by addition of parameter 
 StopDist (see item 4.3.1).  
    the switch-off points can be corrected according to the indicated  
       value. 
- The actual (measured) braking distance (BrDis(S) should correspond  
   millimeter exact to the parameterized braking distance 
  (P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : BrkDis 3). 

    Not lower! Under no circumstances! 
 
- Check the calculation of P-SYSTEM DATEN : v/n from section! 
- Adjust the braking vanes in the shaft if the values for the measured braking  
  distance BrDis(S) and the parameterized distance BrkDis 3 differ. 

 
 
5. Note the value of BrDis(S). 
 
6. Parameterize P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : v 3 to the rated speed. 
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7. Run the lift using Revision (Adjustmen run) to the most top floor. 
 
 

8. Give travel command “v 3” to the floor staying below (= reference floor). The car will travel farther than  
    the floor, (caused by the signal running time from the stop switch in the lift shaft to the inverter) 
 

 

- Increase the time P-SYSTEM DATEN : t-Del.STPSW until the car stops  
  at flush position (Travelling to the reference floor from the top!). 
- If the signal running times of the lift control used are known, adequate 
   average values (e.g. tDmin = 8 ms, tDmax = 12 ms    
   t-Del.STPSW = 0,010 s) can be pre-parameterized). 

 
9.  Adapt the signal running time to the stop switch. 

The display shows a smaller BrDis(S) according to the signal running time. The inverter has not been able 
to compute the correct braking distance (=distance of the braking vanes), due to the signal running time from 
the braking vane in the lift shaft to the inverter. Therefore has system has performed the distance correction  
at the stop switch. 
 

 

- Increase the time P-SYSTEM DATEN : t-Del.BT until the value noted  
  in item 5. is shown for BrDis(S). 
- Allready known signal running times can be pre-parameterized (see t-Del.STPSW)  
. 

 
10.  Travel to all other floors using rated speed “v 3”, adjust the stop switches (according flush position) and  

braking vanes. 
 
 

  Correct the braking vane distances in a way, that in the display BrDis(S) =  
the value noted in item 5. (originally computed value) is shown, and check the   

    current commissioning status of the respective floor as per item 4.! 
 

11.  The operator can now parameterize every travel speed below v3, or can set different (usual) positioning  
speeds and distances; for this no more vanes have to be changed! 

 
12.  Direct travel: 

 

Parameterize P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : Position = 0.0 cm. 
The parameter v Posi has no longer effect on the system!  
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For all applications “with PCM“: 

 
 
 

After completion of the “learning run“ all floors will be approached upward and downward with a 
short floor run and a high-speed run, and the ”levelling“ in the respective floor will be verified !  

 
If here severe deviations (with ”asyn FOC“ / ”syn“- motors   +/- 1mm  or  with “async SVC“-motors  

  +- 4 mm) are occuring, the learnt ”absolute“ positions in menu  
 P-SHAFT DATA : Pos. 1  …  Pos. 32 in the respective floors are to be parameterized with the required 
values. (for this set the menu in P-OPERATION to Expert!) 
After correction the respective floors are again to be approached and rechecked! 

 
 
 
 

     
 Now, the commissioning for the Direct travel is completed.  
 

For all applications “without PCM“: 
 

For any intermediate speeds  v1 or v2 , the respective braking distances BrkDis 1 and  
BrkDis 2, must also be parameterised (initially, in menu  P-OPERATION parameter  
Menu is to be set to  Standard in order to get these parameters displayed). 
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4.5 Normal travel (delay time of of contactor, brake) 

 
 

Delay time of motor contactor and brake under normal travel condition are shown below as an example. 
For planning please proceed according to the instructions for control via terminal strip (item 3.5.3). 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Explanations: 
Signal Explanation Terminal Parameters 

 Set travelling direction  
 "up“ resp. "down“ 

Input signal +24V : 
Lift runs with correct motor rotating direction acc. 
to  control signals "upward resp. downward“.  

X1:36 resp. X1:37 

 

Function of terminal 36 
can be switched over 
via "P-SYSTEM DATA/ 
up“. 

 Set value of speed  V3 

 

Input signal +24V : 
Lift accelerates up to rated speed „v3“. If more set 
speed values are active, the inverter performs the 
lowest activated speed. 

 
X1:33 

“P-TRAVEL CURVE 
DATA/v 3“ 

 Motor contactor  Is engaged by the inverter if the inverter is "ready“ 
and one or more set speed values are active. 

Potential-free auxiliary 
contacts at 
terminals 

X2:5/6 and X2:7/8 

- 

 Controller release 

 

Input signal +24V : 
Release is given via inverter-internal make contact 
of the motor contactor, if X2:3 +24V are available 
at the input terminal. 

X2:3 - 

 mech. brake 
engagement  

Is engaged by the inverter after activation of the 
"controller release“ and the motor contactor  

 

Potential-free auxiliary 
contact at  

terminal X1:5/6 
- 

 t1 
 

Delay time of motor contactor  - - 

 t2 Engagement time of brake (delay time till release 
of brake) - 

 

“P-SYSTEM DATA/ 
Engag t br.“ 

 t3 De-engagement time of brake  - 
 

“P-SYSTEM DATA/ 
t_rel mec.br“ 

 

v 

LIFT RUNNING 

Positioning to level by inverter 

t2     Engagement of mech. brake (release of brake)

Internal signal to terminal X1:42  (by controller release to X2:3)

t3 

t 

Travel command: set value of speed "v3" 

 default "up" resp. "down" 

Motor contactor K1 

Correction point (stop switch) 

t1 

       Direction 

  V 3 
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4.6 Controller setting values (Standard) 
 
 

In table below the standard values for the controller settings according to the used 
application “A” are displayed: 

 
 

Menüs/Parameter 
 

Ebene 
 

asyn.SVC 
asyn.SVC DCP

 
asyn.HTL 
asyn.HTL DCP 

 
syn.SG 
syn.SG DCP 

 
syn.SVM 
syn.SVM DCP 

 
Maßeinh. 

P-TRAVEL BEHAVIOR       
P  sp.ctr. Commis. 1) 30,00 15,00 15,00 - 
Tr sp.ctr. Commis. 1) 50 50 50 ms 

P sp.ct.pos Commis. 1) 30,00 15,00 15,00 - 
Tr sp.ct.pos Commis. 1) 50 100 100 ms 
P  PosContr. Commis. 1) 20,00 12,00 12,00 - 

T Pre-control Exp. 0 0 0 0  
Gear losses Commis. 0 0 1) 1) % 
T-Start Up Commis. 0 1) 1) 1) % 

T-Start Down Commis. 0 1) 1) 1) % 
P-CONTROLPARAMETER:            

P  I-ctr. Stand. 1) 1,00 2,00 2,00  
Tr I-ctr. Stand. 1) 30 30 30 ms 

P  I-ctr.pos Stand. 1) 1,00 2,00 2,00 - 
Tr I-ctr.pos Stand. 1) 30 30 30 ms 
T1  n-act Exp. 1) 5,0 1,0 1,0 ms 
T2  n-act Exp. 1) 5,0 1,0 1,0 ms 
f  T1/T2 Exp. 1) 0,0 0,0 0,0 Hz 

T Compensation Exp. 1) 1) 0 0 - 
 
         Remark: 1) Parameter in this application a not relevant 
 
 

4.7 Commissioning fault 
 
 
 

The most occuring commissioning faults are: 
 
 

 No. Setting faults Consequences Abhilfe 

1. 

Switch-off points for the braking 
distances are shorter than the 
respective parameterised braking  
distances 

Jerky approach and stopping 

 

P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : BrkDis v ...   
set to the resp. “actual“braking dist. 
BrDis(S) (see also point 4.3.1/4.4.1) 

2. 

 

Parameterised braking distance 
P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : BrkDis v... 
is shorter than displayed in menu 
I.MIN.BRAKE.DIST. : BrkDis v...  
  

There appears the fault 
message:  
“Alloc. V ... >< brk.dst. ...“ 

 

P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : BrkDis v ...  
set  
=> as per parameter I-MIN.BRAKE.DIST. 
: BrkDIs v ...   
 

3. 

 
Accel. or Decel. too high or not 
equal 
  

Current limit was reached too 
fast  

   

Check Accel. and  Decel. as per point 
4.3.1 
and correct them accordingly 
 

4. Motor type plate data misread 
Motor noises, vibrations, motor 
does  
not start 

Check type plate data and set new ones 
in  P-MOTOR DATA accordingly 

5 Speed sensor or motor (phase 
sequence) wrong connected 

Fault message “Diff set/act” or 
motor “jerking” 

Check connection speed sensor resp.  
motor (phase sequence) and correct 
them accordingly 

6. Motor speed controller not optimized Motor noise, vibrations, untrue 
running of motor 

Optimize the speed controller (see also 
point 4.3.1/9) 
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2) 

1) 

4.8 Battery-operated evacuation travel 
 

4.8.1 General 
 
In case of a breakdown of the line voltage the inverter will be fed by a d.c.source (battery) or by an appropriate USV 
which allows to continue the travel within certain limits. The following description refers to the use of an appropriate 
battery.  
 
The maximum evacuation speed with 240V battery voltage is about 20 % of the rated speed. There is no limitation in  
time for the DYNAVERT®  L05/06/96 models. 
 

 If parameter "P-LIFT DATA : Relay1“ is in position "Eva-Dir.“, the relay signals the optimum direction for 

evacuation (lowest power consumption!) (terminal X1 : 1/2 “closed“  direction “UP“, terminal X1 : 1/2  
 

“open“  direction “DOWN“). 
 

 
4.8.2 Connection of the battery 

  
In case of evacuation the battery is connected to the inverter input instead of the normal mains supply. Depending on 
the operational status the control must connect either the three-phase supply to the terminals U1, V1 and W1 or, for 
an evacuation travel, the d.c.source to the terminals U1 (- pole) and V1 (+ pole). 
 
 

 Caution: 
If it is a unit with mains fuses integrated, these are to be removed (bridged) if the battery voltage is 
higher than 200 V. In this case, these fuses should be used for the protection of the unit when it is 
fed by the normal three-phase system.  
For the operation with battery the device must be protected by a fuse suitable for d.c.  
The negative pole of the battery must be connected to earth. 

 
 
 
            - X1 
 
            PE 
            K1 3)      PE 
  L1          U1 
  L2          V1 
  L3          W1 
            K2 3)       N 
 
 
       4)  
                   DYNAVERT®  L05/06/96 
 
 
 
     Note:   1) Fuses acc. to the technical data (see also annex, item 7.3). 
          2) Use fuses suitable for the actual battery voltage. 
          3) Contactors K1 and K2 must be interlocked. 
          4) As power source also a USV is possible. 
 

Fig. 34:   Connecting diagram for battery supply 
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4.8.3 Connection of external feeding for the power supply unit 

 
For the operation of the inverter electronic system the integrated switch mode power supply must be supplied with  
230 V AC (± 15%): 
 

DYNAVERT® L05: - Feed 230 V AC into the terminals X2:9 and X2:10 – for normal operation  
   and for evacuation. 
- Appropriate change-over device must be provided by the customer. 
- Set power supply unit to external supply, see layout plan (item 3.3.3.1.3).   
 

DYNAVERT® L06/96: - Feed 230 V AC (+15% -20%) into the terminals X101 and X102  – in case of 
  evacuation. 
- Set power supply unit to external supply, see layout plan (item 3.3.3.2.1-6). 
 
 
 

4.8.4 Behaviour of travel commands in evacuation mode 
 
 
During evacuation (input battery operation is activated) the travel commands behave as follows: 
 
S1, S2, 
S3: 

A ”normal travel“ is carried out with the final speed limited to the maximum admissible value. The bra-
king distances are those which were parameterised for this travelling speed. That means, the control 
has to cancel the travel command at the respective braking vane. These commands are applicable if 
the distance from the destination of evacuation to the actual car position is longer than the 
parameterised braking distance. 

 
 
 
 
             
   V Batt max (autom. calculated) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.35:  Evacuation travel with S1, S2 resp. S3 
 
SA: Following the activation of command SA the inverter runs up to the parameterised positioning speed 

v Posi. The inverter runs with v Posi until input SA is de-activated (normally at the stop switch) and 
then brakes down electrically to zero speed. This way, an evacuation travel can be carried out 
starting from any position (even if the braking inductor plate was already passed). 

 
 

  Legend:  SA Stop switch correction point  
  SO Travelling direction upward 
  SU Travelling direction downward 
  SF Command controller enable 
  S1-S3  Travel command 

t (s) 

V (m/s) 

Braking vane

SA 
SO 
SU 

SF 

> 10 ms

S1, S2, S3 

Stop switch

Optional: 
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Fig. 36:  Evacuation travel with SA 
 
 
 
 

4.8.5  Process of an evacuation travel  
 

 
listed sequence to be strictly adhered to: 

 
- Control recognizes a mains failure. 
- Control cancels all travel commands and releases of the controller at the inverter. 
- Control disconnects the normal mains supply from the inverter. 
- Control connects the battery to X1:U1 and X1:V1 of the inverter. 
- Control activates the input for battery operation X1:41. 
- Control waits until the inverter is signalling ”ready“ and ”no fault“. 

 
 

  Execution of the evacuation travel: 
 

1) Control does not know the exact position of the car: 
Control activates SA- command (X1:30). SA is getting cancelled when the stop switch is reached. 

 
2) Control knows the position of the car: 

Car is between braking vane and level position => 
Procedure see item Control does not know the position of the car  
 
Car is located before the braking vane: 
Control activates S1-  (X1:31), S2-  (X1:32) or S3-command (X1:33). On arrival at the braking vane, 

 S1, S2  resp. S3 is deactivated. The inverter starts to decelerate at his calculated braking point and   
runs to vPosi. On arrival at the stop switch (SA is deactivated) electrical braking down to zero speed. 
 

 
 

- As soon as the trip is completed, control has to deactivate the battery operation. Hereby, the 
        following sequence must be strictly observed: 

 
- Control deactivates the input for the battery operation X1:41. 
- Control disconnects the battery from the inverter. 
- Control reconnects the normal mains supply system. 

 
 

   Caution: The normal mains supply system shall be reconnected  
    only with deactivated battery operation input. Otherwise  
    the device might be damaged. 

 

V 
(m/s) 

t (s)

Stop switch

SA 

SO 
SU 

SF 

> 10 ms

  Legend:  SA  Stop switch correction point 
  SO  Travelling direction upward 
  SU  Travelling direction downward 
  SF  Command controller enable 
 

Optional: 
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4.9 Brake resistors (only DYNAVERT® L06/96) 

 
 

Appropriate brake resistor to be selected according to the lift data. For that the optional brake resistors as per 
annex, item 7.5. are assigned to the typical rated lift capacities. The appropriate brake resistors can be selected 
from the table (see also example of selection). 

 
 

     Attention:  If other types of resistors are used, it is important to observe the minimum   
     admissible Ohm-values! In case of deviating voltage the minimum brake resistance  
     is determined according to the max. braking current (see also item 7.3.2, Type data  
     L06) as per following formula: 

 
 

RBrake min >= (UMains * 1,11 * √2) / IBrake max  
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5  Troubleshooting instructions 
5.1 General remarks 
 
Internal or external faults at the lift are normally identified by the following indications or consequences: 
 
 

  
- tripping of monitoring devices 
- fuse action 

  
- plain text indication on the inverter display 
- unsatisfactory behaviour of the drive 

 
 
The DYNAVERT®L05/06/96 presents a good help for troubleshooting by means of its detailed fault messages, described 
in detail in the documentation below. Through the information menu – by pressing the I-key – it is possible to enter the 
event memory (see item 5.5). In this memory the most recent 64 faults are stored. If a new fault occurs, always the  
last fault (No.64) is cancelled. 
 
If however - in exceptional cases - no result is achieved by means of the available possibilities, the service office of 
the manufacturer (Tel.: xx49-8531-39-554) can be contacted for adequate assistance. In such a case, the following 
information is to be kept ready at hand: 
 

       -  Events 1-10  from event memory incl. boundary conditions (date, time, travel command, etc.)    

- The set parameter values from the table (see item 7.7) in this short instruction  
 

- Possibly existing message texts on the display (e.g. parameterising faults etc.) 
 

- Serial number of the DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 and the respective type (2L2W-xxx ) 
 
 

5.2 Fault identification and monitoring 
 

On start-up the inverter carries out automatically a couple of tests of the software and hardware. Moreover, further 
tests are carried out continuously during operation. If a fault is identified in the software, in the stored parameters  
or in the hardware, DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 disconnects electronically und goes to the fault status.  

 
A fault is indicated on the operating panel with LED “fault”. Additionally, a plain text message appears in the 
status indication on the display and the fault is entered into the event memory (see item 5.5). Additionally, the  
fault -status is signalled potential-free by means of the common fault relay. 

 
 

5.3 Causes of faults 
 

The causes may  lie in the 
 

- periphery (connecting fault of inverter or motor, connecting fault in the operating features) 
- power section (defective modules, loose connections) 
- controller section (faulty adjustment, defective modules, loose connections) 

 
There should be distinguished whether it is a fault having occured during the initial commissioning or an operational 
fault. During the initial commissioning the causes are mainly  faults in the periphery or of wrong settings!  
 
 

 Mechanical faults also, for example if motor and  gear are not accurately aligned or if there are 
problems with the feedback value (e.g. untrue run of the sensor) can result in an unsatisfactory drive 
behaviour. 
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5.3.1 Encoder fault 

 
If an encoder is defective (e.g. fault message "!! Fault !!, Fault Tacho“) it should be replaced by the same type, if 
possible. If an encoder with other characteristics is used (e.g. other number of pulses) the new data are to be set in 
the respective parameters in menu "P-MOTOR DATA“! 
 

 
 

  After an exchange of “sincos“ encoders (synchronous motors) 
a new  encoder adjustment is always required! 

 
 
 

For that, the following steps are required: 
 
 

- Unhook the lift ropes  
- Set parameter "P-Operation : Menu“ to "Standard“ or „Expert“. 
-  "Activate“ controller release (-> press key S6) and "operate“ the travel contactor  

Note: Key S6 is on the control PCB (see also point 3.3.3.3), left-hand beside Dip-switch S1. 
- Set parameter "P-MOTOR DATA : Sensor adjustm.“ to "yes“  
- The inverter performs an automatic encoder adjustment (about 5 sec.),  

an establishment of the new "Offset value“ and the automatic value-setting in  
  parameter "P-MOTOR DATA : sensor offset“. 

- Carry out a check-run 
- Hook in the lift ropes  
- Carry out another check-run 
- Reset parameter "P- Operation : Menu“ to the old value 
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5.4 Fault signals on the display 
 

5.4.1 Fault messages 
 
5.4.1.1 Micro-processor faults (µP – faults) 
 
 

 Faults, displayed by  "!! µP - fault !!" in the first line, can be acknowledged only by the reset-key on  
 the control main board or by switching the line voltage “off“ and “on”. An acknowledgement by applying 

the usual inverter reset (e.g. via operating panel or terminal strip) is not possible.  
 
These fault messages indicate faults in the program memory, in the internal data or in the hardware. 
If such a fault cannot be acknowledged, a service office is to be informed. 

 
 
 

Message 
on the display 

Probable cause of the fault 

!! µP - fault !! 
Write errror EEPROM 

Fault while writing the EEPROM 

 
 
  
 

In case of the faults listed below a software reset of the inverter is initiated automatically. These faults 
will be always registered in the event memory, but not displayed as an additional fault signal: 
 

 

Event memory Probable cause of the fault 

Reset C161-Prog. Fault in the C161-program (e.g. stack overflow, wrong access to address, etc.) 

Reset C161-Comm. Fault in communication with processor C161 (reset by DSP) 

Reset C161-WD Fault in C161- program with watchdog-activation  

Reset C161-Int. Fault in C161- program caused by wrong interrupt enabling  

Reset DSP-Progr. Fault in DSP- program (e.g. stack overflow, wrong access to address, etc.) 

Reset DSP-Commun. Fault in communication with DSP (reset by C161) 

Reset DSP-WD Fault in DSP- program with watchdog-activation 

Reset DSP-Int. Fault in DSP- program caused by wrong interrupt enabling  

Reset DSP Other faults of DSP (digital signal processor) 
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5.4.1.2 Inverter faults 
 
 

 Faults, displaying "!! inverter fault !!" in the first line, can be acknowledged by means of an inverter 
reset (   and  - RESET), provided, the cause of the fault is no longer existing. These are faults, 
causes of which are originated in the inverter.  
 

 If such a fault cannot be acknowledged, a service office is to be informed. 
 

 

Message 
on the display 
Event memory 

Probable cause of the fault 

!! Inverter fault  !! 
Power section U+ 

IF>Power.Sect.U+ 

Fault in inverter phase U (e.g. power section, triggering, PCB control electronics) 

!! Inverter fault !! 
Power section U- 

IF>Power.Sect.U- 

Fault in inverter phase U (e.g. power section, triggering, PCB control electronics)  

!! Inverter fault !! 
Power section V+ 

IF>Power.Sect.V+ 

Fault in inverter phase V (e.g. power section, triggering, PCB control electronics)  

!! Inverter fault !! 
Power section V- 

IF>Power.Sect.V- 

Fault in inverter phase V (e.g. power section, triggering, PCB control electronics)  

!! Inverter fault !! 
Power section W+ 

IF>Power.Sect.W+ 

Fault in inverter phase W (e.g. power section, triggering, PCB control electronics)  

!! Inverter fault !! 
Power section W- 

IF>Power.Sect.W- 

Fault in inverter phase W (e.g. power section, triggering, PCB control electronics)  

!! Inverter fault !! 
Braking transistor 

IF>BrakeTransist. 

Fault in the brake transistor (e.g. power section, triggering, PCB control electronics) 

!! Inverter fault !! 
Commun. C161 -> DSP 

IF>Comm.C161->DSP 

Communication C161 (processor) to DSP (digital signal prozessor) faulty 

!! Inverter fault !! 
Commun. DSP->C161 

IF>Comm.DSP->C161 

Communication DSP (digital signal prozessor) to C161 (processor) faulty 

!! Inverter fault !! 
Power unit unknown 

IF>Pow.Sec. unkn. 

Coding of power section unknown (PCB control electronics, plugged connections, 
wrong wiring, existant type of device is not supported by this software) 

!! Inverter fault !! 
Wrong power unit 

IF>Pow.Sec. wrong 

Coding of power section not correct (plugged connections, wrong wiring, existant 
type of device does not fit in this “originally parameterized” PCB control electronics) 

!! Inverter fault !! 
download texts 

UF>download Texte 

Transmission of the LCD texts from the PC (Win-IMS program) to the inverter is 
faulty 
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!! Inverter fault !! 

Temperature inside 

IF>Temp.inside 

Fault of temperature sensor for the interior of the inverter 

!! Inverter fault !! 
Temp.-Sensor Cool.1 

IF>TmpSens.Cool.1 

Fault of temperature sensor for cooler 1 

 
 
 

5.4.1.3 General faults 
 
 

 Faults, displaying "!! Fault!!" in the first line, can be acknowledged by means of an inverter 
reset (   and  - RESET), provided the cause of the fault is no longer existing.   

 
These are faults, causes of which are not necessarily due to a defective inverter.  
They could as well be caused by wrong settings (parameterising) or by external influences. 

 
In case of the faults mentioned below the inverter is switched of electronically, the failiure must be 
acknowledged always with “inverter reset” : 

 

Message 
on the display 
Event memory 

Probable cause of the fault 

!! Fault !! 
Overvoltage 

Flt>Overvoltage 

Line voltage too high; extreme generative operation; wrong or no brake resistance; 
wrong setting of parameter P-INVERTER DATA: V mains nom.. 

!! Fault !! 
Undervoltage 

Flt>Undervoltage 

Line voltage fault or genuine undervoltage; fuse defective, wrong setting of parameter  
P-INVERTER DATA : V mains nom.. 

!! Fault !! 
Fail. mains phase 

Flt>Fail.mains ph. 

Line voltage fault; phase fault; mains fuse defective 

!! Fault !! 
SC phase U 

Flt>Short Ph.U 

Short circuit in inverter-phase U, in cable inverter output to motor or in the motor  

!! Fault !! 
SC phase V 

Flt>Short Ph.V 

Short circuit in inverter-phase V, in cable inverter output to motor or in the motor 

!! Fault !! 
SC phase W 

Flt>Short Ph.W 

Short circuit in inverter-phase W, in cable inverter output to motor or in the motor 

!! Fault !! 
Earth fault 

Flt>Earth fault 

Fault in the motor or in the motor cable; device-internal earth leakage; motor cable too 
long; insufficient insulation resistance  

!! Fault !! 
Fault Tacho 

Flt>Fault Tacho 

Fault of the connected sensor resp. of sensor cable (sensor supplies unplausible 
values) 

 !! Fault !! 
Direction Signal 

Flt>DirectionSig. 

No directional information to the DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 or both direction inputs 

 (X1:36; X1:37) low resp. high unpermitted condition; parameterising for direction 
default is faulty (see P-SYSTEM  DATA: Dir-Sign) 
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!! Fault!! 
Travel Contactor 

Flt>Travel Cont. 

Travelling contactor does not drop after completion of trip; connection X1:28 to X1:38 
via breaker of the installed travel contactors is missing 

!! Fault !! 
current flow 

Flt>Current flow 

Current flow despite deactivated travelling contactor 

!! Fault !! 
ContrRelease not off 

Flt>ContRel.n.off 

Controller released despite deactivated travelling contactor 

!! Fault !! 
DCP-Interface 

Flt>DCP-Interface 

Transfer data DCP-Interface faulty (at Op.-source = DCP) 

!! Fault !! 
S7 inaktive 

Flt>S7 inaktive 

Contact bridge S7 on the control PCB (see also item 3.3.3.3, fig. 11) is open!  
Because of that, a “shut-down signal“ is simulated by the options-PCB, inverter is 
switching OFF. 
 

!! Fault !! 
SP_U and SP_D 

active 

Flt>SP_U + SP_D 

Both the correction switches SP_U and SP_D are reported as active at the same time  
 (physically impossible!). 

!! Fault !! 
vane SA_U too long 

Flt>SA_U too long 

In the learning run the stop switch SA_D is still inactive before SA_U becomes inactive  
(only in control mode = PCM). 

!! Fault !! 
vane SA_D too long 

Flt>SA_D too long 

In the learning run the stop switch SA_D is reaching into the zone of SA_U of the next 
landing (only with operating source = PCM). 

!! Fault !! 
vane SA_U missing 

Flt>SA_U missing 

In the learning run the stop switch SA_D of a landing has been reached, but SA_U was 
not recognized (only in control mode = PCM). 

!! Fault !! 
vane SA_D missing 

Flt>SA_D missing 

In the learning run the stop switch SA_U of a landing has been reached, but SA_D was 
not recognized (only in control mode = PCM). 

!! Fault !! 
no. of floors > 32 

Flt>no. floors>32 

During the learning run more than 32 floors have been recognized (only in control mode 
= PCM). 

!! Fault !! 
up/dn direction 

Flt>up/dn dir. 

Parameterized direction not matching with direction of travelling (only in control mode = 
PCM). 
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In case of the faults listed below  the inverter disengages electronically, the common fault relay will also trip -> 
acknowledgement of the fault however occurs  
 
 
dependent from the setting of the relevant parameters in menu P-MONITORING ! 
 
 Parameterising with: 

      “yes” -> acknowledgment with    u.  - RESET  required 
   “no” ->  if the fault is no longer existing, acknowledgement will follow  

 automatically ! 
 

!! Fault!! 
Overspeed 

Flt>excess speed 

During the trip the admissible parameterised maximum speed was exceeded. 

corresp. with parameter:     P-MONITORING : Store v max exc 

!! Fault !! 
Decel. Monitoring 

Flt>Retard.Monit. 

At the deceleration monitoring point, the actual speed was higher than the admissible 
parameterised limit. 

corresp. with parameter:    P-MONITORING : Store v decel. 

!! Fault !! 
T-inside too high 

Flt>T-ins.too hi 

Temperature within the inverter too high (>75 oC). 

corresp. with parameter:     P-MONITORING : Store inv.overt 

!! Fault !! 
CoolingTmp.1 too hi 

Flt>T-Cool.1 t.hi 

Temperature at the measuring point of cooler 1 too high (inverter overloaded; fan 
defective; service factor too high, related to the altitude of the site, temperature of 
cooling agent too high; ambient temperature too high). 

corresp. with parameter:     P-MONITORING : Store inv.overt 

!! Fault !! 
Motor PTC thermistor 

Flt>MotorTermist. 

Thermistors at terminals X1:19/20; motor overloaded, unsufficient motor ventilation or 
ambient temperature too high. 

corresp. with parameter:     P-MONITORING : Store mot.overt 

!! Fault !! 
Not ready for travel 

Flt>not operable 

The inverter has received a travel command, although there was no “ready” message 
sent out; varying travel commands following too fast to each other ; new travel 
command despite warning message. 

corresp. with parameter:     P-MONITORING : Store not ready 

!! Fault !! 
velo. Rising 

Flt> v-increase 

The increase of the actual speed is higher than admitted, in spite of the deactivated 
inverter. Brake does not engage at all or not at the right time; brake retardation time 
”t_rel mec.br” not correctly parameterised. 

corresp. with parameter:     P-MONITORING: Store setp/actv 

!! Fault !! 
velo. too high 

Flt>v too high 

The actual speed exceeds the set speed as per travelling curve by more than the 
parameterisable deviation of ”set” to ”actual”. Lift is overloaded; brake transistor and/or 
brake resistor defective. 

corresp. with parameter:     P-MONITORING : Store setp/actv 

!! Fault !! 
Interr. motor cable 

Flt.>Interr.M-cbl 

Motor not connected resp. one or more motor cables are disconnected. 

corresp. with parameter:     P-MONITORING : Store setp/actv 

!! Fault!! 
Overload 

Flt.>Overload 

The actual speed is lower by more than the parameterizable Setp/actv.dev than the 
set speed acc. to the travel curve. The drive works on the current limit (cause e.g. lift 
overloading; brake not released resp. blocked, wrong connection of motor or encoder 
cable, wrong setting of motor or encoder parameters). 
corresp. with parameter: P-MONITORING : Store setp/actv 

!! Fault!! 
gen. overload 

Flt.>gen. Overload 

Actual speed exceeds the speed setpoint as per travel curve by more than the 
parameterisable Setp/actv.dev (generative). The drive is running at the current limit 
(cause:  e.g. wrong connected motor resp. encoder lines, wrong motor resp. encoder 
parameters). 
Resp. parameter:     P-MONITORING : Store setp/actv 
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!! Fault!! 
Diff set/act 

Flt>Diff set/act 

The actual speed is higher by more than the parameterizable Setp/actv.dev or 
lower than the set speed acc. to the travel curve. The drive does not work on the 
current limit (cause e.g. wrong setting of motor or encoder parameters). 

corresp. with parameter: P-MONITORING : Store setp/actv 

!! Fault!! 
Set/act-sign 

Flt.>Set/act-sign 

The drive runs, related to the setpoint value, in opposite direction (cause e.g. wrong 
connection of motor or encoder cable, wrong setting of motor or encoder parameters). 
corresp. with parameter: P-MONITORING : Store setp/actv 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5.4.2 Parameter fault messages 
 

 Messages indicating “! Parameter fault !” in the first line are caused by faulty resp. wrong parameter 
value setting (internal plausibility check carried out by the inverter). 

 At the same time a reference is given, corresponding to that subject which was not plausibly 
parameterised. It is possible now to correct the fault accordingly! 
 
 
“Starting” of the inverter while these fault messages are active is not possible! 
 
 

 

Message 
on the display 

Probable cause of the fault 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 1 too high 

Preset speed P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : v1 higher than allowed in the motor 
specification. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 2 too high 

Preset speed v2 higher than allowed in the motor specification. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 3 too high 

Preset speed v3 higher than allowed in the motor specification. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 4 too high 

Preset speed v4 higher than allowed in the motor specification. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 5 too high 

Preset speed v5 higher than allowed in the motor specification. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 6 too high 

Preset speed v6 higher than allowed in the motor specification. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 7 too high 

Preset speed v7 higher than allowed in the motor specification. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 8 too high 

Preset speed v8 higher than allowed in the motor specification. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 1 > vmax 

Preset speed P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : v1 is higher than the admissible limit of 
monitoring P-MONITORING : vmax. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 2 > vmax 

Preset speed v2 exceeds the admissible limit of monitoring vmax. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 3 > vmax 

Preset speed v3 exceeds the admissible limit of monitoring vmax. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 4 > vmax 

Preset speed v4 exceeds the admissible limit of monitoring vmax. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 5 > vmax 

Preset speed v5 exceeds the admissible limit of monitoring vmax. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 6 > vmax 

Preset speed v6 exceeds the admissible limit of monitoring vmax. 
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! Parameter fault ! 
v 7 > vmax 

Preset speed v7 exceeds the admissible limit of monitoring vmax. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v 8 > vmax 

Preset speed v8 exceeds the admissible limit of monitoring vmax. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v N > v Nmax 

Levelling speed v N exceeds the admissible limit of monitoring for the levelling speed  
v Nmax. 

! Parameter fault ! 
v R > v Rmax 

Revision speed v R exceeds the admissible limit of monitoring for the revision speed  
v Rmax. 

! Parameter fault !  
Alloc. v1><brk.dst.1 

Parameterised P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : BrkDis v1 is shorter than the physically 
required braking distance for speed P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA : v1. 

! Parameter fault ! 
Alloc.v2<> brk.dst. 2 

Parameterised BrkDis 2 is shorter than the physically required braking distance for 
speed v2. 

! Parameter fault ! 
Alloc.v3<> brk.dst. 3 

Parameterised BrkDis 3 is shorter than the physically required braking distance for 
speed v3. 

! Parameter fault ! 
Alloc.v4<> brk.dst. 4 

Parameterised BrkDis 4 is shorter than the physically required braking distance for 
speed v4. 

! Parameter fault ! 
Alloc.v5<> brk.dst. 5 

Parameterised BrkDis 5 is shorter than the physically required braking distance for 
speed v5. 

! Parameter fault ! 
Alloc.v6<> brk.dst. 6 

Parameterised BrkDis 6 is shorter than the physically required braking distance for 
speed v6. 

! Parameter fault ! 
Alloc.v7<> brk.dst. 7 

Parameterised BrkDis 7 is shorter than the physically required braking distance for 
speed v7. 

! Parameter fault ! 
Alloc.v8<> brk.dst. 8 

Parameterised BrkDis 8 is shorter than the physically required braking distance for 
speed v8. 

! Parameter fault ! 
Pole pair=0 n-/f-Mot 

The ratio of parameters n-Motor to f-motor in menu P-MOTOR DATA is not plausible 
regarding the number of pole pairs (pole pair = 0). 

! Parameter fault ! 
Alloc.: n/f-Mot SYN 

The ratio of parameters n-Motor to f-motor in menu P-MOTOR DATA is not plausible. 
The no. of pole pairs of the synchr. motor cannot be calculated. 

! Parameter fault ! 
Alloc.: n/f-Mot ASM 

The ratio of parameters n-Motor to f-motor in menu P-MOTOR DATA is not plausible. 
Parameter n-motor differs considerably from the synchronous speed. 

! Parameter fault ! 
nMot:v/n >< 0.5-2.0 

The ratio of parameter n-motor in menu P-MOTOR DATA to motor speed n in  
P- SYSTEM DATA (v/n-ratio) is not within the expected range. 

! Parameter fault ! 
length of vane SA 

In the learning run SA-vanes too short or speed v 3 too high 
(only with operating source = PCM). 

! Parameter fault ! 
length of vane SP_U 

In the learning run vane SP_U too short or speed v 3 too high (only with operating 
source = PCM). 

! Parameter fault ! 
length of vane SP_D 

In the learning run Vane SP_D too short or speed v 3 too high (only with operating 
source = PCM). 

! Parameter fault ! 
2-fl. dist.too short 

In the learning run distance between actual landing and landing after the next one too 
short (only with operating source = PCM). 
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5.4.3 Warning messages on the display 

 
 

               Before the inverter puts out particular fault messages a warning message is given! 

This warning message can be identified by the drop-out of the “Ready”-relay, the “READY”- 
LED on the internal operating panel extinguishes, the “WARNING”- LED on the internal  
operating panel is on. 

 
The fault is not displayed. The warning is automatically reset as soon as the respective 
event does no longer exist.   
 
Generally follows now the continuation travel to the next landing! 

 
 
 

Fault message 
on the display 

Cause of the message 

!! Inverter fault !! 
Temperature inside 

IF>Temp.inside 

Fault of temperature sensor for the interior of the inverter 

!! Inverter fault !! 
Temp.-Sensor Cool.1 

IF>TmpSens.Cool.1 

Fault of temperature sensor for cooler 1 

!! Fault !! 
Standby fan 

Flt>FanStandstill 

Fan blocked or defective 

!! Fault!! 
S1:3 not off 

Flt.>S1:3 not off 

For "operation" (controller enable) dip switch S1:3 must be OFF! 
 

!! Prewarning !! 
T-inside too low 

Wrg>T-ins.too low 

Temperature inside the inverter too low (tripping at - 5 oC). 

!! Prewarning!! 
T-cooler 1 too low 

Wrg>T-Cool.1 t.lo 

Temperature at measuring point of cooler 1 too low (tripping at - 5 oC). 

!! Prewarning!! 
T-inside too high 

Wrg>T-ins.too hi 

Temperature inside the inverter too high (prewarning signal at 5 oC before the 
respective fault tripping (see item 5.4.1.3). 

!! Prewarning!! 
T-cooler 1 too high 

Wrg>T-Cool.1 t.hi 

Temperature at measuring point of cooler 1 too high (prewarning signal at 5 oC 
before the respective fault tripping (see item 5.4.1.3). 

!! Prewarning!! 
Brake Res.Overload 

Wrg>BrakeResOverl 

Brake resistor overloaded or resistance too low; overloading of the lift;  
Lift efficiency > 70% 

!! Prewarning!! 
Motor overtemp. 

Wrg>Mot.Overtemp. 

Thermistor at terminal X1:19/:20; motor overloaded; insufficient ventilation of motor 
or room. 
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5.4.4 General messages on the display 

 

        In addition to the fault signals the inverter writes out general messages in the status display.  

 These messages give instructions for operation and parameterising of the inverter. 
  

Fault message 
on the display 

Cause of the message 

Initialization 
in process 

The inverter is getting initialized after line voltage is “ON” or of “Processor-Reset”. 

 

Controller release 
missing  

A travelling command has been set but controller release is missing. 

Press key S6 
 

Press key S6 for specific activation of the controller release (needed for "Auto-tuning“). 
The key is located on the control PCB (see also point 3.3.3.3, fig. 11), left-hand beside 
Dip-switch S1. 

Release key S6 
 

After "Auto-tuning“ is performed release key S6 for the deactivation of the controller 
release,.  

Auto-tuning 
in process 

The implemented "Auto-tuning“ (automatical determination of the effective motor 
resistance R1) is running ! 

Auto-tuning 
faulty 

Upon "Auto-Tuning“ (automatic establishment of the active motor resistance R1) an 
inplausible value has been found. Repeat the adjustment! 

Sensor adjustm. 
in process 

Presently, an “automatic” sensor adjustment is made (with synchronous motors). 

not possible ! Sensor adjustment not possible at the time being (e.g. owing to fault) or controller 
release (+24V an X2:3) missing. 

 

Sensor adjustm. 
 faulty 

Successful implementation of the “Automatic rotary encoder adjustment” is not 
possible. 

  Remedy:  try again   P-MOTOR DATA : Sensor adjustm. 

   or set manually P-MOTOR DATA : Sensor offset. 
 

Sensor adjustm. 

no Contr. release 

“Automatic rotary encoder adjustment ” not possible owing to missing controller 
release. 

Remedy:  try again   P-MOTOR DATA : Sensor adjustm. 

   or set manually P-MOTOR DATA : Sensor offset. 

Emergency stop        
aktive 

“Emergency stop“ is carried out immediately. 

Para. protected ! 
 

With the actual setting of S1.1 no parameter can be changed. 

Remedy:  Set dip-switch S1.1 (see fig. 11) to “On”  

no inverter off ! The inverter shall not be operated while the selected parameter is changed. 

 

Write error RTC Error upon writing of the RTC (clock module) 

 

Write error EEPROM Error upon parameterising (writing of the EEPROM). 
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5.5 Event memory 
 
The event memory consists of 64 registered events in total. Each one of these registered events controls its own event 
submenu with those measured actual values, which occured at the time the event took place.  
 
Additionally, besides of the set values established at the time of the occurence of the fault (marked with  | ) the  
same information is displayed also for the preceding time (about. 100 - 200 ms earlier) marked with  <). This allows an 
accurate fault analysis, if required!  
 
With menu marking 01: always the respective actual event is stored. After entry of the next event, it will change to the 
event menu 02: (rolling memory) and in menu 01: the new, actual fault and the respective conditions of the new event is 
stored.  
 
The events are accessible on menu levels. Below, the complete event submenu is shown. 
 
 

Example.: Event memory 
 
 

I-EVENT MEMORY  
 
 

 
  01:Flt>Fail.mains ph  Supply fault, fault of a mains phase 
 

           
      Date  , 
        ...  further parameters 
      
 

    02:          ...    further entries into the event memory (No.: 2 ... 64) 
 
 
 
 Example.: Parameter list (act. event entry / e.g. fault of a mains phase) 
 

 

 Display text Description       Unit Time 
Date date of occurrence of the event (...) when event occurs 
Time  aktual time of the event (...) when event occurs 
< Triv.cmd. pending travel command  (...) prior to the event      
|  Trvl.cmd. dto.   when event occurs  
< Travel completed travel (...) prior to the event 
|  Travel  dto.    when event occurs 
< Set value set value of speed   (m/s) prior to the event 
|  Set value dto.    when event occurs 
< v-Travel travelling speed (m/s) prior to the event 
|  v-Travel dto.       when event occurs 
< I-motor motor current  (A) prior to the event 
|  I-motor dto.    when event occurs 
< f-motor output frequency (Hz) prior to the event 
|  f-motor dto.    when event occurs 
< V-motor motor voltage  (V) prior to the event 
|  V-motor dto.    when event occurs 
< DC-volts voltage of intermediate circuit (V) prior to the event 
|  DC-volts dto.    when event occurs 
< Accel. acceleration  (m/s2) prior to the event 
|  Accel. dto.    when event occurs 
< rest dis. actual residual  travel (cm) prior to the event 
|  rest dis. dto.    when event occurs 
< T-motor motor torque  (Nm) prior to the event 
|  T-motor dto.    when event occurs 
< I-limit current limit  (A) prior to the event 
|  I-limit dto.    when event occurs 
< control DSP DSP control code (...) prior to the event 
|  control DSP dto.    when event occurs 
< status DSP DSP control status (...) prior to the event 
|  status DSP dto.    when event occurs 
travels trip counter  (...) when event occurs 
T-inside internal temperatur (oC) when event occurs 
T-cooler 1 cooler temperature (oC) when event occurs  
Aktivat/h activat/h  (...) when event occurs 
Load load  (...) when event occurs 
< DCP Trvl.cmd. DCP-code  (...) prior to the event 
|  DCP Trvl.cmd. dto.  (...) when event occurs 
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|  DCP Trvl.cmd.  (see last page) 
 
 
Messages  

 
 < ready Ready-status (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  ready dto.   when event occurs 
 < Brake Brake-status  (“off”/”on”)  prior to the event 
 |  Brake dto.   when event occurs 
 < levelg.spd Levelling rpm  (“good”/”too high”) prior to the event 
 |  levelg.spd dto.   when event occurs 
 < Trav.contactor Travelling cont. closed (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event  
 |  Trav.contactor dto.   when event occurs 
 < Relay com.flt. Common fault  (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event  
 |  Relay com.flt. dto.   when event occurs 
 < Ctrl.inh. Controller inhibition (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Ctrl.inh. dto.   when event occurs 
  

 

Warnings 
 

 

 < Tmp.ins.t.high Interior temperature too high (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Tmp.ins.t.high dto.   when event occurs 
 < Tmp.ins.t.low Interior temperature too low (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 | Tmp.ins.t.low dto.   when event occurs 
 < TmpCooler t.hi Cooler temperature too high (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  TmpCooler t.hi dto.    when event occurs 
 < TmpCooler t.lo Cooler temperature too low  (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  TmpCooler t.lo dto.   when event occurs 
 < BrakeRes.Overl Brake resistor overload (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  BrakeRes.Overl dto.   when event occurs 
 < Motor overtemp Motor overtemperature (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Motor overtemp dto.   when event occurs 
 < Standstill fan  Fan blocked or defective (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Standstill fan dto.   when event occurs 
 < Temp. inside Temperature sensor inside (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Temp. inside dto.   when event occurs 
 < Temp-Sens. KK1 Temperature sensor cooler 1 (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Temp-Sens. KK1 dto.   when event occurs 
 
  

Terminal inputs 
 

 < Term.inp. SF Command controller release  (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Term.inp. SF dto.   when event occurs 
 < Term.inp. SA Correction point stop switch  (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Term.inp. SA dto.   when event occurs 
 < Term.inp. S1 Intermediate speed v1 (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Term.inp. S1 dto.    when event occurs 
 < Term.inp. S2 Intermediate speed v2  (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Term.inp. S2 dto.   when event occurs 
 < Term.inp. S3 Rated speed v3 (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Term.inp. S3 dto.   when event occurs 
 < Term.inp. SR Revision speed (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Term.inp. SR dto.   when event occurs 
 < Term.inp. SN Relevelling speed (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Term.inp. SN dto.   when event occurs 
 < Term.inp. SO Terminal travel direction up (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Term.inp. SO dto.   when event occurs 
 < Term.inp. SU Terminal travel direction down (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Term.inp. SU dto.   when event occurs 
 < Term.inp. SFS Contact output travel contactor  (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Term.inp. SFS dto.   when event occurs 
 < Term.inp. SD Deceleration monitoring (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Term.inp. SD dto.   when event occurs 
 < Batt.operation Battery operation  (”yes”/”no”) prior to the event 
 |  Batt.operation dto.   when event occurs 
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6 Maintenance instruction 
 

6.1 General remarks 
 

Static frequency inverters type DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 are basically maintenance-free. Cleaning of devices  
of the series DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 is allowed only with halogen-free agents.  

 
 As a principle, only spare parts accepted by the manufacturer shall be used. 

 
 
6.2 Maintenance notes 
 

The installed ventilators have only a limited lifetime of appr. 20 000 operating hours. In order to increase the 
operating life of the fans,  they are switched-on only when the admissible cooler temperatur / internal temperature 
of the inverter is exceeded or in cases when the braking action takes too long. To ensure full availability of the 
DYNAVERT® L05/06/96, replacement shall be made timely.  
 
Depending on the amount of dust in the cooling air, the airfilters are to be examined regularly and shall be cleaned 
when needed; if there is too much dirt, the insulation gaps and coolers are to be checked occassionally and to be 
cleaned, if needed. 
 
The quick-action fuses are also subject to aging; particularly in the case of a high service factor of the equipment 
and of frequent major load cycles. In case that a higher availability factor is required, we recommend the preventive 
exchange after a couple of years of operating time. 
 
The installed lithium battery has a life of about 10 years. Upon exchange of this battery the instructions of the 
manufacturer are to be followed. 
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7 Annex 
 

7.1 Parameter survey DYNAVERT®  L05/06/96 
 
 

7.1.1 Information menu 
 

 
I-DRIVE DATA 

  Display-text Menu Description Unit 
v-travel Commis. Acual travelling speed (m/s) 
Accel. Commis. Actual acceleration (m/s2) 
BrDis(S) Commis. Actual braking distance at stop-switch (cm) 
unflush Exp. Out of level (mm) 
Speed(A) Commis. Actual speed  at stop-switch (m/s) 
n-motor Commis. Motor speed  (rpm) 
I-motor Commis. Motor current (A) 
V-motor Stand. Motor voltage  (V) 
f-motor Stand. Motor frequency  (Hz) 
T-motor Stand Motor torque (Nm) 
DC-volts Stand. Voltage intermediate circuit (V) 
T-cooler 1 Stand. Cooler temperature (oC) 
T-inside Stand. internal temperature  (oC) 
Date Stand. Actual date (  .  .  ) 
Time Stand. Actual time (  :  :  ) 
Rec. Exp. Sending data from the DCP-interface ( ... ) 
Trans Exp. Receiving data dto  ( ... ) 
SlipCorr Exp. correction of the slip (     ) 
I-idle act Exp. Motor current idle (act. value) (A) 
ser act. 1... 4 Exp. progr. actual data ( ... ) 1) 
Setp/actv.dev Commis. Deviation between setpoint and act. value (%) 
Evacuat. Stand. Direction of evacuation ( ... ) 
Driv.ord. Commis. Actual travel command ( ... ) 2) 
Travel Commis. Actual travel   ( ... ) 2) 
 
 

I-MIN.BRAKE.DIST. 
 

 
BrkDis 1 Stand. Braking distance from v1  (cm) 
BrkDis 2 Stand. Braking distance from v2  (cm) 
BrkDis 3 Commis. Braking distance from v3  (cm) 
BrkDis 4 Exp. Braking distance from v4  (cm) 
BrkDis 5 Exp. Braking distance from v5  (cm) 
BrkDis 6 Exp. Braking distance from v6  (cm) 
BrkDis 7 Exp. Braking distance from v7  (cm) 
BrkDis 8 Exp. Braking distance from v8  (cm) 

 
 

I-SHAFT DATA 3) 
 

 
Position Commis. Act.position of car (lift shaft)  ( … m) 
Floor Commis. Act. floor, where the car is positioned (…) 
No. of floors Commis. No. of all floors  (…) 
ds-floor Commis. Min. admissible distance between floors (… m) 
par. fault floor Commis. Floor where the fault occurs upon learning (…)  
IP E01 up/down Commis. Interrogation pulse for floor 1  (…)  

… Commis. … (…)  

IP E32 up/down Commis. Interrogation pulse for floor 32 (…)  

 
 

Note:  1)  programmable actual data (Service) 
2)  poss. travel commands: “none”, “v1” – “v8”, “v Posi”, “floor”, “variable”,  

    “Rev. v1” – “Rev. v3”, “adjust.trv”, “Revision”, “Rev.v Posi”, “readjust”  
3)  Displayed only if in P-OPERATION : A a ”PCM“-application is parameterized 
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I-MEMORY 4) 

 

 
01: Commis. Event memory 1  (Fault message) 
02: Commis. Event memory 2   dto. 
... Commis. Event memory n dto. 
64: Commis. Event memory 64 dto. 
 
 

I-INVERTER DATA 
 

Op.-source Commis. Operation source (“Termin.” / “RS485”) 
Comm. fault Commis. Relay contact common fault (“Open c.”/”cls. c.”) 
X1:30-37 Commis. Digital signals at terminals X1:30-37 (“ … “) 5) 
X1:38;39;41;42 Commis. Digital signals at terminals X1:38;39;41;42 (“ … “) 6) 
Type Stand. Inverter type  (2L..05400-...) 
Inv.no. Stand. Inverter No. (...) 
Version Software-Version  (...) 
 
 

 Note:   4)  Complete representation of the event memory see also item 5.5. 
 5)  If a terminal input is triggered the indication is: for X1:30 = A, for X1:31 = 1, for X1:32 = 2 und 

and so on. If an input is not triggered an 0 is shown on its place. If, for example, the inputs 
X1:30, :31, :32, and :35 are triggered the indication, for example, is =A1200500.  

 6)  Representation see also. 9).  If the inputs X1:38, X1:41 and :42 are triggered,  
the indication is = 8012. 
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7.1.2 Parameter menu 
 

P-OPERATION 
 Display-text Menu Description Value 1) Range 

Language Commis. Actual language ........ (“German”,”English”) 
A Commis. Application ........ (“ ... ”) 2) 
Menu Commis.  Visible parameter level ........ (“ ... ”) 3) 

Date Stand. Actual date  ........ ( xx.xx.xx ) 
Time Stand. Actual time ........ ( xx:xx:xx ) 
Parameterset Stand. Actual parameter set ........ (1 … 4) 
 

P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA  
   

v 1 Stand. Intermediate speed v1  ........ (0,02 ... 5,00 (m/s) 5) 
v 2 Stand. Intermediate speed v2  ........ (0,02 ... 5,00 (m/s) 5) 
v 3 Commis. Rated speed v3 ........ (0,02 ... 5,00 (m/s) 
v 4 Exp. Intermediate speed v4  ........ (0,02 ... 5,00 (m/s) 
v 5 Exp. Intermediate speed v5 ........ (0,02 ... 5,00 (m/s) 
v 6 Exp. Intermediate speed v6 ........ (0,02 ... 5,00 (m/s) 
v 7 Exp. Intermediate speed v7  ........ (0,02 ... 5,00 (m/s) 
v 8 Exp. Intermediate speed v8  ........ (0,02 ... 5,00 (m/s) 
v Posi Commis. Positioning speed ........ (0,02 ... 0,20 m/s) 
v N Stand. Relevelling speed ........ (0,005 ... 0,300 m/s) 
v R Stand. Revision speed ........ (0,02 ... 1,25 m/s) 
v K Exp. Minimum speed (end of travel)  ........ (0,001 ... 0.020 m/s) 
BrkDis 1 Stand. Braking distance from v1  ........ 0,5 ... 3000 cm) 
BrkDis 2 Stand. Braking distance from v2  ........ (0,5 ... 3000 cm) 
BrkDis 3 Commis. Braking distance from v3  ........ (0,5 ... 3000 cm) 5) 
BrkDis 4 Exp. Braking distance from v4  ........ 0,5 ... 3000 cm) 
BrkDis 5 Exp. Braking distance from v5 ........ (0,5 ... 3000 cm) 
BrkDis 6 Exp. Braking distance from v6  ........ (0,5 ... 3000 cm) 
BrkDis 7 Exp. Braking distance from v7  ........ 0,5 ... 3000 cm) 
BrkDis 8 Exp. Braking distance from v8  ........ (0,5 ... 3000 cm) 
StopDist Commis. Stopping distance ........ (0,5 ... 3000 cm) 5) 
Position  Commis. Positioning distance ........ (0,0 ... 30,0 cm) 
Flushness Exp. Level position ........ (0,0 ... 5,0 mm) 
Ogival run Stand. Ogival run  ........ (“no”/”yes”) 
Adjust.run Stand. Adjustment run ........ (”StopDist”/“Trvl.Crv”) 
Readjust Stand. Readjust ........ (”Stop”/“Trvl.Crv”) 
Accel. Commis. Acceleration   ........ (0,25 ... 2,00 m/s2) 
Decel. Commis. Deceleration ........ (0,25 ... 2,00 m/s2) 
Decel. ES Commis. Deceleration upon “Emergency stop“ ........ (0,25 ... 2,00 m/s2) 
Jerk 1 Stand. Acceleration increase 1 starting action ........ (0,10 ... 2,50 m/s3) 
Jerk 2 Stand. dto. 2  prior to reaching rated speed ........ (0,10 ... 2,50 m/s3) 
Jerk 3 Stand. dto. 3  start of deceleration ........ (0,30 ... 2,50 m/s3) 
Jerk 4 Stand. dto. 4  prior to reaching positioning speed ........ (0,30 ... 2,50 m/s3) 
Jerk 56 Stand. dto. 5  prior to levelling speed to zero ........ (0,20 ... 2,50 m/s3) 
Jerk ES Stand. Deceleration incr. upon “Emergency stop“ ........ (0,30 ... 2,50 m/s2) 
 

P-MONITORING 
 

v-level Stand. Levelling speed ........ (0,03 ... 0,55 m/s) 
v max Commis. Maximum speed ........ (0,03 .... 5,50 m/s) 
v N max Stand. max. Relevelling speed ........ (0,03 ... 0,330 m/s) 
v R max Stand. max. Revision speed ........ (0,03 ... 1,40 m/s) 
Store v max exc Exp. Fault memory excess speed ........ (“no”/”yes”) 
v decel.  Stand. Deceleration speed ........ (0,20 ... 5,00 m/s) 
Store v decel. Exp. Fault memory deceleration monitoring ........ (“no”/”yes”) 
Setp/actv.dev Exp. admissible deviation setpoint/actual value ........ (5 ... 30 %) 
Store setp/actv Exp. Fault memory deviation setpoint/actual value....... (“no ”/”yes”) 
Store inv.overt Exp. Fault memory inverter excess temperature ........ (“no ”/” yes ”) 
Store mot.overt Exp. Fault memory motor excess temperature ........ (“no ”/” yes ”) 
Delay PTC Stand. Delay thermistor tripping ........ (0 ... 99 s) 
Store not ready Exp. Fault memory “not-ready”-fault ........ (“no”/” yes ”) 
T-stat.max Stand. max. stationary torque ……. ( … %) 4) 
 

  Note:   1)  Actual setting values to be entered  
2)  Parameterisable applications are, for example “asyn. HTL”, “asyn.SVC”, “syn. SG”, “syn. SVM”, 
    “asyn.HTL DCP”, “asyn.SVC DCP”, “syn. SG  DCP”, “syn. SVM  DCP” (see item 4.3.1). 

Attention: In case of a change all values are set on standard values! 
3)  Possible menu entries “Commissioning”, “Standard”, “Expert” 
4)  Torque as from which the message „M-statMax“ is activated. With control mode = PCM this message 
     is used for the coding of the status condition. 
5)  Parameter not visible if in P-OPERATION : A a “PCM“-application is parameterized 
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P-SYSTEM DATA 
 Display_text Menu Description Value 1) Range  

v/n Commis. Ratio vN / nN ........ (0,5-5,00 m/s,10-6000rpm) 
t-Del.STPSW Stand. Signal delay time Stop switch ........ (0,010 ... 0,400 s) 
t-Del.BT Stand. Signal delay time Braking vane ........ (0,010 ... 0,400 s) 
Engag t br. Commis. Pull-in time of brake magnet (brake lift. time)....... (0,00 ... 2,00 s) 
t-rel mec.br. Commis. Release time of brake magnet ........ (0,00 ... 2,00 s) 
Dir-Sign Commis. Direction input ........      “down”/”down/up”/”up”) 
Motor cw Commis. Direction of lift with clockwise ........ (“down”/”up”) 
  rotary field at motor 
SD Commis. Deceleration monitoring SD ........    (“Open c.”/”cls. c.”) 

 
 

P-TERMINAL ASSIGNMT. 
P-Inputs 

  
SA Commis. Stop switch SA   ........ (“ ... ”)  6) 
S1 Commis. Intermediate speed “v1“    ........ (“ ... ”)  6) 

S2 Commis. Intermediate speed “v2“    ........ (“ ... ”)  6) 
S3 Commis. Nominal speed “v3” ........ (“ ... ”)  6) 
SR Commis. Revision SR  ........ (“ ... ”)  6) 

SN Commis. Relevelling SN ........ (“ ... ”)  6) 

Emerg. stop Commis. Emergency stop SS ........ (“ ... ”)  
up Commis. Travelling direction “upward“) ........ (“ ... ”)  6) 
down Commis. Travelling direction “downward“) ........ (“ ... ”)  6) 
Decel.moni. Commis. Deceleration monitoring SD ........ (“ ... ”)  
Batt. oper. Commis. Battery operation ........ (“ ... ”)   
Reset Commis. Reset ........ (“ ... ”)   
PTC Commis. Thermistor ........ (“ ... ”)  
SV1 Exp. Input  “SV1“    ........ (“ ... ”)  7) 

SV2 Exp. Input  “SV2“    ........ (“ ... ”)  7) 

SV3 Exp. Input  “SV3“    ........ (“ ... ”)  7) 

SV4 Exp. Input  “ SV4“    ........ (“ ... ”)  7) 

SA_U/SA_U_D Exp. Input  “SA up/down“    ........ (“ ... ”)  7) 

SA_D Exp. Input  “SA down“    ........ (“ ... ”)  7) 

SP_U Exp. Input  “SP up“    ........ (“ ... ”)  7) 

SP_D Exp. Input  “SP down“    ........ (“ ... ”)  7) 

  
P-Outputs 

   
Relay 1 Commis. programmable relay 1 ........ (“ ... ”) 8) 
Relay 2 Commis. programmable relay 2 ........ (“ ... ”) 8) 
Relay 5 Commis. programmable relay 5 ........ (“ ... ”) 8) 9) 
Relay 6 Commis. programmable relay 6 ........ (“ ... ”) 8) 9) 

Relay 7 Commis. programmable relay 7 ........ (“ ... ”) 8) 9) 
 

P-SHAFT DATA 7) 
 

 
Shaft data Exp. Start automat. learning process     (“ ... ”) 7)  
Vane Exp. Kind of shaft information  (“ ... ”) 7)  

Floors SP_U Exp. No. of floors (zone of upper correction switch) (“ ... ”) 7)  

Floors SP_D Exp. No. of floors (zone of lower correction switch) (“ … ”) 7)  

Delay IP ctrl Exp. Delay time  for the "IP"-data exchange.  (“ m ”) 7) 
Pos. 1 Exp. Position of floor 1 in the lift shaft.  (“ … ”) 7) 

… Exp. Position of floor x in the lift shaft.  (“ … ”) 7) 

Pos. 32 Exp. Position of floor 32 in the lift shaft.  (“ … ”) 7) 

 
 
Note:  6)  Parameter visible if in P-OPERATION : A  no ”PCM“- application is parameterized  

7)  Parameter visible,if in P-OPERATION : A  a  ”PCM“- application is  parameterized 
8)  To all programmable relays „1 … 7“ freely selectable signalling functions ”Ready  

… SS (emerg. stop) and “active“ or ”inactive“ can be allocated. 
9)  Parameter only visible with Options-PCB ”Periphery DA” 
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P-MOTOR DATA 

 Display_text Menu Description Value 1) Range  
Motor type Stand. Type of motor ........ (“ ... ”) 10) 
P-motor Commis. Rated motor power ........ 11) 
n-motor Commis. Rated motor speed ......... 11) 
I-motor Commis. Rated motor current ........ 11) 
f-motor Commis. Rated motor frequency ........ 11) 
V-motor Commis. Rated motor voltage ........ 11) 
cos phi Commis. cos phi motor  ........ 11) 

Slipcomp 17) Commis. Slip compensation ........ 12) 

R1 17) Exp. Nominal resistance of motor (corrective value)....... ( ... mOhm) 12) 
I-idle 19) Stand. Rated motor idle current ........ (“ ... “) 12) 16) 
ETA Exp. Nominal efficiency of motor ....... ( ... %) 12) 
Fan external Commis. Fan external ....... (“yes”/”no”) 
Stabil. 17) Exp. Stabilization ....... ( … %)  
Auto-Tuning  Commis. Automatic R1-measurement ........ (“yes”/”no”) 

Sensor 18) Stand. Sensor type ........ (“ ... “) 13) 

Pulses/360 18) Stand. Pulses/rotation ........ (64 ... 4096) 14) 
Pulses absol. 20) Stand. Pulses absolute ........ (1 ... 1000) 
Sensor adjustm. 20) Stand. Implementation of sensor adjustment 12) ........ (“yes”/”no”) 
Sensor offset 20) Stand. Sensor offset ........ (0 ... 65535) 
Sensor sign. 18) Exp. Sensor signals (connection) ........ (“A - B”,”B - A”) 
  

P-INVERTER DATA 
   

V mains nom. Commis. Setting of line voltage ........ (230 ... 460 V) 
V-Battery Stand. Setting of battery voltage ........ (100 ... 400 V) 
Clk.freq. Exp. Setting of clock frequency ........ (2,0 ... 10,0 kHz) 
Overmodulat. Exp. Gegree of overmodulation of output voltage ……. ( … %) 
Random Pattern Exp. Clock frequency constantly or incidentally    ........ (“yes”/”no”) 
Brake Commis. Braking unit ........ („ein“/“R-Supply“) 
P-BrakeRes. Commis. Power rating of brake restistor  (0,1 … 999,9 kW) 
R-BrakeRes. Commis. Brake resistance  ( … 99,9 Ohm) 
Fan on temp Stand. Switch-on threshold of ventilator ........ (“high”/”low”) 
I MAX U Exp. Short-time rating limitation ........ (10 …100 % I FU)  12) 
 
 

P-INTERFACE 
     

Para-source Exp. actual parameterising source ……. (“ … “) 15) 
Op.-source Commis. Actual operation source ........ (“Termin.”,”RS485”) 
RS485-Prot Commis. Actual protocol ........ (“DCP”) 
RS485-TmOut Stand. Setting of time-out period ........ (0,1 ... 99,9 s)  
 
 

          Note:    10)  Poss. motor typs “async_FOC”, “async_SVC“ and “sync”. 
11)  performance-related values are not shown (see also the type plate) 
 12)  Motor-specific standard setting 13)  Poss. sensor types “sincos analog”, “sincos MUX”, 

“HTL “ and “TTL”-encoder” 
14)  Encoder with min.1024 pulses/rev. is required 
15)  Poss. parameterising sources“global”, “Intern“, “RS232” and “RS485“ 
16)  Parameter value is entered automatically  
 17)  Viewable only in applications "without encoder" (“SVC”-applications)! 
 18)  Viewable only in “HTL”- and “SG/SVM”-applications! 
 19)  Viewable only in “SVC”- and “HTL”-applications! 
 20)  Viewable only in “SG/SVM”-applications! 
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P-TRAVEL BEHAVIOR 

  Display_text Menu Description Value 1) Range  
P  sp.ctr. 4) Commis. P-part of the speed controller ........ (0,00 ... 320,00) 2) 
Tr sp.ctr. 4) Commis. Readjustment time of  speed controller ........ 0 ... 9999 ms) 2) 
P  sp.ct.pos 4) Commis. P-part of n-controller/ position control ........ (0,00 ... 320,00) 2) 
Tr sp.ct.pos 4) Commis. readjustment time n-controller/ position control.... 0 ... 9999 ms) 2) 
P  PosContr. 4) Commis. P- part of position controller ........ 0,00 ... 320,00) 2) 
T Pre-control Exp. Torque pre-control by rated value  ........ (0  ...  100) 2) 
Gear losses 5) Commis. Gear losses ........   (0 ... 100 %) 2) 
T-Start Up 3) Commis. Additional starting torque, "up“ direction ........ ( ... %) 2) 
T-Start Down 3) Commis. Additional starting torque, "down“ direction ........ ( ... %) 2) 
 

 
 

P-SERVICE MODULE 7) 
   

 
 

 
 

P-CONTROL PARAMETER 
  

P  I-ctr. 4) Stand. P- part of current controller ........ (0,00 ... 320,00) 2) 
Tr I-ctr. 4) Stand. readjustment time of current controller ........ (0 ... 9999 ms) 2) 
P  I-ctr.pos 4) Stand. P- part of I-controller/ position control ........ (0,00 ... 320,00) 2) 
Tr I-ctr.pos 4) Stand. readjustment time I-controller/ pos. control ........ (0 ... 9999 ms) 2) 
T1  n-act 4) Exp. Smoothing of actual speed  f <  ........ (0  ...  50.0 ms) 2) 
T2  n-act 4) Exp. Smoothing of actual speed  f >  ........ (0  ...  50.0 ms) 2) 
f  T1/T2 4) Exp. Change-over frequency  T1 – T2  ........ (0  ...  f-motor) 2) 
T Compensation 6) Exp. Torque compensation ........ (0  ...  100) 2) 

T Comp.Angle 6) Exp. Angle offset torque compensation ........ (0  ...  359 o) 2) 

T Comp. Ordinal 6) Exp. Ordinal number torque compensation ........ (1  ...  25) 2) 

 P  I-ctr.add 3) Exp. P- part of current controller for “SVC“ ……. (0,00 ... 32,00)  
 

 
 

   Note:   1)  Entry of the actual setting values  
2)  standard setting values specific to application (see item 4.6) 
3)  Viewable only in “SVC”-applications! 
4)  Viewable only in “HTL”- and “SG/SVM”-applications! 
5)  Viewable only in “SVC”- and “HTL”-applications! 
6)  Viewable only in “SG/SVM”-applications! 
7)  Only for special service aktivates! 
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7.2 General technical data of the DYNAVERT®  L05/06/96 
 
 

DYNAVERT®  L05  DYNAVERT®  L06/96 
 
No. of pulses input / output 6/6 

Line voltage 400 V (+ 10 % - 15 %) 3 AC 230...400...460 V; 1) 2) 

Line voltage 500 V (+ 10 % - 15 %) 3 AC 230...500; 1)  

Mains frequency (± 5 %) 50 - 60 Hz 

Displacement factor of mains current fundamental mode cos phi(1) ≈1 

Total power factor λ ≈ 0.9 

Mains current harmonics J(5) / J(1) ≈ 0,35 3)                    J(5) / J(1) ≈ 0,40  3) 

Mode of operation S9, 180 c/h, 60% ED 4) 

Radio-interference class of the drive system (EN 55 011) Standard A; 
optional B 

Output voltage (fundamental mode) 3 x 0...400 ... 460 V 5) 

Output frequency 0 ... 50 ... 100 … 250 6) Hz 

V/f -assignment 1.54 V/Hz ... 99,9 V/Hz 

Frequency resolution 0.25% of rated motor frequency 

Clock frequency of the vektor modulation ca. 10 kHz                                       ca. 7,5 kHz 

Build-up time of the output voltage ca. 0.5 µs                                           ca. 0,3 µs 
                           (corresponding with about  
         1000 V/µs                                             1500 V/µs) 

Option evacuation:  

Rated battery voltage for evacuation travel 180 V - 524 V DC (+ 20 % - 30 %) 

Admissible duration of the evacuation travel unlimited 

Maximum evacuation speed at 240 V  about 20 % of the rated speed 

Max. length of the motor cable (screened) 10 m 7) (with synchronous motors) 

Setting, diagnosis Operating panel at the DYNAVERT® L05 
LEDs, 

serial interface 

Control commands Contacts or 24V-triggering signals (SPS-compatible for 
travel commands and other digital inputs), 

DCP-interface 

Functioning of the control commands Call-in of the parameterised travel curve (positioning or 
direct approach) 

Analog inputs 0 - ±10 V, 0 - ±20 mA for analog load weighing 

signal outputs potential-free contacts 250 VAC/1A, 
DCP-interface 

Speed-sensor feedback sincos-sensor, HTL-sensor, TTL-sensor 

Declared efficiency 
(dissipation see type data) 

95 - 98 % 8) 

                                                           
1 ) Range of rated voltage; performance data apply to the nominal line voltage (bold-print).  
 Caution:  DYNAVERT® L05 may be installed in TN and TT networks only. 
2 ) For 400V-devices in case of voltages > 400V +10% the full peak currents are not guaranteed (see item 7.3.2)! 
3)  Values at the rating point. Option:  auxiliary line reactors for further reduction of the line harmonics are available. 
4) 90 c/h of it are driving torque and 90 c/h generative torque (other values upon request). 
5) However, actual line voltage as the maximum. 
6) Maximum however up to the rated motor frequency (at motor type SVC field-weakening 1:2 possible) 
7) Admissability of voltage stress of installed motor to be checked separately 
8) If motor operated with rated current, value depending on inverter, type of motor, and actual clock frequency. 
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Construction metal casing 

Colour standard RAL 7032                                     RAL 7035 

Protection class IP20 

Conductor cross section of control cable min. 0.5 mm2 

max. 1.5 mm2 

Ambient temperature for storage -25 - +70°C 

Ambient temperature for operation 0 - +45°C 9) 

Altitude of installation site 
(power loss at higher places) 

max. 1000 m above sea level 10) 

Classification of the environmental conditions 
acc. to EN 60 721 (part 3) 

3K3 

Cooling system direct forced air-cooling, 
automatically temperature-controlled 

Mounting position Vertically for wall mounting 
The devices can be mounted  
 next to each other without clearance.  

Brake resistance Internal                                          external 

 
 

Remark:   For the series DYNAVERT® L05 additional boundary conditions shall apply: 
- Vertically for wall mounting (by the integrated brake resistor a high dissipation  
  is generated), therefore not suitable for cabinet-mounting! 
- For the inlet and exhaust air of the device a top clearance of minimum 250 mm is required,  
  owing to the integrated brake resistor! At the bottom a clearance of 150 mm will suffice. 

  For the series DYNAVERT® L06/96 applies: 
- For the inlet and exhaust air of the device a top clearance of minimum 150 mm is required!  
  At the bottom a clearance of 200 mm will suffice. 

 
 
 

                                                           
9) Uprating to 50oC is possible,  
    DYNAVERT®  L05: either with reduction of the duty cycle to 35% or of the rated current to 25%. 
    DYNAVERT®  L06/96: either with reduction of the duty cycle to 50% or of the rated current to 20%. 
10) If the devices are installed higher than 1000 m above sea level: reduction of performance by 10% per each 1000 m of altitude. 
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7.3 Type related data of DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 
 

7.3.1 DYNAVERT® L05 
 
Short designation  L20 L30 L40 L60 L75 

Invertertype  2L 2W-05 
400-020 

2L 2W-05 
400-030 

2L 2W-05 
400-040 

2L 2W-05 
400-060 

2L 2W-05 
400-075 

Power supply       

Connected load11) [kVA] 6,6 8,0 11,7 17 25 

Rated current [A] 9,5 11,5 17 24 36 

max. power 11), 12) [kVA] 15 20 24 38 51 

max. current 12) [A] 22 29 35 55 74 

max. mains fuse13) [A] 50 50 50 100 100 

Output       

Rated power 11) [kVA] 7 10 14 21 26 

Rated current14) [A] 10 15 20 30 37 

max. power 11) [kVA] 14 21 28 45 55,5 

max. current15) [A] 20 30 40 60 75 

Brake resistor       

Constant power S116) [kW] 0,7 1,9 1,9 3,0 4,0 

Stationary power17) [kW] 2,6 7,0 7,0 10,5 14,5 

Mechanical data       

Dimensions 
H x B x T18) 

[mm] 700x 254x310 700x 254x310 700x 254x310 1000x254x310 1000x254x310 

Weight [kg] 25 25 25 36 36 

Clearance cooling air19) 

on top 

                              below 

 

[mm] 

[mm] 

 

250 

150 

 

250 

150 

 

250 

150 

 

250 

150 

 

250 

150 

Dimension sheet No.   125 125 125 126 126 

Connection mains20)  10 mm2 10 mm2 10 mm2 25 mm2 / M6 25 mm2 / M6 

Connection motor 20) [mm2] 6 10 10 16 16 

Required cooling air21) [m3/h] 150 260 260 260 280 

Dissipation22) [kW] 0,14 – 0,84 0,17 – 2,07 0,25 – 2,15 0,4 – 3,4 0,5 – 4,5 
 

                                                           
11) Output data apply to the voltage rating of the device (400 V). 
12) Short-time performance: does not occur on lift installations owing to the typical torque characteristic. 
13) Maximum admissible rated fuse-value; normale line protection fuses, classification "gL" or "gG" acc.to DIN/VDE 0636. 
14) Thermal equivalent permanent current for S1-operation (= thermal capacity DYNAVERT® L05). This value can be monitored by 

means of the thermal model for the respective inverter; monitoring-limits adjustable. Anouncement by pre-warning signal. The 
stationary motor current may reach up to 150% of the rated current for a period of 60s. ON-period 60%. 

15) The output current is limited to these values. 
16) Mean continuous power for typical lift operation. 
17) For contant travel with generative operation of max. 30s. 
18) Measures without additional appliances like crane-eyelets, fixing angles etc. (exact data: see dimension sheets). 
19) Required clearance for the inlet and outlet air of the device (min. distance on top and below); 

Caution: The outlet temperature on top can amount up to 150 °C. 
20) Maximum connectable cross section at the terminals resp. size of the terminal stud in case of screw terminals. 
21) In case of wall mounting ensured by observing clearance cooling air. If special inlet and outlet air-ducts are used for the device,    

 these must be dimensioned for the indicated cooling air flow rate. 
22) The lower value means the max.dissipation of the inverter, the higher one the total loss incl. the max. possible energy recovery.  
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7.3.2 DYNAVERT® L06 

 
 
Short designation  L90/400 L130/400 L170/400 L210/400 L250/400 

Invertertype  2L2A-06 
400-090 

2L2A-06 
400-130 

2L2A-06 
400-170 

2L2A-06 
400-210 

2L2A-06 
400-250 

Power supply       

Connected load23) [kVA] 41 62 83 105 123 

Rated current [A] 60 90 120 152 178 

max. power 23), 24) [kVA] 62 94 125 158 184 

max. current 24) [A] 90 135 180 228 266 

max. mains fuse25) [A] 100 160 160 200 250 

Output       

Rated power 23) [kVA] 42 60 78 97 116 

Rated current26) [A] 60 87 113 140 167 

max. power 23) [kVA] 62 90 118 146 173 

max. current27) [A] 90 130 170 210 250 

Brake resistance Rmin28) [Ω] 8,5 5,7 4,3 2,9 2,9 

Max. braking current [A] 74 110 145 215 215 

Mechanical data       

Dimensions 
H x B x T29) 

[mm] 710x350x320 710x350x320 1060x350x320 1060x350x320 1060x350x320

Weight [kg] 48 52 70 75 80 

Clearance cooling air30) 

on top 

                              below 

 

[mm] 

[mm] 

150 

200 

150 

200 

150 

200 

150 

200 

150 

200 

Dimension sheet No.   127 127 128 128 128 

Connection mains, motor , 
brake resistor31) 

 M8 M8 M8 M8 M8 

Required cooling air32) [m3/h] 550 550 900  900 900 

Dissipation [kW] 1,4 1,9 2,5 3,0 3,6 
 

                                                           
23) Output data apply to the voltage rating of the device (400 V). 
24) Short-time performance: does not occur on lift installations owing to the typical torque characteristic. 
25) Maximum admissible rated fuse-value; normale line protection fuses, classification "gL" or "gG" acc.to DIN/VDE 0636. 
26) Thermal equivalent permanent current for S1-operation (= thermal capacity DYNAVERT® L06). This value can be monitored by 

means of the thermal model for the respective inverter; monitoring-limits adjustable. Anouncement by pre-warning signal. The 
stationary motor current may reach up to 112% of the rated current for a period of 75s. ON-period 60%. 

27) The output current is limited to these values. 
     With 400V-devices and supply voltage > 400V a reduction of current is to be considered in the rating of the drive units! 
     The following approximate reduction applies for the max. rated supply voltage 460V and the max. ambient temperature:  
     3,0 kHz:  2%, 5,0 kHz:  6%, 7,5 kHz:  9%    
28) Lowest admissible resistance (applies to nominal voltage 400 V!). In case of varying voltages the min. brake resistance is calculated 

as per formula RBrake min >=(UMains * 1.11 * √2) / |Brake max. 
29) Measures without additional appliances like crane-eyelets, fixing angles etc. (exact data: see dimension sheets). 
30) Required clearance for the inlet and outlet air of the device (min. distance on top and below). 
31) Maximum connectable cross section at the terminals resp. size of the terminal stud in case of screw terminals. 
32) In case of wall mounting ensured by observing clearance cooling air. If special inlet and outlet air-ducts are used for the device,    

 these must be dimensioned for the indicated cooling air flow rate. 
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Short designation  L25/500 L50/500 L90/500 L130/500 L170/500 L210/500 L250/500 

Invertertype  2L2A-06 
500-025 

2L2A-06 
500-050 

2L2A-06 
500-090 

2L2A-06 
500-130 

2L2A-06 
500-170 

2L2A-06 
500-210 

2L2A-06 
500-250 

Power supply         

Connected load33) [kVA] 16 36 52 78 102 130 156 

Rated current [A] 18 42 60 91 118 150 180 

max. power 33), 34) [kVA] 22 50 78 118 154 195 234 

max. current 34) [A] 25 58 90 136 178 225 270 

max. mains fuse35) [A] 32 80 80 125 160 200 250 

Output         

Rated power 33) [kVA] 15 30 52 75 98 121 145 

Rated current36) [A] 17 34 60 87 113 140 167 

max. power 33) [kVA] 22 45 78 113 147 182 216 

max. current37) [A] 25 52 90 130 170 210 250 

Brake resistance Rmin38) [Ω] 42 16 11 7,1 5,4 3,7 3,7 

Max. braking current [A] 19 50 74 110 145 215 215 

Mechanical data         

Dimensions 
H x B x T39) 

[mm] 510x165 

x320 

610x225 

x320 
710x350x3
20 

710x350x3
20 

1060x350x
320 

1060x350x
320 

1060x350x
320 

Weight [kg] 15 30 48 52 70 75 80 

Clearance cooling air40) 

on top 

                              below 

 

[mm] 

[mm] 

100 

200 

100 

200 

150 

200 

150 

200 

150 

200 

150 

200 

150 

200 

Dimension sheet No.   132 133 127 127 128 128 128 

Connection mains, motor , 
brake resistor41) 

 16 M8 M8 M8 M8 M8 M8 

Required cooling air42) [m3/h] 150 300  550  550  850  850  850 

Dissipation [kW] 0,75 1,4  1,6 2,2  2,8  3,3 4,0 
 
 

                                                           
33) Output data apply to the voltage rating of the device (500 V). 
34) Short-time performance: does not occur on lift installations owing to the typical torque characteristic. 
35) Maximum admissible rated fuse-value; normale line protection fuses, classification "gL" or "gG" acc.to DIN/VDE 0636. 
36) Thermal equivalent permanent current for S1-operation (= thermal capacity DYNAVERT® L06). This value can be monitored by 

means of the thermal model for the respective inverter; monitoring-limits adjustable. Anouncement by pre-warning signal. The 
stationary motor current may reach up to 112% of the rated current for a period of 75s. ON-period 60%. 

37) The output current is limited to these values. 
38) Lowest admissible resistance (applies to nominal voltage 500 V!). In case of varying voltages the min. brake resistance is calculated 

as per formula RBrake min >=(UMains * 1.11 * √2) / |Brake max. 
39) Measures without additional appliances like crane-eyelets, fixing angles etc. (exact data: see dimension sheets). 
40) Required clearance for the inlet and outlet air of the device (min. distance on top and below); 

Caution: The outlet temperature on top can amount up to 150 °C. 
41) Maximum connectable cross section at the terminals resp. size of the terminal stud in case of screw terminals. 
42) In case of wall mounting ensured by observing clearance cooling air. If special inlet and outlet air-ducts are used for the device,    

 these must be dimensioned for the indicated cooling air flow rate. 
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7.3.3 DYNAVERT® L96 
 
Short designation  L90/400 L130/400  L90/500 L130/500 

Invertertype  2L2A-96 
400-090 

2L2A-96 
400-130 

 2L2A-96 
500-090 

2L2A-96 
500-130 

Power supply       

Connected load43) [kVA] 41 62  52 78 

Rated current [A] 60 90  60 91 

max. power 33), 44) [kVA] 62 94  78 118 

max. current 34) [A] 90 135  90 136 

max. mains fuse45) [A] 100 160  80 125 

Output       

Rated power 33) [kVA] 42 60  52 75 

Rated current46) [A] 60 87  60 87 

max. power 33) [kVA] 62 90  78 113 

max. current47) [A] 90 130  90 130 

Brake resistance Rmin48) [Ω] 8,5 5,7  11 7,1 

Max. braking current [A] 74 110  74 110 

Mechanical data       

Dimensions 
H x B x T49) 

[mm] 860x500x340 860x500x340  860x500x340 860x500x340 

Weight [kg] 76 80  76 80 

Clearance cooling air50) 

on top 

                              below 

[mm] 

[mm] 

150 

200 

150 

200 

 150 

200 

150 

200 

Dimension sheet No.   129 129  129 129 

Connection mains, motor , 
brake resistor51) 

 M8 M8  M8 M8 

Required cooling air52) [m3/h] 550 550   550  550 

Dissipation [kW] 1,4 1,9   1,6 2,2 

 

                                                           
43) Output data apply to the voltage rating of the device (500 V). 
44) Short-time performance: does not occur on lift installations owing to the typical torque characteristic. 
45) Maximum admissible rated fuse-value; normale line protection fuses, classification "gL" or "gG" acc.to DIN/VDE 0636. 
46) Thermal equivalent permanent current for S1-operation (= thermal capacity DYNAVERT® L06). This value can be monitored by 

means of the thermal model for the respective inverter; monitoring-limits adjustable. Anouncement by pre-warning signal. The 
stationary motor current may reach up to 112% of the rated current for a period of 75s. ON-period 60%. 

47) The output current is limited to these values. 
48) Lowest admissible resistance (applies to nominal voltage 500 V!). In case of varying voltages the min. brake resistance is calculated 

as per formula RBrake min >=(UMains * 1.11 * √2) / |Brake max. 
49) Measures without additional appliances like crane-eyelets, fixing angles etc. (exact data: see dimension sheets). 
50) Required clearance for the inlet and outlet air of the device (min. distance on top and below); 

Caution: The outlet temperature on top can amount up to 150 °C. 
51) Maximum connectable cross section at the terminals resp. size of the terminal stud in case of screw terminals. 
52) In case of wall mounting ensured by observing clearance cooling air. If special inlet and outlet air-ducts are used for the device,    

 these must be dimensioned for the indicated cooling air flow rate. 
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7.4 Dimension sheets of DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 
 
7.4.1 DYNAVERT® L05 
 
7.4.1.1 Dimension diagram 2L2W-05_ _ _-020 … 2L2W-05_ _ _ 040 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Dimension diagram 125 

 
 

Control cable inlet  

Mains cable inlet 

Motor cable inlet 

Cooling air 

A x B = Measures for wall mounting 

holes drilling  

FOR BOLTS MAX. 8mm ∅ 
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7.4.1.2 Dimension diagram 2L2W-05_ _ _-060 …  2L2W-05_ _ _-075 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Dimension diagram 126 

Control cable inlet  

Mains cable inlet 

Motor cable inlet 

Cooling air 

A x B = Measures for wall mounting 

holes drilling  
FOR BOLTS 
MAX. 8mm ∅ 
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7.4.2 DYNAVERT® L06 
 
7.4.2.1 Dimension diagram 2L2A-06_ _ _-025 
 
 

Control cable inlet 
 
Mains cable inlet 
 
Motor cable inlet 
 
Brake cable inlet 
 
Cooling air 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

Dimension diagram 132 
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7.4.2.2 Dimension diagram 2L2A-06_ _ _-050 
 

Control cable inlet 
 
Mains cable inlet 
 
Motor cable inlet 
 
Brake cable inlet 
 
Cooling air 

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

Dimension diagram 133 
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7.4.2.3 Dimension diagram 2L2A-06_ _ _-090 … 2L2A-06_ _ _-130 

 
 
 

Control cable inlet 
 
Mains cable inlet 
 
Motor cable inlet 
 
Brake cable inlet 
 
Cooling air 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

Dimension diagram 127 
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7.4.2.4 Dimension diagram 2L2A-06_ _ _-170 … 2L2A-06_ _ _-250 

 
 
 

Control cable inlet 
 
Mains cable inlet 
 
Motor cable inlet 
 
Brake cable inlet 
 
Cooling air 
 

                     
 
 
 
 

 Dimension diagram 128 
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7.4.3 DYNAVERT® L96 
 
7.4.3.1 Dimension diagram 2L2A-96_ _ _-090 …. 2L2A-06_ _ _-130 
 
 

Control cable inlet  
 
Mains cable inlet 
 
Motor cable inlet 
 
Brake cable inlet 
 
Cooling air 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
^^ 
 
 

 Dimension diagram 129 
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7.5 Braking resistors (only DYNAVERT® L06/L96) 
 
7.5.1 Type data external braking resistors (Standard types) 
 
 

   Typical utilization 
according to 

assignment table 

Loading capacity 
with S1 

operation 

Dimension 
diagramm 

Dimensions 

 

Braking resistor Resistor
53) 

No. Power Curren
t 

Output Curren
t 

Nr. a b h 

Short designation R [Ω]  P2 [W] I [A] P1 [W] I [A]  [mm] 

R 72-0,50/0,92 72 0217610 500 2,6 920 3,6 131 326 378 121 

R 50-0,70/1,3 
50 

0217611 
700 3,7 1300 5,0 131 326 378 121 

R 33-1,0/2,0 
33 

0217612 
1000 5,5 2000 8,0 130 145 170 120 

R 33-1,2/2,4 
33 

0217613 
1200 6,0 2400 8,5 130 155 180 220 

R 23-1,4/2,4 
23 

0217614 
1400 7,8 2400 8,5 130 155 180 220 

R 23-1,6/3,4 
23 

0217615 
1600 8,3 3400 12 130 215 240 220 

R 18-1,7/3,6 18 0217616 1700 9,5 3600 14 130 215 240 220 

R 17,8-2,0/3,8 17,8 0217617 2000 10 3800 15 130 215 240 220 

R 15,6-2,2/4,2 15,6 0217618 2200 12 4200 16 130 275 300 220 

R 14,4-2,7/4,8 14,4 0217619 2700 14 4800 18 130 275 300 220 

R 9,5-3,1/5,4 9,5 0217620 3100 18 5400 24 130 395 420 250 

R 8,5-3,4/6,0 8,5 0217621 3400 20 6000 26 130 395 420 250 

R 7,8-4,2/7,5 7,8 0217622 4200 23 7500 31 130 515 540 250 

R 6,5-4,9/8,2 6,5 0217623 4900 28 8200 35 130 515 540 250 

R 5,5-6,2/12 5,5 0217624 5200 34 12000 47 130 755 780 250 

 
 

                                                           
53) Tolerance ± 10%. 
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7.5.2 Dimension drawings of external braking resistors 

 
 
 

5.5 x 8
a

b

93

64

h

 

Dimensional diagram 131 

 

 
 

Dimension diagram 130: Brake resistors (IP 20) 
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Note: 
Install the resistors in a way, that the perforated plate shows to the bottom, to the top and to the frontside. The connector 
box may be at the left or the right side. 
If several resistors are to be installed (possibly if serial/parallel connections are required owing to an increase of the 
output) and in case of wall mounting these need to be arranged next to each other . 
 
 

 Pay attention to sufficient distance of at least 200mm toward the near  
components (fire hazard!). 
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7.5.3 Selection table for external braking resistors (400 V) 
 
 

− Mains nominal voltage range: 380 V - 400 V 
− Dimensioned for lift systems 60% c.d.f. with 180 c/h (90 c/h of it fully generatoric) 
− maximum travel period for fully generatoric 1 minute; deceleration values according to DIN EN 81 

 
 

Legend: 
 

● Standard delivery, if only inverter type is known  + Baking resistor can be used, 
however over-sized 

X ideal assigned braking resistor    

 
 
 
DYNAVERT® L06 2L.. -06400-090 2L.. -06400-130 

Reverse efficiency54) <70% >70% <70% >70% 

Lift power rating up to 
(kW) 

18,5 26 34 18,5 26 34 34 45 55 34 45 55 

R 23-1,6/3,4             

R 18-1,7/3,6 X            

R 17,8-2,0/3,8 +            

R 15,6-2,2/4,2 + ●  X         

R 14,4-2,7/4,8 + +  +         

R 9,5-3,1/5,4 + + X  + X   X      

R 8,5-3,4/6,0 + + + + + X  +      

R 7,8-4,2/7,5       + ●  X   

R 6,5-4,9/8,2       + + X  + X  
55) 

 
 
 
 
 
DYNAVERT® L06 2L.. -06400-170 2L.. -06400-210 2L.. -06400-250 

Reverse efficiency44) <70% >70% <70% >70% <70% >70% 

Lift power rating up to 
(kW 

45 55 75 45 55 75 45 75 85 45 75 85 55 75 85 55 75 85 

R 9,5-3,1/5,4                          

R 8,5-3,4/6,0                          

R 7,8-4,2/7,5 X      X                    

R 6,5-4,9/8,2 + ●  X   +    X      X             

R5,5-6,2/12 + + X + X 
55) + ● 

55) + 55) 55) + ● 55) X 55) 55) 
  
 

                                                           
54) <70%: drives with worm gear; >70%: drives with planet gear/spur gear or V-belt. 
55)  Brake resistor upon request. 
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DYNAVERT® L06 2L.. -06400-090 2L.. -06400-130 

Reverse efficienc56) <70% >70% <70% >70% 

Lift power rating up to 
(kW) 

18,5 26 34 18,5 26 34 34 45 55 34 45 55 

R 23-1,6/3,4             

R 18-1,7/3,6 X            

R 17,8-2,0/3,8 +            

R 15,6-2,2/4,2 + ●  X         

R 14,4-2,7/4,8 + +  +         

R 9,5-3,1/5,4 + + X  + X   X      

R 8,5-3,4/6,0 + + + + + X  +      

R 7,8-4,2/7,5       + ●  X   

R 6,5-4,9/8,2       + + X  + X  
55) 

 
 
 
 
Example for selection: 
 
L90, planet gear 
Lift power = 18,5 kW, braking resistor type R 15,6-2,2/4,2 optionally R 14,4-2,7/4,8  

                                                           
56) <70%: drives with worm gear; >70%: drives with planet gear/spur gear or V-belt. 

Example for selection 
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7.5.4 Selection table for external braking resistors (500 V) 
 
 

− Mains nominal voltage range: 475 V - 500 V 
− Dimensioned for lift systems 60% c.d.f. with 180 c/h (90 c/h of it fully generatoric) 
− maximum travel period for fully generatoric 1 minute; deceleration values according to DIN EN 81 

 
 

Legend: 
 

● Standard delivery, if only inverter type is known  + Baking resistor can be used, 
however over-sized 

X ideal assigned braking resistor    

 
 
 
 
DYNAVERT® L06 2L.. -06500-025 2L.. -06500-50 

Reverse efficiency 57) <70% >70% <70% >70% 

Lift power rating up to 
(kW) 

5,5 7,5 11 5,5 7,5 11 11 15 18,5 11 15 18,5

R 72-0,50/0,92 X            

R 50-0,70/1,3 + ● 
58) X 

58) 58)       

R 33-1,0/2,0             

R 33-1,2/2,4       X      

R 23-1,4/2,4       +      

R 23-1,6/3,4       + ●  X   

R 18-1,7/3,6       + + X + X  

R 17,8-2,0/3,8       + + + + + X 

R 15,6-2,2/4,2             

 
 
 
DYNAVERT® L06 2L.. -06500-090 2L.. -06500-130 

Reverse efficiency 57) <70% >70% <70% >70% 

Lift power rating up to 
(kW) 

26 34 45 26 34 45 34 45 55 34 45 55 

R 23-1,6/3,4             

R 18-1,7/3,6             

R 17,8-2,0/3,8              

R 15,6-2,2/4,2 X             

R 14,4-2,7/4,8 + ● 58) X 
58) 58)       

 R 9,5-3,1/5,4             X       

R 8,5-3,4/6,0              +      

R 7,8-4,2/7,5       + ● 
58) X    

58) 58) 

 
 

                                                           
57)  <70%: drives with worm gear; >70%: drives with planet gear/spur gear or V-belt. 
58)  <70%: drives with worm gear; >70%: drives with planet gear/spur gear or V-belt. 
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DYNAVERT® L06 2L.. -06500-170 2L.. -06500-210 2L.. -06500-250 

Reverse efficiency 59) <70% >70% <70% >70% <70% >70% 

Lift power rating up to 
(kW 

45 75 90 45 75 90 45 75 90 45 75 90 55 75 90 55 75 90 

R 9,5-3,1/5,4                   

R 8,5-3,4/6,0                   

R 7,8-4,2/7,5 X      X            

R 6,5-4,9/8,2 +   X   +   X    X          

R5,5-6,2/12 + ● 60) + 
60) 60) + ● 

60) + 
60) 60) + ● 

60) X 
60) 60) 

  
 
 

                                                           
59)  <70%: drives with worm gear; >70%: drives with planet gear/spur gear or V-belt. 
60)   Brake resistor upon request. 
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7.6 Definitions 
 

Setting speed: 
 

The lift speed is controlled by the motor speed, dependent from traction sheave diameter, gear ratio and 
roping. The particular advantage of the frequency inverters in this connection is, that these conditions 
are not bound to the fixed speed  of a motor powered directly from the mains.  

 
 

In most cases, the speed stamped on the motor type plate is not identical with 

the set speed that is to be entered in parameter v/n in menu P-SYSTEM DATA. 
 
 
The setting speed  n Set  can be established according to the following formula: 

  
 

   19,1  *  v  *  r  
     n Set  =   
 d  *  i  

 
 

                                                      
nSetting   = the parameter value to be set for the setting speed  
v   = operating speed of the lift in m/s 
d   = traction sheave diameter in m 
i   = gear ratio from the type plate of the gear  
r   = roping:  1 if roping 1:1   resp.    2  if roping 2:1 
 
  

Position control:  
 
Contrary to the usual travelling curve control using the motor speed, DYNAVERT® L05/06/96-devices are 
provided with a position control. The software calculates the time-optimized travelling sequence by means of 
a speed sensor using the online-position calculation, considering the parameterised values of the travel 
curve. 
 
With or without positioning run, the repeated accurate approach and levelling of the lift is herewith ensured. 
The important advantage of the position control lies in the fact that always the permanent time-optimized 
travelling sequence is calculated in conformity with the travel curve data. This applies also when the 
operating speed is not reached on a trip from one floor to the next. In this case, an optimal ogival travel is 
made.The deceleration is always initiated at a distance optimal to the destination floor.   
 
In order to maintain these properties of the DYNAVERT ®L05/06/96 during operation, the following simple rule 
for the adjustment shall be observed upon setting of the deceleration distances. 

 

     

The stoppage point (braking vane) required for the control to stop the lift at a landing,  
must always be more distant, or at least equally distant from the level position as the  
min. braking distance for the actually set speed, deceleration and jerk x.  
 
This min.braking distance BrkDis v3 is calculated by the inverter by means of the 
parameterised values for speed v3, deceleration Decel. and Jerk x (in menu 
P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA) and can be read out via information menu 
I-MIN.BRAKE.DIST. (applies for  v1 and BrkDis v1 accordingly, also v2 and BrkDis). 
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V(m/s) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

            t (s) 
 
 
 
 
 
It is clear from the above that the switch-off points, irrespective whether determined by switches in the shaft 
or by a digital shaft information system via control software, are only for preparing the stoppage at the next 
landing. From this point, the inverter calculates online the remaining still-to-be-run distance to the destination 
landing and it initiates the deceleration automatically (in accordance with a time optimized travel and 
observation of travel curve data!). 
 
 

Switch-off points and intermediate speed: 
 

In most applications there is only one single operating speed for normal travel required.  
At the DYNAVERT® L05/06/96 this is speed v3. With this speed the lift runs also in case of a floor-to-
floor travel.  
 

If in case of a floor-to-floor travel the distances for acceleration and deceleration are longer than the 
floor-to-floor distance, the DYNAVERT ® L05/06/96 activates automatically a so-called “ogival run“ and 
does not accelerate to reach operating speed v3. An ogival run occurs, for example, when the switch-off 
points (braking vanes) between 2 landings lie already within the acceleration phase of the lift. 
 

If the braking distance however is longer than the floor-to-floor distance, the control has to activate 
intermediate speed v1 and there is another switch-off point (braking vane) required for this mode. 

 

If the braking distance is longer than 2 floor-to-floor distances, speed v2 must be activated. In such a 
case a control with a digital shaft information system should be used. 

 
 
DCP- interface: 
 

With an appropriate lift control the whole handling should be possible by means of the control display.  
Moreover, the triggering signals can be transmitted via serial interface to a DCP-protocol.  
This, however, must be clarified before with the control manufacturer as the control must be configured 
accordingly in the factory. 

 
 

Braking vane 
 

Shall stop: 
Switch-off point as a position 
reference for the landing 
defined by the control 

Min.braking distance: 
 

Actual, position-controlled initiation 
of deceleration by the inverter 

Inverter: parameterised 
positioning distance (levelling distance) 
Setting “0“ in case of direct approach 

Stop switch 
 

Stoppage point for 
the levelling as a 
position reference 
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7.7 Brief commissioning instruction 
 

 

 For all applications “without PCM“: 
 Set parameters in the sequence of the parameter table! 

 
 

 

Menü function 
(display indicat.) description Input value

P-OPERATION 
 

A 
 

Setting of the required application ......... 
 

v3 
 

 Operating speed of the lift 

 

......... m/s 
 

v Posi 
 

 

Positioning speed (levelling speed till level position) 
 

   0,1 m/s  
 

BrkDis v3 
 

 

Set value from info-menu I.MIN.BRAKE.DIST. : BrkDis v3 
 

......... cm  
 

StopDst 
 

 

Distance stop switch to level position           (set 18 cm from 1,6 m/s upw.) 

 

.       10 cm 
 

Position. 
 

 

Levelling distance to level position                (set 25 cm from 1,6 m/s upw.) 

 

       12 cm 
 

Accel. 
 

 

Required acceleration torque                                 (acc.to item. 4.3.1, table) 

 

......... 
 

Decel. 
 

 

Required value of deceleration                        (acc.to item. 4.3.1, table) 

 

......... 

 
 
 
 

P-TAVEL CURVE 
   DATA 

 

Decel. SS 
 

 

Value of deceleration for “Emerg. stop”                        (acc.to item. 4.3.1) 

 

......... 
 

P-MONITORING 
 

v max 

 

Check limit for max. achievable speed                               (value v3 +10%) 
 

......... m/s 

v/n 
 

Enter operating speed v3 of the lift 
Setting speed  n Set =                                                       (acc.to item. 4.3.1)     

......... m/s 

......... rpm 
 

Engag t br. 
 

 

Pull-in time of brake magnet (brake lift. time).  (only drive without encoder) 
 

.........  s 
 

t-rel mec.br. 
 

 

Release time of brake magnet                            (only drive without encoder) 
 

.........  s 
 

Dir-Sign 
 

 

Preset the actual direction of travel       ( be aware of the control terminals.) 
 

......... 

 

Motor cw 
 

 

Preset the actual direction of travel (motor clockwise)  
 

......... 

 
 
 
 
 

P-SYSTEM 
DATA 

 
 

SD 
 
 

 

Programmable SD to be defined 
 

......... 
 

SA     PTC 
In menu P-inputs programmable input terminals to be defined 

 

.........  P-TERMINAL 
ASSIGNMT. 

 

Relay 1 / 2/ … 
In menu P-outputs programmable relay functions to be defined 

 

.........   

 

P-motor 
 

Rated power of the installed motors 
 

......... kW  
 

n-motor 
 

Rated speed of the installed motors 
 

......... rpm 
 

I-motor 
 

Rated current of the installed motors 
 

......... A 
 

f-motor 
 

Rated frequency of the installed motors 
 

......... Hz 
 

V-motor 
 

Rated voltage of the installed motors 
 

......... V 
 

cos phi 
 

cos phi of the connected motor 
 

......... 
 

Slipcomp 
 

Slip compensation                                            (only drive without encoder) 
 

......... % 

 

Fan external 
Setting of the parameter if an additional forced ventilation 

 

 
 
 
 
 

P-MOTOR DATA 

 

Auto-Tuning 
 

Perform Auto-tuning                                    (only for asynchronous motors) 
 

......... 
 

V mains nom Set the actual mains voltage 
 

......... 
 

Brake 
 

Set the type of braking device 
 

......... 
 

P-BrakeRes. 
 

Set required braking performance in parameter         (acc.to item. 4.3.1/8) 
 

......... kW 

 
P-INVERTER    
   DATA 

 

R-BrakeRes. 
 

Set required braking performance in parameter         (acc.to item. 4.3.1/8) ......... Ω 
 

Op.-source 
 

Definition of the operation source  
 

......... 
 
 

P-INTERFACE 
 

RS485-Prot 
 

Input if DCP-control is provided 
 

......... 
 

P  sp.ctr. 
 

P-portion of the speed controller (see item 4.6) 
 

......... 
 

Tr sp.ctr. Readjustment time of the PI-speed controller (see item 4.6) 
 

......... 
 

P  sp.ct.pos P-part of n-controller/ position control (see item 4.6) 
 

......... 
 

Tr sp.ct.pos 
 

Readjustment time n-controller/ position control. (see item 4.6)... 
 

......... 
 

P  PosContr. 
 

Amplification of the stop-position control (see item 4.6) 
 

......... 
 

Gear losses 
 

Friction behavior of the lift                 (friction torque, gear efficiency factor)    
 

......... 
 

T-Start Up 
 

Starting torque “up“ 
 

......... % 

 
 
 
 
P-TRAVEL 
   BEHAVIOR 
 

 

T-Start Down 
 

Starting torque “down” 
 

......... % 

 

Enter the resp. 
values of the 
motor type plate! 
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7.8 Protocol of event memory 
 
 

FU-No.: Type:   Date:  
 
Event memory    Event No.:     
 
 
Date  
Time  

Trvl.cmd.  
|   Trvl.cmd.  

Travel  
|   Travel  

Set value    m/s 
|   Set value    m/s 

v-Travel    m/s 
|   v-Travel    m/s 

I-motor     A 
|   I-motor     A 

f-motor    Hz 
|   f-motor    Hz 

V-motor    V 
|   V-motor    V 

 DC-volts    V 
|   DC-volts    V 

Accel.    m/s² 
|   Accel.    m/s² 

 rest dis.    cm 
|   rest dis.    cm 

T-motor    Nm 
|   T-motor   Nm 

I-limit     A 
|   I-limit     A 

status DSP    HEX
|   status DSP    HEX
travels   
T-inside    °C 
T-cooler 1    °C 
Activat/h   
Load    kg 

 DCP Trvl.cmd.    HEX 
|   DCP Trvl.cmd.    HEX 
 
 
Remarks:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Messages 
 

ready yes  no 
|   ready yes  no 

Brake on  off 
|   Brake on  off 

levelg.spd. too high  o.k. 
|   levelg.spd. too high  o.k. 

Trav.contactor on  off 
|   Trav.contactor on  off 

Relay com.flt. yes  no 
|  Relay com.flt. yes  no 

Ctrl.inh. yes  no 
|   Ctrl.inh. yes  no 
 
Warnings 
 

Tmp.ins.t.high yes  no 
|   Tmp.ins.t.high yes  no 

Tmp.ins.t.low yes  no 
|   Tmp.ins.t.low yes  no 

TmpCooler t.hi yes  no 
|   TmpCooler t.hi yes  no 

TmpCooler t.lo yes  no 
|   TmpCooler t.lo yes  no 

 BrakeRes.Overl yes  no 
|   BrakeRes.Overl yes  no 

.Motor overtemp yes  no 
|   Motor overtemp yes  no 

Standstill fan yes  no 
|   Standstill fan yes  no 

Temp.inside yes  no 
|   Temp.inside yes  no 

Temp-Sens. KK1 yes  no 
|   Temp-Sens. KK1 yes  no 
 
Terminal inputs 
 

 Term.inp. SF yes  no 
|   Term.inp. SF yes  no 

 Term.inp. SA yes  no 
|   Term.inp. SA yes  no 

 Term.inp. S1 yes  no 
|   Term.inp. S1 yes  no 

 Term.inp. S2 yes  no 
|   Term.inp. S2 yes  no 

 Term.inp. S3 yes  no 
|   Term.inp. S3 yes  no 

 Term.inp. SR yes  no 
|   Term.inp. SR yes  no 

 Term.inp. SN yes  no 
|   Term.inp. SN yes  no 

 Term.inp. SO yes  no 
|   Term.inp. SO yes  no 

 Term.inp. SU yes  no 
|   Term.inp. SU yes  no 

 Term.inp. SFS yes  no 
|   Term.inp. SFS yes  no 

 Term.inp. SD yes  no 
|   Term.inp. SD yes  no 

Batt.operation yes  no 
|   Batt.operation yes  no 

 
 
Reference / Name:   ___________________________________ Page: _____of: _____ 
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7.9 Examples for the connection of DYNAVERT® L05/L96 
 
7.9.1 Activation via terminals (minimum configuration) 
 
7.9.1.1 Standard (control mode = Travel) 
 
 
      

            10 
 

               X25 
 
 
 
   Synchronous 
  X1: X1: motor 
     K1 
  L1  U1     U2 
  L2  V1 V2 M 
  L3  W1 W2 3 ~ 
  N  N PE  sincos- 
  PE  PE   Encoder 
      X1:19 
      X1:20 PTC thermistor 
     Lift control 
 

         X1: 
         U3 Voltage 
          N supply 
 
   X2:3 Controller release 
 
   Security circuit 
  X1:7 
  K1 K3 
Brake resistor  Internal ~ 
(only for L96)   travel = 
    contactor  
 

   K3    Magnetic 
  X2:2 brake 
 

           X1:5 Auxiliary contactor Neutral 
 
         Brake  
 
  X1:6 
 

  X1:9      
 
         Fault    Evaluation of  
 

  X1:11   inverter fault 
 
         +24V X1:28 +24V 
   

 
 
               SA X1:30 Stop switch 
 

               S3      X1:33 Travel command 
 

               SU      X1:37 Travel direction down  
 

               SR      X1:34 Revision 
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7.9.1.2 One-contactor operation with short-circuiting contactor (control mode = Travel) 
 
 

          10 
 

               X25 
 
 
 
         Synchronous      USV (220/230V) 
           X1:          X1:             motor 
         K1 
  L1          U1           U2 
  L2          V1           V2                M 
  L3          W1          W2                3 ~ 
  N          N          PE              sincos- 
  PE          PE                Encoder 
 
          X1:19       PTC thermistor 
          K21       X1:20         Lift control 
         X1: 
          U3      
           N              Voltage  supply 
 
          X2:3               Controller release 
        
                     Security circuit 
           X1:7 
      K1               K3 
   Internal                ~ 
Brake resistor   travel-    =     

 
(only for L96)   contactor              
                     K3           Magnetic                 gL 
           X2:2              brake          (max.  6A) 
 
           X1:5  Auxiliary contactor                Neutral 
 
          Brake  
 

           X1:6 
 

           X1:9      
 
           Fault          Evaluation of 
 
          X1:11         inverter fault 
 
       +24V       X1:28   +24V 
   

 
 
                SA     X1:30   Stop switch 
 

                S3     X1:33   Travel command 
  

                SU     X1:37   Travel direction down 
  

                SR     X1:34   Revision 
 
 
   K1   Short circuit contactor 
 

           X3:1 
 

     K21 
     

           X3.2                  Neutral 
 
  Internal 
  short 
  circuit 
  contactor 
  (optional) 
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7.9.1.3 Standard (control mode = PCM) 
 
 

          10 
 

              X25 
 
 
 
             Synchronous 
           X1:         X1:             motor 
   K1   
  L1           U1          U2 
  L2           V1          V2                 M 
  L3           W1          W2                3 ~ 
  N           N          PE              Sincos- 
  PE           PE                encoder 
         X1:19 
         X1:20         Thermistor 
           R        X1:38  Feed-back       K1      Lift control 
            UD+           +24V    X1:28  + 24 V 
           PE  
          U3                 Voltage 
           N                 supply 
 
         X1:42  Controller release         K1 
    
                     Safety circuit 
            X1:7 
      K1               K3 
    Internal                ~ 
Brake resistor   travel    = 
(only fori L96)    contact        
                     K3            Magnet 
            X2:2               brake   
 
            X1:5   Aux. contactor               Neutral 
 
       Brake  
 
           X1:6 
 

           X1:9          
 
       Fault          Evaluation 
  
          X1:11         Fault FI 
 
          X1:1 
      
    

  Relay 1 (IP)   
           X1:2            

          X2:43 
   
   Relay 5 (DS1)  
   
          X2:45     

           X2:46 
 Relay 6 (DS2) 

   
 
          X2:47     

          X2:48 
  Relay 7 (DS3) 
 
  
          X2:49 
   
            X1: 
            30 SA_U/SA_U_D      
            31 SA_D SV1    X1:34 
            32 SP_U SV2    X1:35 
            33 SP_D SV3    X1:36 
   SV4    X1:37 
 

4 
 
  
 
  Car 
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7.9.2 Activation via DCP-Interface (minimum configuration) 
 
7.9.2.1 Standard (control mode = Travel) 
 
 
 
           10 

 

              X25 
 
 
 
         Synchronous 
           X1:         X1:            motor 
   K1 
  L1           U1          U2 
  L2           V1          V2    M 
  L3           W1          W2   3 ~ 
  N           N          PE              sincos- 
  PE           PE                Encoder 
        X1:19 
        X1:20         PTC thermistor 
             Lift control 
 
          X1: 
          U3                 Voltage  
           N                 supply 
 
        X2:3       Controller release 
   
           Security circuit 
         X1:7 
Brake    K1             K3 
resistor    Internal                ~ 
(only for L96)    travel    = 
    contactor     
 

                    K3            Magnetic 
           X2:2               brake   
 

           X1:5  Auxiliary contactor             Neutral 
 
           Brake  
 
           X1:6 
 

           X1:9      
 
           Fault         Evaluation of 
 
          X1:11        inverter fault 
 
 
          +24V       X1:28   
   

    
 
   
            X1:         X51             Serial connection       DCP-Interface 
            30  
            31     
             
            33 
               *)            34 
            35 

 
           37 

 
 
 
  

Note:  *) These terminals are not evaluated when activated via DCP (Operation source DCP)     
    (terminal 32/36 only if terminal 32/36: Reset) 
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7.10 Examples for the connection of DYNAVERT® L06 
 
7.10.1 Activation via terminals (minimum configuration) 
 
7.10.1.1 Standard (Regelart = Weg) 
 
 
 

          10 
 

                X25 
 
 
 
                 Synchronous - 
           X1:            X1:     motor 
     K1  
  L1           U1          U2 
  L2           V1          V2         M 
  L3           W1          W2         3 ~ 
  N           N          PE      sincos- 
  PE           PE        Encoder 
    
             R   
 …   …Ud+         K1             Lift control 
            PE        X1:42 
         X1:8                Controller release 
    
          K1  
       Travel    
       contactor               Neutral 
    
                    Security circuit 
          X1:7 
    Brake-                  K3 
    resistor                  ~ 
       = 
            
                     K3            Magnetic - 
                  brake   
 
           X1:5  Auxiliary contactor               Neutral 
 

         Brake 
 
           X1:6 
 

           X1:9          
 
         Fault          Evaluation of 
 
          X1:11         inverter fault 
 
       +24V       X1:28   +24V 
    

    
 
                SA     X1:30   Stop switch 
 

                S3     X1:33   Travel command 
 

                SU     X1:37   Travel direction down 
 

                SR     X1:34   Revision 
 

                          X1:38         Check-back contactor 
                K1 
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7.10.1.2 One-contactor operation with short-circuiting contactor (control mode = Travel) 
 
 

          10 
 

                X25 
        K21 
 
 
         Synchronous -          USV (220/230V) 
           X1:            X1:           motor 
        K1 
  L1           U1          U2 
  L2           V1          V2                M 
  L3           W1          W2               3 ~ 
  N           N          PE               sincos- 
  PE           PE                 Encoder 
              
             R            Lift control 
 …   …Ud+         K1        
            PE        X1:42 
         X1:8                Controller release 
    
            K1   
         Travel       
         contactor               Neutral 
    
                    Safety circuit 
          X1:7 
    Brake                  K3 
     resistor ~ 
       =               gL 
                       (max.  6A) 
                     K3            Magnetic - 
                  brake   
 
           X1:5   Auxiliary contactor               Neutral 
 

          Brake 
 
           X1:6 
 

           X1:9          
 
          Fault           Evaluation of 
 
          X1:11          inverter fault 
 
       +24V       X1:28   +24V 
    

    
 
                SA     X1:30   Stop switch 
 

                S3     X1:33   Travel command 
 

                SU     X1:37   Travel direction down 
 

                SR     X1:34   Revision 
 

         X1:38              Check-back contactor 
 

                      K1  
           
                 K1 
           K21 
                  
 
         
        Short-circuiting contactor 
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7.10.1.3 Standard (control mode = PCM) 

 
 

          10 
 

              X25 
 
 
 
        Synchronous 
           X1:         X1:     motor 
               K1  
  L1           U1          U2 
  L2           V1          V2        M 
  L3           W1          W2        3 ~ 
  N           N          PE      sincos- 
  PE           PE        Encoder 
    
            R         X1:38  Feedback           K1 
           UD+              Lift control 
           PE    +24V     X1:28  + 24 V 
   
          U3                 Voltage 
           N                 supply 
 
          X1:42  Controller release          K1 
    
                     Safety circuit 
            X1:7 
      K1               K3 
    Internal                ~ 
    travel    = 
     contactor        
                     K3            Magnet 
            X2:2               brake   
 
            X1:5   Aux. contactor               Neutral 
 
       Brake  
 
           X1:6 
 

           X1:9          
 
       Fault          Evaluation 
  
          X1:11         Fault FI 
 
          X1:1 
      
    

  Relay 1 (IP)   
           X1:2            

          X2:43 
   
   Relay 5 (DS1)  
   
          X2:45     

           X2:46 
 Relay 6 (DS2) 

   
 
          X2:47     

          X2:48 
  Relay 7 (DS3) 
 
  
          X2:49 
 
            X1: 
            30 SA_U/SA_U_D 
            31 SA_D SV1    X1:34 
            32 SP_U SV2    X1:35 
            33 SP_D SV3    X1:36 
   SV4    X1:37 
 

4 
 
  
 
  Car 
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7.10.2 Activation via DCP-Interface (minimum configuration) 
 
7.10.2.1 Standard (control mode = Travel) 
 
 
 
 

          10 
 

                X25 
 
 
 
                 Synchronous - 
           X1:            X1:     motor 
          K1  
  L1           U1          U2 
  L2           V1          V2        M 
  L3           W1          W2       3 ~ 
  N           N          PE      sincos- 
  PE           PE        Encoder 
        X1:19 
             R       X1:20             PTC thermistor 
 …   …Ud+          K1                Lift control 
            PE        X1:42 
         X1:8                Controller release 
    
                K1   
       Travel       
       contactor               Neutral 
    
                    Security circuit 
          X1:7 
    Brake-                  K3 
    resistor                  ~ 
       = 
            
                     K3            Magnetic - 
                  brake   
 
           X1:5   Auxiliary contactor               Neutral 
 

          Brake 
 
           X1:6 
 

           X1:9          
 
          Fault          Evaluation of 
 
          X1:11         inverter fault 
 
       +24V       X1:28   +24V 
    

    
 
 
 X1:         X51        Serial connection    DCP-Interface 
 30 
 31 
 

 33 
 34       X1:38          Check-back contactor 
 35              K1   
 

 37 
 
 
 
   Bem.:  *)  Diese Klemmen werden bei Betrieb mit DCP (Bedienquelle = DCP) nicht ausgewertet 
        (Klemme 32/36 nur, wenn Klemme 32/36 = Reset). 
 
 
 
 
 

Connection instructions for interface RS232 (X50) 
 

7.11.1 Communication 
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For an easy parameter setting of the inverter DYNAVERT® and the registration of set parameter values  
a modern communication program from Loher can be downloaded from www.loher.de. This program 
is subject to a continuous development. In order to be able to use any new features we recommend to 
download the new versions. 

 
7.11.2 Loher interface cable for IMS 

 
For the communication between PC and inverter by means of the Win-IMS program an appropriate 
communication cable can be ordered from Loher under the item no. 0187278. It is a screened 9-core 
cable of 5 m length, with a 9-pole D-SUB-socket on either end.The screen is connected on both 
sides to the pin-casing. 

 
However, a standard “null modem cable“ can also be used. The cable is connected to the PC  
(serial interface, e.g. COM1 or COM2) and to the inverter at the D-SUB9-socket X50.  
  
In the Win-IMS program the connected COM-interface (after setup: “COM1“) has to conform in 
“Options/Driver/RS232/485-Driver“ with the setting in “connection“. For the “online“ editing of 
parameters by means of IMS the parameterising sourse at the inverter must be in the LCD menu  
in “P-INTERFACES/Para-source“ at “Global“ or “RS232“.  

 
 
 Cable assignment of null modem cable:  
 
 
    Signal  PC   FU 
 

    TXD   3   2 
    RXD   2   3 
    CTS   8   4 
    GND   5   5 
    RTS   7   6 
    DSR   6   7 
    DTR   4   8 
 
 

7.11.3 USB/RS232 Interfaces converter 
 

If the PC or Laptop used has not got no longer a conventional interface but, for example, 
only USB connectors, the conversion into the required RS232 signals must be effected by  
a USB/RS232 converter.  

 
For the communication with the inverter the standard converters usually will suffice. 
If exceptional problems will be arising we recommend to use the following inverter: 

 
 
  USB / Seria RS-232 inverter 9-pole   
  of Fa. LINDY-Elektronik GmbH (www.lindy.com) Item No..: 42856 
 
  Supplier:  
  Bechtle direkt GmbH, Bechtle Platz 1, D-74172 Neckarsulm,  
  Tel. 0049-0180-5-951600 (Fax 0180-5-951610) 
  Bechtle Ordering-No.: 149728  / Adapter DB9 St. - USB Type-A St. 2,0 m   
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7.12 Connection instructions for interface RS232 (X51) 
 
The external display (part no. 0296033) has the same function as the internal display. The two keys  
“ON“ and “OFF“ are of no meaning for the DYNAVERT® L05/06/96.     
    
 
You can use this display for mounting in the cabinet door or for remote operation with a distance to  
the inverter of max. 1000m. 
 
The display is for built in a panel door. The cut out must be l*h 138+1 * 92+0,8 . The protection is IP54. 
 
  
 

54135,5135,5
144

7

89
,5

96

 
     

dimension diagram of external display 
 
 
 

 
 

- X2 
       Mass M (screen)    1 
       RS 485 A      2   
       RS 485 B     3    
       Mass M   (0V) 1)    4 
       + 24 V      (10 ... 32V, 100mA) 1)   5              

 - X3   
  

       24 V       (10 ... 32V, 100mA) 2)  1 
       Mass M  (0V) 2)    2 
             
           

    DISPLAY 
 
 
 
  

   Rem.:   1)  For the supply of the displays via internal aux. voltage of inverter 
            (e.g. in case of installation in the door of the control cabinet) 
       2) For the supply of the displays via an external power supply unit 
       
 
 
   

Terminal connection of the external display 
 

contrast- 
adjustment 
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     Connection, when external display is integrated in cabinet door 
 
 

 

 
 

  
Use screened twisted pair wire to connect the external display to the inverter, e.g. LiYCY 2*2*0,25. Here, the  
max. length of the connection cable can be around 40 m. 
 
Also, Loher supplies on demand a corresponding cable of 4m length (serial-no. 0296100). For that, the assignment  
at the plug connector X2 is X2:1/screen, X2:2/brown, X2:3/white, X2:4/green, X2:5/yellow.  
 
  
Connection, when external display is built in externally: 
 
 

   
 
 

Use also here screened wires (max. length of connecting cable 1000 m). 
 

 
Power supply 
24VDC 
(10…32V),  
min.100mA 
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7.13  External control voltage 230V at Compact devices 2L2A-06_ _ _- 025 / - 050 
 
Normally there is no need to connect any control voltage to the inverter. The control voltage is generated out of the 
voltage of the intermediate circuit. For evacuation and   
 

- with battery voltages    < 400V DC resp.  
- with USV- power supply   < 230 V AC to reconvert of external supply. 

 

In this case proceed as follows: 
 
 

7.13.1 Conversion in the hardware Compact device 2L2A-06_ _ _- 025 / _ _ _- 050 
 
Conversion of inverter from internal (interm. circuit) to external control voltage: For that, switch over the white plug on the 
switched-mode power supply board from X2 internal to X5 external.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
On Compact device 2L2A-06_ _ _- 025 you can access the switched-mode power supply board if you demount  
the following: 
 

- unbolt the blue cover at the screw above –X25 and remove it upwards 
- turn the grey cover arranged beneath (with 2 bolts) by 90° and then remove it upwards 
- loosen all bolts at the righthand side wall viewable from outside, plus an inside nut in the  
  connection area. Then lift off the side wall. 
- now switch-over the plug and remount everything in reverse order. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ed-mode power supply board with plug on internal 
control voltage 

Switched-mode power supply board with plug on 
internal control voltage 

plug for external control voltage 

Switched-mode power supply board with plug 
on external control voltage 
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On the compact device 2L2A-06_ _ _- 050 you can access the switched-mode power supply board from  
the front. Proceed as follows:  
 

- turn the 4 bolts at the grey cover by 90° and remove the cover 
- unbolt the blue cover at the screw above –X25 and remove it upwards 
- turn the 4 bolts of the hinged part by 90°, swing it to the right and hook it to  
   the side wall (see figure below)  
- now switch-over the plug and remount everything in reverse order. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7.13.2 Connection of external control voltage 
 
Connect the external control voltage to terminal 101 (L1) and 102 (N).  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Max. cross section 2,5mm². 
 
 Fusing: 2…6A gL, 150VA max. 
 
 Voltage/frequency: 230V+15%-20%, 47…63Hz 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

7.14 Control cable sets (option) 
 
Herebelow the actual control cable sets are shown:          
 

plug for external control voltage 
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7.15 TÜV-certificate: operation with one contactor 
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Servicestationen/ servicecenters   

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

LOHER GmbH 
 

Postfach 1164  Servicezentrale/:  Tel.-Nr. 08531-39-554 
94095 Ruhstorf  servicecenter   Fax Nr. 08531-39-569 
Hans-Loher-Straße 32          e-mail service.sys@loher.de 
94099 Ruhstorf       24 h hotline:   Tel.-Nr. 08531-39-222 
         Internet:    http://www.loher.de 

 
Deutschland/ Germany 
 
Elektromotor & Technik GmbH 
Vertrieb und Service 
Friedrichstraße 14 
09380 Thalheim/Erzgebirge 
Tel.-Nr.  03721-84313 
Fax Nr.  03721-84256 
e-mail  elektromotorthalheim@t-online.de 
 
 
EAB Elektro Anlagenbau GmbH 
Flethstraße 29 
21683 Stade-Buetzfleth 
Tel.-Nr. 04146-9088-0 
Fax Nr. 04146-9088-50 
e-mail  eab@eab-stade.de 
 
 
Naumann Alfred 
Elektr. Masch. Bau 
Inh. Friedrich Martin 
Hertzstraße 5 
30827 Garbsen 
Tel.-Nr. 05131-1548 
Fax Nr. 05131-95025 
e-mail  t.heeren@alfrednaumann.de 
 
 
Vogelsang & Benning GmbH 
Hansastr. 92 
44866 Bochum-Wattenscheid 
Tel.-Nr. 02327-547-0 
Fax. Nr. 02327-547-100 
e-mail   info@vogelsangbenning.de 
 
 
Hiller Antriebssysteme GmbH 
In der Vorstadt 19/1 
72768 Reutlingen 
Tel.-Nr. 07121-5807-08 
Fax Nr. 07121-5807-38 
e-mail  service@hiller-Antriebssysteme.de 
 
 
Scheba 
Hafenstraße 36 
97424 Schweinfurt 
Tel.-Nr. 09721-69079 
Fax Nr. 09721-609506 
e-mail  engelbrecht@scheba.de 
 
 
Hansa-Motoren Reparaturbetr. GmbH & Co.KG 
Dannenkamp 26-28 
22869 Schenefeld / Hamburg 
Tel-Nr.  040-853-771-0 
Fax-Nr. 040-853-771-33 
e-mail  info@hansa-motoren.de 
 
 
 
Siebert Elektromaschinenbau GmbH 
Bunsenstraße 5-7 
64295 Darmstadt 
Tel.  06151-824462 
Fax-Nr.  06151-895590 
e-mail   info@siebertgmbh.de 
 

 
 
 
 

Ausland/ international 
 
NIEDERLANDE 
LOHER Benelux 
NL-3771 ME Barneveld 
Tel.-Nr. 0031-342-404660 
Fax Nr. 0031-342-404661 
e-mail  t.brink@loher.nl 
 
 
ISRAEL 
Amin Engineers Ltd. 
POB 1676 
IL-Ramat Hasharon 47-113 
Tel.-Nr. 00972-3-5408577 
Fax Nr. 00972-3-5493974 
e-mai l rosmeir@amin.co.il 
 
 
UNGARN 
Elmot Kft. 
Pf. 7 
1276 Budapest 
Tel.-Nr. 0036-26-389 035 
Fax Nr. 0036-26-389 943 
e-mail  elmot@mail.matav.hu 
 
 
GROSSBRITANNIEN 
ILE Manufacturing Limited 
Service Department 
Wanlip Road 
Syston, Leicester UK-LE7 1PD 
Tel.-Nr. 0044/116-2690900 
Fax Nr. 0044/116-2690939 
Mobil   0044-7971951222 
e-mail  r.taylor@ilem.co.uk 
 
 
SPANIEN 
SICAL Automation S.L. 
C/Motilla del Palancar, 13 
28043 Madrid 
Tel.-Nr. 0034-91-300 55 15 
Fax Nr. 0034-91-300 57 81 
e-mail  alvarob-sical@ctv.es 
 
 
CHINA 
LM LIFTMATERIAL 
(Hong Kong) LTD. 
Rm. 1403, Winning Centre 29 
Tai Yau St., San Po Kong 
Kowloon, Hong Kong, lmhkg 
Tel. Nr. 00852-2194 1766 
Mobil:   00852-9735 6781 
Fax Nr. 00852 2194 7322 
e-mail  lmhkg@hkstar.com 
 
Shanxi Explosion-Proof Motor (Group) CO.,Ltd. 
Cheng Bei Street 
13903451122 
046011 Shanxi China 
Tel.-Nr. 0086-355-2078620 
Handy  0086-13903451122 
Fax Nr. 0086-355-2078666 
e-mail  gfw3451122@sohu.com 
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